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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM 
A majority of educators agree that spelling ability consists largely 
of auditory and visual perception of word parts. Russell, 1 in her lessons 
called "Building Spelling Power," which include a series of Word Analysis 
Lessons for Grades 4, 5, and 6, tells of her experiments in using these 
lessons in replacement of actual spelling lessons. Her findings would 
indicate that children who were given these lessons instead of spelling 
lessons made great gains in spelling scores, with fourth-grade classes 
mak ing the greatest gains. 
Using Russell's lessons as a general pattern, the writers have worked 
out a similar series of 63 lessons for use in Grade 2. These lessons are 
necessarily on a lower level, each o f the first 52 consisting of only one 
phonic element, blend, or digraph, and the last 11 lessons combining two 
or more elements. It is hoped that these lessons might be used by Grade 2 
teachers to determine whether children in that grade may acquire spelling 
power by development of auditory and visual perception, word analysis, and 
word meanings. 
lKarlene V. Russell, The Effect of Word Analysis ~Spelling Ability. 
Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, Boston University, School of Education, 
Boston, 1954. 
1 J • . 
CHAPTER II 
Review of the Literature 
The Relation of Spelling to Phonics 
If modern education is to prepare the student for happy living, one 
of the important factors in that preparation is the ability to be a good 
speller. Spelling errors, according to Horn, 1 detract from the effective-
ness of any written work, whether it be personal letters, stories, or 
compositions, tests, business letters, or applications for a job . It is 
necessary , there f ore, for teachers to find the best method for teaching 
spelling so that pupils will learn and retain proper habits. Authorities 
disagree on the importance of word analys i s and phonics as an aid. 
Horn2 says, "More evidence is needed to establish the desirability 
o f sound-letter relationships, but the evidence that is available seems 
to jus t i f y considerable emphasis on phonics." 
3 According to Spache, "There is ample evidence to conclude that 
phonetic knowledges and skills play an important part in spelling abi lity. 
Still further evidence shows that poor spellers are characterized by a 
1Ernest Horn, "Teaching Spelling," Pamphlet~' What Research Says to 
the Teacher, Washington, D. C.: Department of Classroom Teachers, 
American Educational Research Association of the National Education 
Association (January, 1954). 
2Ibid., p. 24. 
3George Spache, "Spelling Disability Correlates !--Factors Probably 
Causal in Spelling Disability," Journal o f Educational Research (April, 
1941), 34:573. 
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lack of analytic ability in attacking new words." 
1 Russell, in a study of types of spelling errors, points out 
" .... that good spellers have a rather definite knowledge of the relations 
between sounds and letters, while retarded spellers have never acquired 
this basic knowledge in their first years at school." 
In a statement of the problem he says further, "The spelling process 
involves not only the formation of specific habits in the spelling of a 
certain number of words, say the three or four thousand most common; it 
includes also the technique for the learning of new words generally." 
Most authorities agree that an adequate perceptual word attack and a 
memory for visual and auditory stimuli are fundamental aspects of the 
spelling process. The difficulty is that such a statement gives no real 
clue to the specific patterns involved in the process. 
2 Foran says: 
"Spelling is often regarded as merely memory and perception but 
such qualitative analyses or descriptions are little more than 
general observations which, even if correct quantitatively, do not 
reveal the parts played by the abilities that are identified. To 
determine the nature of spelling ability, it is necessary to find 
its association with various factors and the extent to which these 
account for the whole performance." 
Durrell3 is of the opinion that it is often desirable to teach word 
1David H. Russell, "Characteristics of Good 
Contributions to Education, No. 727. New York: 
Columbia University, 1937, pp. 3, 57 . 
and Poor Spellers," 
Teachers College, 
2Thomas G. Foran, The Psychology and Teaching of Spelling. 
Washington, D. C.: Catholic Education Press, 1934, p. 234. 
3Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities. New York: 
World Book Company, 1940. 
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analysis in connection with spelling rather than with reading. 
Gates 1 feels that the normal child learns most effectively if he 
can utilize both phonetic and visual clues. 
2 Keyser . showed that word analysis was superior to all other methods 
presented, in a study to determine the amount of transfer obtained through 
the various media. 
says: 
3 Gates, in summarizing findings of many investigators in the area, 
11 1. Correlations show that word-perception is an important 
factor in the determination of success in spelling. 
2. The most common cause of misspelling is to be found in 
inadequacy of acquaintance with the visual form of the word." 
Fleischman, 4 in an evaluation of a planned phonetic program to intro-
duce spelling in Grade Two, concluded that after twenty weeks of phonetic 
instruction in relation to spelling, the group showed a notable decrease 
in percentage of errors at the final period of testing. 
1Arthur I. Gates, "Basal 
Service Bul letin in Reading. 
Volume 7, Number 9. 
Techniques in Teaching Phonetics," Teachers' 
New York: The Macmillan Company (May, 1946), 
2Margaret 1. Keyser, Incidenta l Learning of Spelling Through Four 
Types of Word Presentation in Reading, Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, 
Boston University, School of Education, Boston, 1943. 
3Arthur I. Gates, "The Psychology of Teaching 
Contributions to Education, Number 129. New York: 
Columbia University, 1922, p. 108. 
Reading and Spelling," 
Teachers College, 
4Jean G. Fleischman, The Evaluation of ~Planned Phonetic Program 
on the Formal Introduction to Spelling in Grade Two, Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, School of Education, Boston, 1951. 
4 
The Relation of Spelling to Speech 
The elementary school child is a master of a large vocabulary of 
spoken words. He enters school with h is habit of speech well developed. 
1 Hanna tells us that: ·~e must recognize the child's ~poken vocabulary 
and make sure, through constant checking, that he is pronouncing each word 
correctly. He must also hear correctly the sounds that he speaks." 
Serious difficulties in pronunciation sometimes show a close relation 
to poor spelling. Gates2 has found that: "A careful study o f the mis-
pronunciation of words often gives a clue to misspelling. Such spellings 
as 'vister ,' ' ketch,' and 'factry' show mispronunciation, and of f er possi-
bilities for useful teaching devices. " 
Hildreth3 states that accurate pronunciation would prevent to a 
large degree the "sketchy" spelling that is found i n many students' papers. 
"Younger children are given training in phonics. Older pupils have prac-
tice in syllabication and in the interpretation of diacritical marks. A 
syllabicated word list is an aid." 
Hildreth4 has also observed that: "Children who make errors in 
grammar or pronounce words indistinctly tend to be poor in spelling." 
1Paul R. Hanna and James T. Moore, "Spelling from Spoken Word to 
Wr itten Symbol," Elementary School Journal (February, 1953), 53:329. 
2Gates, "The Psychology of Teaching Reading and Spelling," op. cit., 
p. 76. 
3Gertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R' s. Philadelphia: Educa-
tional Publishers, Inc., 1947, p. 531. 
4Ibid. , p. 558. 
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Articulation tests are required for determining the extent to which 
faulty pronunciation affects spelling. Hildreth1 says that the following 
abilities should be tested: "Observe articulation of separate syllables, 
syllabication of the whole word, repetition of sounds, stammering, stutter-
i ng, and ability of the child to duplicate the examiner's pronunciation of 
a word or phonetic element." 
Research shows that there is correlation in favor of pronunciation as 
an aid to spelling. Foran2 has found that: 
"Learning to spell involves the pronunciation of words both 
aloud and in imaginal form. The image can only be as helpful as 
the pronunciation is correct. Speech defects will almost of 
necessity cause difficulty in the learning of spelling." 
It is known that many words ordinarily are correctly pronounced, but 
frequently misspelled. On the other hand, Horn3 points out that: 
"Many words are frequently mispil'onounced, and because of 
this fact are misspelled. Examples are 'February' and 'prelim-
i nary.' Consequently, while the correct pronunciation of a 
word will not insure correct spelling, it is an important aid 
to correct spelling." 
Dolch4 states that, "The teacher who attempts to teach the child to 
spell words he cannot even pronounce in a reading context is doomed to 
disappointment." 
1Hildreth, op. cit., p. 564 . 
2Foran, op. cit., p. 209. 
3Ernest Horn, "A Source of Con f usion in Spelling," Journal of 
Educational Research (January, 1949), 9:48. 
4 Edward W. Dolch, Better Spelling. Champaign, Illinois: Garrard 
Press, 1942, p. 75. 
6 
The Relation of Spelling to Handwriting 
There is some disagreement concerning the relationship of hand~riting 
to spelling. Hanna1 says that spelling is definitely a writing problem. 
The only reason for learning to spell is the necessity for correctly trans-
mitting our ideas on paper. Therefore, every situation that involves 
writing by pupils becomes a spelling lesson. 
Hildreth2 believes that poor handwriting handicaps a child in the 
early stages of learning because of incorrect letter formation. The 
child's spelling may be better than his handwriting indicates. If the 
pupil is unable to make letter forms correctly, he may appear to spell 
incorrectly. 
Some doubt is expressed by Carter3 who constructed and evaluated 
tests to be used in diagnosing inadequate performance in spelling. She 
came to the conclusion that speed of handwriting is not significant as a 
determining factor in spelling achievement. 
4 Nichols found that the correlation between handwriting and spelling 
success is positive, but low. Thus, some of the educators feel that hand-
writing has a doubtful value as a means of diagnosing spelling difficulties. 
1Hanna and Moore, op. cit., pp. 329-337. 
2Hildreth, op. cit. 
3Bernadette R. Carter, The Construction of Tests of Visual Perception, 
Auditory Perception, and Kinesthetic Factors to be Used in Diagnosing 
Inadequate Performance in Spelling, Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, School of Education, 1941. 
4Augusta M. Nichols, Construction and Use of ~Group Test for the 
Analysis of Spelling Difficulties, Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, 
Boston University, School of Education, Boston, 1940. 
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Poor motor coordination is often related to spelling success as it 
influences speech and handwriting. 1 Spache has analyzed the factors re-
lated to spelling disability. In his opinion, the relation between hand-
writing and spelling is only moderate. "However, many cases show illegi-
bilities, poor letter formation and letter eccentricities which contribute 
largely to spe l ling failures. The number of cases is large enough to raise 
the general relationship to a significant level . " 
Some v1riters feel that the difference in quality of handwriting be-
tween good and poor spellers is extremely important. 2 Durrell states 
that speed of handwriting is significant for accurate spelling. "While 
rapid writers make spelling errors, children with spelling difficulties 
are often slow writers." 
Horn3 tells us that people who write with reasonable speed have an 
advantage in taking tests in spelling . Poor handwriting can cause diffi-
culties in spelling because the letters are often illegible. "Manuscript 
writing is taught in Grades I and II in a majority of the schools today. 
It is generally believed to have beneficial results on both reading and 
spelling." Manuscript letters are easier for the child to form, and they 
look like the spelling words printed in the book. 
1spache, op. cit . , p. 565. 
2nurrell, op. cit., p . 273. 
3Horn, "Teaching Spelling," op. cit., p. 14. 
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Research has shown that in most cases the correlation between spelling 
and handwriting is fairly low. 1 Gates has found that the correlations of 
writing such spelling average 0.18. Although this is a low figure, he 
goes on to say that carelessness in writing would be unfavorable to ac-
curate spelling. "When poor writing is found, it should be improved in 
the interest of spelling if not for its own sake." 
The Relation of Spelling to Reading 
Research has pointed out repeatedly that there is a definite relation-
ship between spelling and reading. Spelling and reading are important 
aspects of the language arts program. Sterling2 says " .... that these 
areas involve and are involved in the natural cycle of human understanding." 
They make a mutual contribution to each other. 
In the past, research has indicated that most good readers are good 
spellers, and most good spellers are good readers. According to Kott-
meyer3 " .... if we keep in mind how people learn to read words, we can 
better understand how they learn to spell words. If we see the relation-
ships between reading words and spelling words, we can build spelling 
skills when we teach reading and we can build and strengthen reading 
skills when we teach spelling." 
lGates, "The Psychology of Teaching Reading and Spelling," op. cit., 
p. 76. 
2Edna L. Sterling, "The What, When, Where, How of the Communication 
Arts," Elementary School Journal (March, 1952), 52:458. 
3wi1liam Kottmeyer, "On the Relationship of Word Perception Skills in 
Reading and Spelling," Education (May, 1952), 72:600. 
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1 Durrell emphasizes the fact that: 
" .... the fundamental psychological skills underlying reading 
and spelling are similar. In general, reading ability correlates 
closely with spelling ability since skill in word perception is 
essential if a child is to recall words vividly enough to write 
them. Poor reading is almost always accompanied by poor spelling. 
Since reading and spelling functions are so closely allied, 
economy of effort warrants correlating the two subjects, especially 
among slow learners or in remedial classes. Often it is desirable 
to teach word analysis in connection with spelling rather than 
reading." 
Children do not strengthen their word recognition skills in reading 
when they learn to spell certain words by memorizing the sequence of 
letters. Context clues help children in unlocking some words in reading, 
but have no relationship to spelling. 
2 Hanna and Moore say: 
" .... the reading process is actually the direct reverse of the 
spelling process. In reading we move from the written form of a 
word, to its spoken form, to its meaning. In spelling we start 
with the meaning and move to the word in our oral language which 
will express the meaning, and thence to the written symbol rep-
resenting that word. Undoubtedly, the experience with the printed 
forms of words which children get in their reading contributes to 
the ease with which they learn to spell those particular words. 
But we should not retard the reading development of the child by 
having him stop for the sake o f spelling mastery, to dissect each 
word in the reading lesson; nor, on the other hand, dare we allow 
the child to develop careless habits of spelling because he is 
acquiring speed and understanding in the reading lesson. It seems, 
therefore, that if we are to impr ove children' s ability to spell 
accurately, and if we are to stress the development of genuine 
spelling power rather than the ability to spell a particular lis~ 
of words, we must set aside a de f inite period of the day devoted 
entirely to the business of translating sounds into written symbols." 
1nurrell, op. cit. , p. 267 . 
2Hanna and Moore, op. cit., p. 335. 
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Hildreth1 pointed out that " .... in spelling, the word forms must be 
recalled from memory well enough to reproduce them without any external 
cues, whereas in reading, the task is to recognize the printed symbols 
and to recall their meaning." 
Many decades ago, spelling and reading were taught together. In 
fact, reading was taught by a spelling method. Hildreth2 goes on to say 
that" .... the reading practice is not conducive to improved spelling be-
cause of the very brief fixation of word symbols and the predominance of 
fixation on initial syllables." The child falls into this habit naturally 
since only a brief cue is required after considerable practice to identify 
the word needed to complete the sense. Spelling proceeds by word analysis; 
modern reading is done by words, phrases, or sentences. In early stages 
. of reading, attention to spelling breaks down good reading habits. The 
reading process and rapid eye movements are slowed down. In turn, the 
opposite is true. Learning to read by words and word groups makes little 
contribution to spelling improvement, except in cases of children who are 
themselves intensely interested in word construction. The two processes 
first come together when phonetic analysis is introduced in reading, or 
when the child himself first begins to notice similarities in word parts. 
Investigations in the past have foundfuat perception and meaning 
vocabularies are among the important factors common to reading and 
spelling. 
1Hildreth, op. cit., p. 483. 
2rbid. 
1 Fernald defined perception as being the " .... consciousness of an ob-
ject that is stimulating one or more of the senses, as vision, hearing, or 
touch. Perception is a very complicated process, built up by many experi-
ences with the object unti l a simple sensory clue as visual, tactile, or 
auditory calls up the whole group of past associations and the object is 
recognized." 
2 Betts, in his study on the inter-relationship of reading and spell-
ing, found that " ... . the important relation between visual perception and 
reading and spelling abilities is not always recognized in school." He 
further emphasizes that research implies that both reading and spelling 
abilities may be improved by developing speed and accuracy of visual per-
ception . "To promote visual perception in r eading and spelling activities, 
initial emphasis should be given to structural syllabification." The se-
quence of language development is very important in reading and spelling 
progress. 
3 Russell found that improvement in word recognition and vocabulary 
abili t ies f avored spelling ability. 
1Grace M. Fernald, Remedial Techniques In Basic School Subjects. 
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1943, p. 181. 
2Emmett A. Betts, " Inter-relationship of Reading and Spelling," 
Elementary English Review (January, 1945), 22:13. 
3navid H. Russell, "Spelling Ability in Relation to Reading and 
Vocabulary Achievement," Elementary English Review (January, 1946), 
23:32-37. 
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Serra1 sums up all these investigations by saying that " .... reading 
and spelling are abstract stages in the sequence of language development 
having visual perception and meaning vocabularies as common factors. 
Achievement in reading ability should result in growth in spe lling." 
Methods of Teaching Spelling 
One of the oldest methods used for the teaching of spelling is the 
drill method . It is necessary that an adequate amount of drill should be 
used, but the drill must be meaningful. 
Hildreth2 states: "Group drill and contests are less e ffective than 
individualized activities because spelling disabilities are highly 
specific." 
3 Dolch expresses the same type of opinion about drill: 
"Unfortunately , the enthusiasm of the 'good spellers' 
(or of their parents) often caused the reactions of the 'poor 
spellers' to be entirely neglected. In fact, in spite of all 
claims for dr111 methods and devices, there remained on the 
part of the great majority of children (not, of course, on 
the part of the capable few) a persistent antagonism to the 
never-ending mechanical processes of the spelling period." 
Word meaning is another method used in the teaching of spelling. 
This type of work develops interest in the spelling period, and develops 
knowledge. The use of dictionaries can be very helpful in this field of 
learning. 
1Mary C. Serra, "Influence of Reading and Exper ience-Writing on 
Spelling: A Case Study," Elementary School Journal (April, 1954), 54:457. 
2Hildreth, op. cit., p. 790. 
3nolch, op. cit., p. 130. 
The necessity of auditory development as a method of teaching spelling 
1 is justified by Dolch. "Poor sound images of words is perhaps the great-
est handicap in spelling." 2 Durrell, Sullivan, and Murphy state that 
exercises in Building Word Power " .... usually help the child to do better 
reading and spelling." 
Horn3 also agrees that many poor spellers are inferior in auditory 
discrimination. 
The use of visual memory is another method used in the teaching of 
spelling . Horn4 states that poor spellers are often relatively deficient 
in visual memory. Foran5 continues on this same idea by stating that 
visual perception is one of the most important, if not the most important, 
elements in the combination of abilities by which learning is effected. 
To be able to see similarities and small di f ferences in the printed word 
forms evidently is the core of spelling ability. 
The "look-test-try-compare" method is used to increase the develop-
ment of visual memory. 6 Dolch describes this method as follows: 
lDolch, op. cit., p. 298. 
2D~nald Durrell, Helen Sullivan, and Helen Murphy, Building Word 
Power. New York: World Book Company, 1945, p. 8. 
3Horn, "Teaching Spelling," op. cit. 
5Foran, op. cit. 
6Dolch, op. cit., p. 169. 
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"The looking should be not at the word as a whole, but at the 
letters as one pronounces the word by parts or syllables. Testing 
the visual image should be repeated until the pupil is sure he 
knows how to spell the word before he actually tries to spell it. 
This will avoid wrong attempts. Comparing should be done immedi-
ately and any errors changed at once." 
Another method used in spelling is the writing of the spelling words. 
1 Dolch says: "We have long known, however, that this method does not 
automatically produce hand-habits of spelling. Instead, we now are sure 
that the true purpose of writing is to produce a visual word picture." 
In conclusion, it should be stated that spelling cannot be taught by 
just one method, but must include a variety of methods. Hildreth2 states: 
"Both written and oral responses should be provided for in 
spelling instruction. Written responses are desirable; because 
spelling is normally to function as a writing exercise, because 
writing affords the teacher and child a permanent record with no 
extra effort, and because the motor response made in writing 
reinforces learning. Oral responses save time when no written 
record is desired; they force the child to hear the letter names 
in succession and to hold in mind auditory and visual images of 
the words to be spelled." 
Later she3 states: "Children should see, hear, pronounce, spell 
orally, and write words in isolation, and in content." 
1Dolch, op. cit., p. 97. 
2Hildreth, op. cit., p . 790. 
3Ibid., p. 793. 
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CHAPTER III 
LESSON PLANS 
FOR AUDITORY AND VISUAL PERCEPTION 
OF WORD ELEMENTS 
II 
I 
------=--
FIRST LESSON 
Similar Sounds at the Beginning of Words 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (initial f) 
Practice in Auditory Identification 
1. "Listen to these words ": father, 
letter that makes the first sound. 
Now, I am going to say some words . 
carefully. 
fairy, fence. Tell me the 
Yes, each word begins with f. 
They all begin with f . Listen 
Teacher says: family, farmer, funny, first, fat 
What sound did you hear at the beginning of every word? All the 
words begin with "f ." Listen and repeat after me : family, farmer, 
funny, first, fat . 
"Listen to these words": fish, fire, five. Tell me the letter 
that makes the first sound. Yes, each word begins with f. Now, 
I am going to say some more words. Many of them begin with f but 
some do not. Listen carefully and clap your hands when the first 
letter of the word does not begin with f . 
far, fast, face, help, fall, book, find 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has worksheet and pencil) 
" I am going to write a t·wrd on the board and erase it." (Erase from 
left to right.) "You are to circle t hat word in the row of words on 
your papers." (Teacher gives out Worksheet No . 1.) 11l-Tatch carefully 
and circle the word you see. 11 (Teacher does not say word as she 
writes it.) Row 1. (Teacher writes food on the board and erases it .) 
Rm.;~ 1 . door food some camp book 
Which word did you circle? The second word, food, is right. 
what letter does food begin? 
With 
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Similar Sounds at the End of Words 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (final f) 
1. "Listen to these ~vords": self, puff, loaf. Tell me the letter 
that makes the last sound. Yes, each word ends with f. Now, I am 
going to say some words: calf, muff, leaf, roof, wolf. What 
sound did you hear at the end of every word? 
"Listen to these words 11 : fluff, proof, scarf. Tell me the letter 
that makes the last sound. I am going to say some words. Listen 
carefully and clap your hands when the last letter of the word does 
not end with f. 
Teacher says: half, myself, puff, surf, boss, elf, muff. 
How many times did you clap your hands? Why~ 
1 II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
"I am going 
carefully." 
"You are to 
to write a word on the board and erase it. Watch 
(Teacher \vrites beef on the board and erases it.) 
circle that word in the row of words on your papers." 
Row 3. candy beef deep bath box 
Which word did you circle? The second word, beef, i s correct. 
With what letter does beef end? 
Watch carefully. (Teacher writes shelf on board. Erases it. ,
1 Children circle it on Worksheets.) 
Row 4. shelf that this shoe tree I 
Which word did you circle? The first word is correct. With what 
letter does shelf end? 
Similar Sounds in the Middle of Words 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (medial f) 
1. Where do you hear the sound of 11..f" in these words? sofa, coffee, 
before. Yes, \ole hear the sound of 11..f" in the middle of the words. 
Listen carefully and say these words after me: 
I 
II 
II 
Teacher says: offer, awful, taffy, sofa, coffee. 
What letter did you hear in the middle? What letter makes that 
sound? 
Listen carefully and clap your hands if the middle letter of each 
of the following words does not have an.!_ in it. 
Teacher says: refer, refill, muffin, lesson, before. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIF ICATION 
'
11 am going to write a word on the board and erase it". Watch 
carefully. (Children circle it on Worksheets.) (Teacher writes 
taffy on the board.) 
Row 5 music took 
Which word did you circle? 
the middle sound of taffy? 
taffy apple them 
The third word is correct. What is 
Watch carefully. (Teacher writes sofa on board. Erases it. 
Children circle it on Worksheets.) 
:19 
SECOND LESSON 
Similar Sounds at the Beginning of Words 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (initial s) 
l. "Listen to these words": same, sandwich, said. 
letter that makes the first sound. Yes, each word 
Now, I am going to say some words. They all begin 
Listen care fully. 
Teacher says: sand, some, south, sea, salad. 
What letter made the first sound in these words? 
Tell me the 
begins with ..§_. 
with..§_. 
Listen to all the words again and say them after me: sand, some, 
south, sea, salad. 
"Listen to these words": salt, soon, sick. Tell me the letter that 
makes the first sound. Yes, each word begins with..§_ . Now I am going 
to say some words. Many of them begin with..§_, but some do not. 
Listen carefully and clap your hands if the first letter of the 
word does .not begin with ..§_. 
Teacher says: sing, silk, soft , baby, sister, safe, father. 
1II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Teacher writes save on board. Erases it. Children circle it on 
Worksheets .) 
Row 7. back camp save 
Which word did you circle? 
letter does save begin? 
tall favor 
The third word is correct. With what 
Teacher writes sing on the board. Erases it. (Children circle 
it on Worksheets. ) 
Row 8. sing fail very 
Which word did ~ou circle? 
letter does sing begin? 
good read 
The first word is correct. With what 
20 
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Similar Sounds at the End of Words 
I. AUDITORY IDENT IFICATION (final s) 
1. "Listen to these words": princess, bus, miss. Tell me the letter 
that makes the last sound. Yes, each \vord ends with s. Nmv, I am 
going to say some words. What letter makes the last sound? 
Listen~ across, dress, dog, brass, toss, mess, sticks. 
"Listen to these words": kiss, this, curls. Tell me the letter 
that makes the last sound. Yes, each word ends with~ · I am going 
to say some words. Listen carefully and raise your hands when you 
hear a letter that does not end with the sound of ~· 
news, pint, farm, 
you raise your hand? 
lass, 
Why? 
boss, yes, shoes. How many times did 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
"I am going to write a word on the board and erase it." (Teacher wri tes 
dress on board. Erases it. Children circle it on Worksheets .) 
Rmv 9. make offer save 
Which word did you circle? 
letter does dress end? 
apple dress 
The fifth word is correct. Wi th what 
Teacher writes glass on board . Erases it. (Children circle it on 
Worksheets.) 
Row 10. some farm good 
Which word did you circle ? 
letter does glass end? 
glass same 
The fourth word is correct. 
Similar Sounds in t he Middle of Words 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (medial s) 
Wi th what 
1. \.Jhere do you hear the sound of "s" in these words? lesson, basin, 
visit. Yes, we hear the sound of "s" in the middle of the words. 
Listen carefully to these words: 
Teacher says: blossom, music, insect, inside, lesson. I.Jhat 
sound did you hear in the middle of every word? What letter makes 
that sound? Listen carefully and raise your hands if you do not 
hear the sound of "s " in the middle. 
Teacher says: listen, puddle, visit, missing, insist 
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II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Teacher writes basin on board . Erases it. (Children circle it on 
Worksheets.) 
Row 11. basin roof soft 
Which word did you circle? 
middle sound in basin? 
this apple 
The first word is correct. What is the 
Teacher writes visit on board. Erases it. (Children c ircle it on 
Worksheets.) 
Row 12. news said door 
Which word did you circle? 
middle sound in visit? 
music visit 
The fifth word is correct. What is the 
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PUPIL'S WORKSHEET - NO. 1 
(To Accompany 1st and 2nd Lessons) 
Circle the \-lord your teacher wrote on the board . 
1. door food some camp book 
2. safe camel like fancy money 
,I 
3. candy beef deep bath box 
4. shelf that this shoe tree 
5. music took taffy apple them 
6 . see sofa deep tree this 
7. back camp save tall favor 
8. sing fail very good read 
9. make offer save apple dress 
10. some farm good glass same 
11. basin roof soft this apple 
12. news . said door music visit 
I! 
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THIRD LESSON 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIF ICATION (initial r.) 
1. ''I am going to say some words". Listen carefully: room, radio, 
rose. Tell me the letter that makes the first sound? Yes, r is 
correct. 
Listen carefully again. This time I am going to say some words 
that do not begin with ::.._. When you hear a word that does not 
begin with~; stand up. 
Ready? Listen: ride, rabbit, farm, rain, run, sand, read. 
Now listen to these words: railroad, race, red. Tell me the 
letter that makes the first sound. Yes r is correct. Now, I am 
going to say some more words. Please say them after me. 
Listen carefully: rainbow, report, raspberry, read. 
What sound did you hear at the beginning of every word? 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Row 1 Teacher writes the following words on the blackboard: 
rabbit, rose, run, rabbit, · robin. 
"Children find the two words that look alike and put a circle 
around them". 
The teacher says "Who can tell me two words in this row that 
look alike?" Teacher calls on a child to put a circle around the 
two words. Only two words in each row are alike. The teacher 
uses the words below. 
Row 1 rabbit rose run rabbit robin 
Row 2 ring born ring pond river 
Row 3 rain bow row row paper 
Row 4 bi.m r-ip tap rip sent 
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I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (final r) 
Listen to these words: never, star, paper. Tell me the letter 
that makes the last sound. Yes, ~is correct. Listen carefully 
again . This time I am going to say some more words. Please say 
them after me. 
father, paper Teacher says: summer, jar, chair, 
What sound did you hear at the end? What letter makes that sound? 
Listen to these words: water, favor, sister. Tell me the letter 
t hat makes the last sound. Yes, each word ends with~· I am going 
to say some more words. Listen carefully, and stand when the last 
letter of each word does not end with~: deer, your, under, puff, 
tower, later, boss . What letters did you have to stand up for? 
Yes, f and s. Puff ends with f and boss ends with s. All the others 
end with r. 
Listen to all these words again, and say them after me: 
Teacher says: deer, your, under, puff, flower, later, boss 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
I am going to write a word on the board and erase it. Teacher 
writes~ on the board and erases it. Children circle it on 
Worksheets. 
Row 5. funny top motor 
The third word is correct . 
berry dance 
With what letter does motor end? 
Teacher writes father on the board and erases it. Children circle 
it on Worksheets . 
Row 6. dog father park telephone 
(Children continue with Rows 7, 8, 9.) 
Row 7. river Row 8. sister 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (medial r) 
spot 
Row 9. jar 
Listen for E. in these words: Hhere do you hear the sound of "E." 
in these words: carrot, arrow, barrel. Yes, we hear the sound 
of "r" in the middle of the word. Listen carefully and say these 
__ L__ 
I 
~ 
words after me: forest, hurry, barrel, sorry, merry. What 
sound did you hear in the middle? What letter makes that sound? 
Listen carefully and stand if you do not hear the sound of "r 11 
in the middle of the following words: direct, sorry, before, berry 
carrot, lesson, arrow. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
The teacher writes words underlined in list below, erase it. Child 
II 
1: 
circles the word after the teacher erases it. II 
Row 10 
Row 11 
Row 12 
Row 13 
Row 14 
arrow 
berry 
carrot 
hurry 
forest 
II 
I 
1! 
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PUPIL'S WORKSHEET -NO. 2 
(To Accompany 3rd Lesson) 
~--~ --
"Find the two words in each row t hat are alike and ci r cle them." 
Rmv 1. rabbit rose seen rabbit robin 
Rmv 2. ring born ring pond river 
Row 3. rain bow row row paper 
Row 4. bun rip top rip sent 
"C ire le the word your teacher wrote on t he board." 
Rmv 5. funny top motor berry dance 
Row 6 . dog father park telephone spot 
Row . 7. big top river went has 
Rmv 8. bunk sister puff lost tall 
Rmv 9 . ham bell sand jar street 
Row 10 . later arrow lady best land 
Rmv 11. soft room fame five berry 
Row 12. carrot soap apple pipe rose 
Rmv 13 . banner rest hurry tent ladder 
Rmv 14 . before rain forest man ~vent 
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FOURTH LESSON 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (initial m) 
Practice in Auditory Identification 
1. 11Listen to these •·mrds 11 : month, marble, mother. Tell me the 
letter that makes the first sound. Yes, each \'lord begins with !.!!· 
Now, I am going to say some more words. They all begin with !.!!· 
Listen carefully. 
Teacher says: moon, magazine, market, meadow, 
What sound did you hear at the beginning of every 
words begin with "!.!!"· 
man. 
word? Yes, all the 
"Listen to these words": mouth, move, mine. Tell me the letter 
that makes the first sound. Yes, each word begins with_m. Now, I 
am going to say some words. Many of them begin with~. but some do 
not. Listen carefully and clap your hands when the fir s t letter of 
the vmrd does not begin with m. 
model , milk, mend, sail, map, minute, room 
(Teacher repeats the words) model, milk, mend, map, minute 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
" I am going to write a word on the board and erase it." (Erase from 
left to right.) "You are to circle that word in the row of words on 
your papers. " (Teacher gives out Worksheet No. 3.) "Watch carefully 
and circle the word you see." (Teac her does not say word as she 
writes it.) Row 1. (Teacher wri tes mint on the board and erases it.) 
Rm'l 1. desk mint farmer smile road 
Which word did you circle? The second ~>Jord, mint, is right. 
With what letter does mint begin? 
Watch carefully. (Teacher writes money on the board. Erases it. 
Children circle it on Works heets.) 
· Row 2. doctor canal tiger money finger 
Which word did you circle? The fourth word is right. With what 
letter does money begin? 
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I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (final m) 
1. "Listen to these words": cream, them, jam . Tell me the letter 
that makes the last sound . Yes, each word ends with m. Now , I am 
going to say some words : ham, from , blossom, room, sum. 
What sound did you hear at the end of every word? 
"Listen to these words' ' : dim, gem, broom. Tell me the letter t li.a t 
makes t he last sound. I am going to say some words . Listen c are -
f ully and stand when the last letter of the word does not end with m. 
him, calf, trim, them, c ar, dam, broom. Now , how many times 
did you stand ? Why? 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
" I am going to \vrite a \vord on the board and erase it. lilatch care -
fully." {Teac her writes !2.2.!!! on t he board and erases it.) 
Row 3. room head bank 
Which word did you circle ? 
letter does room end? 
people neat 
The fi r st word is correct. With what 
Watch carefully. (Teacher writes them on the board. Erase s i t. 
Children circle it on Worksheets.) 
Row 4. kitten flag them bluff 'vas 
~vhich \vord did you circ le? The third word is correct. With what 
letter does them end? 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (media l m) 
1. Where do you hear the sound of "m" in these words? hammer, tummy, 
summer . 
Yes, we hear the sound of ".!!!" in the middle of the words. Listen 
carefully and say these words after me . Teacher says: summer, 
promote, remind, tummy, hammock. What sound did you hear in the 
middle? What letter makes that sound ? 
Listen care ful ly and clap your hands if you do not hear the sound of 
"m" in the middle: remove, hammer, carry, summer, hammock, 
remain, blossom. 
- --- -==='-- --- -
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
"I am going to write a word on the board and erase it." Watch 
carefully. (Children circle it on Worksheets. Teacher writes 
hammock on the board.) 
Row 5. rest hammock foot table look 
Which word did you circle? The second word is correct. What is the 
middle sound of hammock? 
Watch carefully. (Teacher writes tame on the board. Erases it. 
Children circle it on Worksheets.) 
Row 6 . taffy bunk tame 
Which word did you circle? 
middle sound in tame? 
matter candy 
The third word is correct. What is the 
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PUPIL'S WORKSHEET NO. 3 
(To Accompany 4th Lesson) 
"Circle the word your teacher writes on the board." II I 
'I 
•I 
Row l. desk mint farmer smile road II I 
Row 2. doctor canal tiger money finger 
Row 3. room head bank people neat 
Row 4. kitten fla g them bluff was 
Row 5. rest hammock foot table look 
Row 6. taffy bunk tame matter candy 
t 
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FIFTH LES SON 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (initial a) 
1. "Listen to these words": apple, attic, animal. What sound did 
you hear at the beginning of every word? Yes, each word begins with 
"a". Now, I am going to say some more words. Many of them begin 
with~· but some of them do not. Listen carefully and stand when 
the first letter of the word does not begin v1ith ~· 
The teacher says: and, apple, moon, arrow, after, foot, 
active. 
"Listen to these words": admiral, add, actor, Tell me the letter 
that makes the first sound. Yes, each word begins with~· Now, 
I am going to say some more \\lords. Many of them begin with ~. but 
some do not. Listen carefully and clap your hands when the first 
letter of the word does not begin with ~· 
add, attic, rainbow, animal, after, 
How many times did you clap your hands? 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
sometime 
Why? 
"I am going to write a word on the board and erase it." (Erase from 
left to right .) "You are to circle that word in the row of words on 
your papers." (Teacher gives out Worksheet No. 4.) ' 'Watch care-
fully and circle the word you see." (Teacher does not say word as 
she writes it .) Row 1. (Teacher writes attic on the board and 
erases it.) 
Row 1. good home for book attic 
Which word . did you circle? The last·word, attic, is right. 
With what letter does attic begin? 
Watc h carefully. (Teacher vJrites apple on the board. Erases it. j1 
Children circle it on Worksheets.) 
Row 2. cook apple girl father soap 
Rows 3, 4, 5 on Worksheet. 
Teacher writes words in list below: animal, ~. after. 
'-#' -- ---- -
I 
I I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION fmedi al a) I 
,, 1. 
I 
"Where do you hear the sound of ~ in these words? rat, dad, 
pad. Yes, we hear the sound of "a" in the middle of the words. 
Listen carefully and clap your hands if the middle letter of the 
followin g words do not have an a in it. 
Teacher says: pan, hat, hop, mat, map, tin, lad. 
Listen carefully and stand up if you do not hear the sound of 
" a" in the middle of the following words. 
Teacher says : tap, sat, mud, fat, pat, ran, top. 
How many times did you stand ? Why? 
1 II. VISUAL IDENTIF ICATION 
I! 
:I 
jl . 
11 · 
"1 am going to write a word on the board and erase it". Watch 
carefully . (Children circle word on worksheets. Teacher writes 
f an on the board). 
Row 6 fun fan rip run mop 
Which word did you circle ? The second word is correct . What 
is the middle sound of "a". 
Watch carefully. (Teacher :vrites nap on the board. Erases it . 
Children circle it on worksheets.) 
Row 7 nap for fine sister let 
Whit word did you circle ? The first word is correct. 
(Row 8 , 9, 1 0 on worksheet). 
Words to be used by teacher: tap, sat, map. 
3 3 
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II PUPIL'S WORKSHEET NO. 4 
I 
(,To Accompany 5th Lesson) 
I 
"Circle the word your teacher wrote on the board". 
II 
Row 1. good home for book attic 
II 2. cook apple girl father 
II 
Row soap 
I Row 3. banana came animal boat act 
Row 4. house arrow ton moon .. paper 
Row 5. after for bow sit bell 
Row 6. fun fan rip run mop 
Row 7. nap for fine sister let 
Row 8 . like tap sew letter beside 
Row 9. hit robin milk sat blossom 
Row 10. roof map rose tip puff 
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PUPIL Is ~.JORKSHEET 
- NO. 5 
Review of f, s, r, m, a 
There are rows of letters on your papers. I am going to say a word 
that begins with one of the letters in the row. Circle the letter with 
which the word I say begins. 
ol 
I Row 1. add a e d u 
Rovl 2. rabbit b t u r 
Row 3 . farmer p f v m 
ROvl 4. sand c f d s 
Row 5. mother n u m r 
Circle the letter with which the word I say ends. 
Row 6. was w t s c 
Row 7 . ham n h a m 
Row 8. :doctor e t r d 
Row 9. puff p g b f 
Row 10. broom m n b g 
Row 11. water w r t e 
Listen for the word and circle the sound you hear in the midd l e. 
Row 12. blossom b m s u 
Row 13. cap b a k p 
Row 14. remove r n 0 m 
Row 15. hat h e t a 
Row 16. before p f b e 
#- ------ L 
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SIXTH LESSON 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (initial p) 
Caution to the teacher: 
Speak each word very dis tinct ly . In dictating the list be careful 
not to indicate the words with different initial, final, and medial 
consonants by dropping your voice. Watch each child's reaction. 
Teacher sees that : Each child has a pack of small alphabet cards at 
his desk . (Those they have already learned) 
"Today I am going to say some words that begin with a new letter. 
Listen to these words : picture, pond , paint. Tell me the letter 
that makes the first sound. Yes, all of these words begin with.£. · 
Did you hear .£. at the beginning of each word? Who can tell me 
another \vord that begins with .£.? 
Now I am going to say some more words. Many of them begin with.£., 
but some do not. Listen carefully and show me the first letter in 
every \vord that does not begin with .£.· Teacher says: pint, potato, 
summer, pint, paper , rain, pin . Yes, summer begins with s. 
Rain begins with r. All the others begin with£· Listen to all the 
words again and repeat them after me. Teacher says: pint, potato, 
summer, pint, paper, rain, pin. 
Listen to these words: point , parrot , party. Tell me the letter 
that makes the first sound. Yes, all of these words begin with.£.· 
Did you hear the .£. at the beginning of each word? Who can tell me 
another word that begins with .£.? 
Now I am going to say some more words . Many of them begin with.£., 
but some do not. Listen carefully and show me the first letter in 
every word that does not begin with.£_: pass, people, pasture, 
apple, post, poster, right. What letters did you hold up? 
(Teacher calls on a child.) R and a are correct. Right begins with 
r and apple begins with a. All the other words begin with .£.· 
Listen to all the words again and repeat them after me: 
Teacher says: pass, people, pasture, apple, post, poster, 
right 
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II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has a pack of small cards at his desk) I am going to 
show you a card with a word that matches one of the woTds on your I 
desk. I want you to find the word on your desk that is like the one 
I show you. Please show it to me so I can see the word. Watch 
carefully and hold up only the word that you see. (Each card 
should be held up before the children for about five seconds then 
tUTn card down) Which word did you hold up? With what letter 
does pass begin? Teacher uses the same procedure with all the 
words. 
Teacher flashes pass, party, point, people, pin. 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (final p) 
Listen to these words: slip, lollipop, lap. Can you tell me the 
letter that makes the sound at the end of every word? Yes, every 
word ends with p. Did you hear p at the end of every word? 
Let us put a list of words that end with _p on the board. Teacher 
calls on children. 
Now I am going to say some more words. Some end with. p, ~thers 
do not. Show me the first letter in every word that does not end I 
with p: sleep, cap, wolf, mop, does, soap, trip. What letters 
did you hold up, f and s are correct. Wolf ends with f and 
does ends with s. All the others end with :e.: Listen to all the 
words again and repeat them after me. 
Teacher says: sleep, cap, wolf, mop, does, soap, trip. 
Listen to these words: soup, chop, top. Can you tell me the 
letter that makes the sound at the end of each word. E a ch one 
ends with E· Did you hear p. at the end of each word? Who 
can tell me another word that ends with E ? 
Now I am going to say some more words that end with p. Some of 
the words end with p, others do not. Show me the last letter in 
every word that does not end with p ': tap, sweep, water, mop, 
creep, flop, ham, stop. 
What letters did you hold up? R and m are correct. Water ends 11 
with r and ham ends with m. All the other words end with p. 
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Listen carefully to these words a gain and say them after me. 
Teacher says: tap, sweep, mop, creep, stop. 
li !I II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION (Each child has 5 word cards at his desk) 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
!J' 
(Each child has a pack of small word cards at his desk) 
I am going to show you a card with a word that matches one of the 
words on your desk. I want you to find the word on your desk that 
is like the one I show you. I want you to show me so I can see the 
word. Watch carefully and hold up only the word that you see. 
(Each card is held before the children for about five seconds then 
the card is turned down). 
Show hip , which word did you hold up? Teacher writes it on the 
board and asks a child to gO: to the board and frame the letter that 
makes the sound at the end of the word. 
Teacher flashes hip, sap, stop, rap, map. (same procedure as 
above). --
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (medial p) 
(Each child has paper and pencil) 
Teacher says, "Now we shall listen for sounds in the middle of 
words. Listen to the following words. Ask the children to 
pronounce the word a f ter you. Teacher says: happy, apple, zippe • 
What sound did ybu he"a:'r' ,in .t:ne. mi-ddle·· of every word? What letter 
makes that sound? Who can tell me another word that has p in 
the middle ? 
Now I am goin g to say more words. Listen carefully and write 11 
the letter in every word, if you do not hear the sound of .p. in the 
middle. Teacher says: puppy, happen, sofa, apple, zipper, 
berry. What letter did you write? F and r are corr.ect. R is 
the middle sound in the word berry. F is the letter that makes 
the sound in the middle of the word sofa. 
Listen to these words and say them after me: Teacher says: apple l 
copy, poppy, What letter did you hear in the middle? What 
letter makes that sound? Listen carefully and raise your hand if 
the middle letter of the following words does not have a 12· in it. 
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I Teacher says: copy, poppy, sorry, apple, puppy, hammer, maple. 
II II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
I 
I! 
I 
Row 
Row 
Row 
Row 
Row 
Row 
Row 
Row 
I 
I 
Row 
I' Row II 
,, 
I 
I 
(On worksheet, teacher writes word underlined in list below on 
board, erases it. children circle the word after the teacher 
erases it). 
l. zipper closet inside visit 
2. taffy sofa blossom happen 
3. basin maple bottle awful 
4. music berry stopped forgive 
5. ladder copy balloon smile 
6. puppy bottle refer until 
7. summer ripe bitter ·ever 
8. fable taper forget paper 
9. happy fever tall bank 
10. bubble before poppy lemon 
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PUPIL'S WORKSHEET NO 6 
(To Accompany 6th Lesson ) 
"Circle the word your teacher wrote on the board". 
Row 1. zipper closet inside visit 
Row 2. taffy sofa blossom happen 
Row 3. basin maple bottle awful 
Row 4. music berry stopped forgive 
Row 5. ·· ladder copy balloon smile 
Row 6. puppy bottle refer until 
Row 7. summer ripe bitter never 
Row 8. fable taper forget paper 
Row 9. happy fever tan bank 
Row 10. bubble before poppy lemon 
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li SEVENTH LESSON 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (initial t) 
I Caution to the teacher. 
I 
Speak each word very distinctly. In dictating the list be careful 
not to indicate the words with different initial, final and medial 
consonants by dropping your voice. Watch each child's reaction. 
Teacher sees that: Each child has a pack of small alphabet cards 
at his desk. (those they have already learned.) 
''Today I am going to say some words that begin with a new letter. " 
Listen to these words: take, tame, tar. Tell me the letter that 
makes the first sound. Yes, all of these words begin with t. Did 
you hear _! at the beginning of each word? Who can tell me a 
word that begins with .!_? 
Now I am going to say some more words that begin with t. When 
you hear a ""{O·rd that does not begin with !_, show me the first 
letter in every word that does not begin with t. 't 'ank, tub, rabbit, 
turn, tall, fairy, tan. 
What letters did you hold up? Rand fare correct. Rabbit begins 
with r and fairy begins with f. All the other words begin with 
t . 
Listen to all the words again and repeat them after me, tank, tub, 
rabbit, turn, tall, fairy, tan. 
Listen to these words: toe, tell, tack. Tell me the letter that 
makes the first sound. Yes,: all of these words begin with t. Did 
you hear the t at the beginning of each word? Who can tell ~e a 
word that begins with .!__? 
Now I am going to say some more words that begin with t. When 
you hear a word that does not begin with t, show me the first 
letter in every word that does not begin with t: tag, sink, tall, 
touch, tent, make, top. 
4:1 
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What letters did you hold up? S and m are correct. Sink begins 
with s and make begins with m. All the other words be gin with 
t. 
Listen to all the words again and repeat them after me. 
Teacher says: tag, sink, tall, touch, tent, make, top. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIF ICA'I'ION 
(Each child has a pack of small cards at his desk). 
11 ! am going to show you a card with a word that matches 
words on your desk. I want you to find the word on your 
one of the I 
desk that I 
is like the one I show you. Please show it to me so I can see the 
word. 11 Watch carefully and hold up on~y the word that you see. j 
(Each card should be held up before the children for about five 
seconds then turn card down). Which word did you hold up? With 1! 
what letter does each begin? (Words to be used- take, time, 
talk, tall, tan ) . 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (final t} 
11Listen to these words: get, out, boat. Can you tell me the letter 
that makes the sound at the end of each word? All of these words 
end with t. Did you hear t at the end of each word? Who can 
tell me a word that ends with t? 
Now I am going to say some more words that end with t. Show me 
the last letter of every word that does not end with t. -Cut, goat, 
jam, rabbit, boat, tuff, float. 
What letters did you hold up? M and fare correct. Tuff ends 
with f and jam ends with m. All the others end with t. Listen 
to all the words again and repeat them after me. 
cut, goat, jam, rabbit, boat, tuff, float. 
I~ 
Listen to these words: flat, mat, bat. Can you tell me the letter 
that makes the sound at the end? All of these words end with t. 
Did you hear .!_ at the end of each word? Who: can tell me a word t 
that ends with t? 
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Now I am going to say some more words that end wi th ! · Show me the 
last letter in every word that does not end tvith !· bat, hot, 
bus, foot, market, soap, mat . 
What letters did you hold up? S and p are correct . 
and soap ends with p. All of the others end with t. 
the words again and repeat them after me. bat, hot, 
market, soap, mat. 
Bus ends with s 
Listen to all !' 
bus, foot, 
' II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has a pack of small cards at his desk, words already 
learned.) 
"I am going to show you a card with a word that matches one of the 
words on your desk. I want you to find the word on your desk that 
is like the one I show you. Please show me the word so I can see 
it. ~-latch carefully and hold up only the word that you see. 11 
(Each card should be held up before the children for about five 
seconds, then turn card down.) 
Show: foot. Which word did you hold up? With what letter does it 
end, begin? 
Use same procedure, using words below: 
foot, rabbit, boat, float, but 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (medial t) 
Listen to these words: water, butter, kitten. Can you tell me 
the sound that you hear in the middle of these words? All of these 
wo r ds have t in the middle. Did you hear ! in the middle of each 
word? Who can tell me a word that has ! in the middle? 
Now I am going to say some mo r e wor ds. Listen carefully and clap 
your hands if the middle letter of each of the following words 
does E£! have a!· Teacher says: letter, mitten, matter, puppy, 
kitten, sitting, hurry. 
How many times did you clap your hands? Why? 
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II. VISUAL IDENTIF!CATlON 
" I am going to show you a card with a word that matches one of 
the words on your desk. Find the word on your desk that is like 
the one I show you. Show me the word so I can see it . 
Watch carefully and show me only the word that is like mine. 
Which word did you hold up? 
What is the middle letter? 
Words to be used: kitten, water, matter, letter, bitter. 
Name School 
-------------------------------- ------------------------------
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET NO. 7 
(To Accompany 7th Lesson 
Match the words that are the same by drawing lines between words 
that are alike. 
letter best later later 
sound letter ladder bent 
kitty until bat before 
kitty kite water water 
better box tent settle 
food better tent settle 
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EIGHTH LESSON 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (initial b) 
(Each child has a pack of small alphabet cards and pencil.) 
Teacher says, "I am going to say some new words. I \~ill pause after 
each one so you can say it after me." hat, house, hop. Tell me 
the letter that makes the first sound. Yes, all of these words 
begin with g. Did you hear g at the beginning of each word? Who 
can think of another word that begins with g? 
Listen to these words: Write on your papers the first letter in 
every word that does not begin with g. hammock, house, hand, 
people, holiday, hungry, town. 
What letter did you write? P and t are correct. People begins with 
p and town begins with t. Listen carefully to the words again. 
Teacher says: hammock, house, hand, people, holiday, hungry, 
town. 
Say the following w6rds after me: hair, high, hello. Tell me the 
letter that makes the first sound in these words. Yes, each word 
begins with g. Can you tell me any other words that start with h? 
Now I am going to say some more words. Many of them begin with g, 
but some do not. Listen carefully. Show me the first letter that 
does not begin \~ith g: handle, him, soft, hammer, hop, paint, 
hung. How many times did you show a letter? Why? 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
There are two words in each box that are exactly alike. Look at the 
blackboard. Teacher puts this example on the board. What two words 
in this box are alike? Yes, home is correct. Who would like to come 
to the board and draw a line from home to home? 
home box 
barn home 
Do the same for the following boxes. Draw lines between words that 
are alike. 
hammer pick him man heart half head foot 
hammer buy girl him wolf heart head feet 
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house house handle some hand hand soft horse 
farm top none handle dime mine horse light 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (medial h) 
Listen to these words. I will pause after each one so you can say 
it after me: behind, inhale, perhaps. Where do you hear the 
sound of h in these words? Yes, we hear the sound of h in the middle 
of these words. Listen again to the words and repeat them after me. , 
Teacher says: behind , inhale ~ perhaps. 
Now listen to these words . Many of them have h in the middle of the 
word, but some do not. Listen carefully and raise your hand i f the 
middle letter of each word does not have h in it. Ready? Listen: 
unhappy, behalf, behind, behave, before, perhaps, until. 
How many times did you raise your hand? Why? 
Listen to these words: rehearse, inhale, ahead, music, unhappy, 
behave , sorry, behind. Write the middle letter in every word that 
does not have h in it. 
----
Listen to the words again: rehearse, 
inhale, ahead, music, behave, sorry, behind. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION (Each child has a pack of small word cards.) 
I am going to show you a card w1th a word that matches one of the 
words on your des k . Find the word on your desk that is like the 
one I show you. Show me the word so I can see it. 
Watch carefully and show me only the word that is like mine. 
Which word did you hold up? 
What is the middle letter? 
Words to be shown by teacher: behind, behave, rehearse, inhale, 
behold. 
4'7 
J?UPIL 1 S WORKSBEET 
(To Accompany 8th Lesson) 
'
11Draw lines between words that are alike 11 • 
home 
barn 
hammer 
hammer 
heart 
wolf 
house 
farm 
hand 
dime 
box 
home 
pick 
buy 
wolf 
heart 
house 
top 
hand 
mine 
him 
girl 
head 
head 
handle 
some 
soft 
horse 
NO. 8 
~an 
him 
foot 
feet 
some 
handle 
horse 
light 
NINTH LESSON 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (initial n) 
(Each child has a pack of previously learned alphabet cards) 
Listen to these words: nest, not, name. Tell me the letter that 
makes the first sound. Yes, all of these words begin ., with n. 
Did you hear ~ at the beginning of each word? Who knows another , 
word that begins with n? Teacher writes the word on the board. -
Now I am going to say some more words that begin with n. Show me' 
the first letter in every word that does not begin with ~:-Listen 
carefully. Teacher says: nose, neck, number, take, never, now, I 
pretty. 
What letters did you hold up? T and p are correct. Take begins 
with t and pretty begins with p. All the others begin with n. ,1 
Listen to these words: night, new, nothing. Tell me the letter that 
makes the first sound. Yes, all of these words begin with n. -
Did you hear ~ at the beginning of each word? Who can tell me a 
word that begins with ~? 
Now I am going to say some more words that begin with n. Show 
me the first letter in every word that does not begin with- n. n :·ote, ,1 
needle, have, net, north, many, next. Ho~any times did you 1 
show your letters? Why? 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has a pack of small word cards at his desk) 
111 am going to show you a card with a word that matches one of the 1 
words on your desk. I want you to find the word on your desk, that 
is like the one I show you. Please show it to me so I can see the i 
word. Watch carefully and hold up only the word that you see. 
(Each card should be held up before the children for about five 
seconds, then turn card down). 
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Which word did you hold up? 
With what letter does it begin? 
The words below are the ones used by the teacher. 
nose never now 
note 
north 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (final n) 
Listen to these words : run, kitten, violin. Can you tell me the 
letter that makes the sound at the end of each word? Yes, all of 
these words end with n. Did you hear the ~ at the end of each 
word? Who can think of another word that ends with n? 
I 
I 
Now I am going to say some more words that end with n. Show me , 
the last letter in every word that does not end with n.- pin, 
garden, nap, clean, train, melon, apples. 
What letters did you hold up? S and p are correct. Apples ends 
with s and nap ends with p. All the other end with n. Listen 
to all the words again and say them after me. 
Teacher says: pin, garden, nap, clean, train, melon, apples. 
Listen to these words, fun, again, green. Tell me the letter that 
makes the end sound in these words. Yea, all of these words end 
with ~· Did you hear the n at the end of each word? Listen 
carefully and say these words after me: fun, again, green. 
I am going to say some more words that end with n. Show me the 
first letter in every word that does not end with ~· o•pen, swollen, 
keep, sun, mitten, water, man. How many times did you show me 
your letters? Why? 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has a pack of small word cards at his desk.) 
= 4 
I 
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I am going to show you a card with a word that matches one of the 
words at your desk. I want you to find the word on your desk that 
is like the one I show you. Please show me so I can see the word. 
Watch carefully and hold up only the word that you see. 
Teacher shows the words below: 
violin clean melon garden 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (medial n) 
Listen to these words carefully. Listen for the sound of 11n 11 m 
these words. Penny, minus, dinner. Where do you hear the sound 
of ' 'n 11 in these words. All of these words have n in the middle. 
Listen to these words once more: penny, minus, dinner. 
Now I am going to say some mor-'e words. Listen carefully and clap 
your hands if the middle letter of each of the following words does 
not have an n in it. How many times did you clap your hand---;? 
Why? 
Listen to these words and write the middle letter of each of the 
following words that does not have an n in it . . bunny, dinner, 
before, tiny, inner, manner, super. What letters did you write? 
F and p are correct. Before has f in the middle, and super has 
p in the middle. All the rest have n in the middle. Listen to the 
words and repeat them after me: bunny, tiny, inner, manner, 
dinner. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Using worksheets, the teache r says 'tlraw a circle around two words 
that are the same." 
Row l. minus now good minus: 
Row 2. rabbit sunny room sunny 
Row 3. inner food inner never 
Row :~ . kitten dinner down dinner 
Row 5. tiny tall low tiny 
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I 
tl 
Row 6. minor never minor noon 
'I 
I. 
Row 7. bunny bunny barrel barn 
Row 8 . garden melon manner manner 
Row 9. lemon funny light frmny 
Row 10. thinner tree this thinner 
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Name School 
------------------------------------ ------------------------------
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET NO. 9 
' -
(To Accompany 9th Lesson ) 
Draw a circle around two words that are the same. 
Row l. minus now good minus 
Row 2. rabbit sunny room sunny 
Row 3. inner food inner never 
Row 4. kitten dinner down dinner 
Row 5. tiny tall low tiny 
Row 6. minor never minor noon 
Row 7. bunny bunny barrel barn 
Row 8 . garden melon manner manner 
Row 9. lemon funny light funny 
Row 10 . thinner tree this thinner II 
TENTH LESSON 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (initial i) 
Today I am going to say some words that begin with a new letter. 
Listen to these words: in, illness, ink. Tell me the letter that 
makes the first sound. Yes, all these words begin with i. Who 
can think of another word that begins with ~ 2 Teacher puts word 
on the board. Listen and repeat these words after me. 
Teacher says: in, illness, ink. 
Now I am goi~g to say some more words that begin with i . Show 
me the first letter in every word that does not begin with i: inch, 
if, Indian, and, it, is, banana. What letters did you hold up? B 
and a are correct. Banana begins with b, and begins with a. 
All the other words begin with _0 Listen to these words again and 
say them after me. ~.nch, if, Indian, it, is, 
Listen to these words: it, itch, ill. Tell me the letter that makes 
the first sound. 
think of another 
once more: it, 
Yes, all of these words begin with i. Who can 
word that begins with i? Listen to these words 
itch, ill. 
Now I am going to say some more words that begin with i. Show me 
the first letter in every word that does not begin with i. :(nk, in, 
farmer, ill, if, mother, insect. 
What letters did you hold up? F and mare correct. Mother begins 1 
with m and farmer begins with f. All the rest begin with i. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFIGA TION 
--=IL--
Teacher says, "I am going to write a word on the board." Teacher w~ites on the board rapidly, then erases it. Teacher says, ''please II 
write the same word on your papers,." 
Teacher writes ink on the board and erases it. Children write the 
word on their papers. Use same procedure for the words below. 
After each word teacher pronounces word, spells it and children I! 
correct own papers . 
:. --
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ink it 
itch ill 
if 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION {medial i ) 
I want you to listen to these words : hit, did, pin . These words all 
have the sound of i in the middle. Listen carefully to the words 
again. Did you hear the sound of 1 1~ 1 in the middle ? Who kno'hSt 
another word that has i in the middle? 
Listen to the words that I say: hit, pin, his, big, tin. What letter 
did you hear in the middle? What letter makes that sound ? Listen 
and say these words after me : hit, pin, his, big , tin. 
Listen to these words. Clap your hands if the middle letter o f each 
word does not have an i in it. 
Teacher says: bit, miss, nap, hit, cap , tin, pin. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIF ICATION 
I am going to show you a word. You are to find that same word on 
your papers. Watch carefully and circle the one you see. We will 1 
do two examples together . 
Sample I. pat pot foot pin 
Sample II. f ill fill miss fuss put 
Work to be shown. 
till hit bit 
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Row 1. pat tent feet bit 
Row 2. till low gone ill 
Row 3. look lip soap me 
Row 4. get put pin mop 
Row 5. hit went none part 
School Name ----------------------------------
---------------------------
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET - NO. 10 
(To Accompany lOth Lesson) 
Circle the word that you saw on flash card. 
Row 1. pat tent 
Row 2. till low 
Row 3. look lip 
Row 4. get put 
Row 5. hit ,.;rent 
feet bit 
gone ill 
soap me 
pin mop 
none part 
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LESSON 10 
REVIEW p, t, h, n, i 
There are rows of letters on your papers. I am going to say a 
word that begins with one of the letters in the row. Circle the 
letter with which the word I say begins. 
Row l. never r b m n 
Row 2. ill i 1 0 a 
Row 3. puppy y b f p 
Row 4. tame b d t m 
Row 5. home a m n h 
Row 6. nothing k t m n 
Circle the letter with which the word I say ends. 
Row 7. soap b v c p 
Row 8 . lemon 1 m n 0 
Row 9. tent d 1 t n 
Row 10 . top t a p b 
Row 11. kitten k 1 n t 
Row 12 . garden g d n r 
5 8 
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Li sten for t he word and circle the sound you hear in the middle. 
Row 13. behave b f h 
Row 14 . happy p h b 
Row 15 . pin i p 0 
Row 16. dinner t m n 
·"' Row 17. letter d 1 t 
Row 18. bunny m b n 
ELEVENTH LESSON 
1. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (initial b ) 
Today we are going to listen for a different letter at the beginning 
of some words. Listen carefully to these words and tell me the 
letter that makes the first sound. Teacher says: basket, banana, 
boat. Yes, all of these words begin with b. 
I am going to say some more words to you. They all be g in with b. 
Listen carefully. Teacher says: barrel: , bench, bus, book, butter. 
Say all these words a gain after me . Make me hear the first sound 
every time. Teacher says: barrel, bench, bus, book, butter. 
Listen to these words : box, baby, balloon. Tell me .the letter that 
makes the first sound? Yes, each word be g ins with b. I am going 
to say some more words to you. Many of them begin with b, but 
some do not. Listen carefully and clap your hands every time the 
first letter does not begin with b. Teacher says: better, barrel, 
bent, toss , banner, sand, bend. How many times did you clap 
your hands ? Why ? 
II. VISUAL IDENTIF ICATION 
I am going to see how well each of you can find the word I write on 
the b lackboard on your papers. I am going to write a word on the 
blackboard and then erase it. Look at the word on the blackboard 
a rid after I erase it circle that word in the row of words on your 
papers. Be sure that you circle the same word that was on the 
blackboard. 
Row 1 . Now look at Row 1 on your papers. 
the word that is the same on e on the board. 
Draw a circle around 
Teacher checks the 
papers to see that all under stand the directions . 
Which word did you circle ? The first word is correct. With what 
letter does banner begin . Have one child go to the board and write 
the word that he circled. Words to be used: banner, bed, bumP., 
basket, bite . (Row 1 , 2 , 3, 4, 5 on worksheets) 
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I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (final b ) 
Now we are going to listen for a letter at the end of some words. 
Listen carefully to the following words and tell me the letter that 
makes the final sound? cob, crib, knob. Yes, all of these words 
have a final sound of b . Who can think of another word that has 
a final sound of "b". Teacher calls on a child, and puts the word 
on the board. 
Now I am going to say some words to you. Listen carefully and 
see if you can hear the final letter of these words. Many of these 
words end with b, others do not. Clap your hands when the last 
letter of the word does not end with b. Teacher says: clef£, 
rob, sob, crib, bat, grab. When did you clap your hands? T and 
f are correct. Bat ends with t and clef£ ends with f. All the 
others end with b. Say these words after me again. Make me 
hear the final sound every time. t..ob, sob, crib, grab. 
Listen to these words: bob, club, scrub. What sound did you 
hear at the end? Tell me the letter that makes the last sound? 
Yes, each word ends with b. I am going to say some more words. 
Many of them end with ~ but some do not. Listen carefully and 
stand up when the last letter of the word does not end with b. 
Teacher says: rob, job, sob, pup, knob, rub, pan. When did you 
stand? P and n are correct. Pan ends with n and pup ends with 
p. All the others end with _E. Say these words again after me, 
make me hear the final sound every time. Teacher repeats the 
words again: rob, job, sob, knob, rub. 
II. VISUAL:: IDENTIFICATION 
Teacher writes a list of words on the board that have a final sound 
of b. Then she flashes on cards the same words. She holds the 
flash cards up for about five seconds and then turns the cards down. 
The teacher calls on a child to find the same word on the board I 
like the one she flashed by framing the word with their hands. She 
then calls on another child to frame the final sound too. Teacher 
flashes words, rob, knob, crib, scrub, cab. 
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I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (medial b) 
Now we shall listen for sounds in the middle of words. Listen for 
the sound of ".£" in these words: rubber, table, rabbit. Where do 
you hear the sound of ".£" in these words? Yes , the sound of "b" in 
these words is heard in the middle. 
Listen carefully to these words. Many have.£ in the middle of the 
word, and others do not. Write the middle letter o f the following 
words that do not have.£ in it: ribbon , bubble, before, rabbit, 
fable, lesson, rubber. What letters did you write? F and s are 
correct. Lesson has a middle letter of s and before has a middle 
letter of f. All the others have.£ in the middle. Listen to the 
words and write the middle letter of each word that does not have b 
in it. water, able, cable, cabbage, table, garage, rubber . 
T and s are correct. 
a middle letter of r. 
\vord. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Water has a middle letter of t and garage has 
All the others have b in the middle of each 
Teacher \vrites rabbit on the board, and erases it. Teacher says, 
" I am going to write a word on the board and then erase it . You 
are to find that same word on your papers and then circle it. 
Ready?" 
Teacher writes words: childr en circle the right word. 
rabbit Row 6. summer music rabbit matter 
cabbage Row 7 . forget met favor cabbage 
baby Row 8. lady baby visit comfort 
ribbon Row 0 / . lemon box rub ribbon 
rubber Row 10 . rubber finger bin vote 
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I 
I 
Name 
- _dj,___, 
Circle the 
Row l. 
Row 2. 
Row 3. 
Row 4. 
Rmv 5. 
Row 6. 
Row 7. 
Rm11 8. 
Row 9. 
Row 10. 
School 
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET - NO-;- ll 
(To Accompany llth Lesson) II 
~vord your teacher wro te on the board . 
banner tub pen foot 
sand bed visit favor 
down bump finger moon 
viol in pint basket over 
bite run sift put 
sumrrier music rabbit matter 
forget met favor cabbage 
lady baby visit comfort 
lemon box rub ribbon 
rubber finger bin vote 
T WE L F' T H L .E S S 0 N 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (initial 1) 
Today we are going to listen for a different letter at the beginning 
of some words. Listen carefully to these words and tell me the 
letter that makes the first sound? :Leave, letter, luck,. Yes, all 
of these words begin with .!.: 
Listen and repeat them after me. Teacher says: leave, letter, 
luck. 
I am going to say some more words to you. Many of them begin 
with 1, but some do not. Listen carefully and clap your hands 
when the first letter of a word does not begin with 1. Teacher 
says: long, lettuce, leaf, fox, lemon~; lily, basket-:- When did 
you clap your hands? F and b are correct. Fox begins with f 
and basket begins with b. All the other words begin with .!_. 
Listen to these words: lonely, later, long. Tell me the letter 
that makes the first sound. Yes, each of these words begins with 
1. I am going to say some more words. Many of them begin with 
1, some do not. Listen carefully and stand up if the first letter 
of the word does not begin with.!: Teacher says: large, lake, 
bang, lost, leaves, tell, longer. When did you stand? T and b 
are correct. Bang begins with b and tell begins with t. All the 
others begin with 1. Listen to these words and say them after 
me: large, lake, lost, leaves, longer. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Teacher writes long on the board. Erases it. Child circles it on 
worksheet. Teacher writes: long, luck, large, light. 
Row 1. long tell finger summer 
Row 2. basket luck swim offer 
Row 3. tonic baby free large 
Row 4. music orange light brown 
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Which word did you circle? 
What is the first letter that makes the first sound? 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (final 1) 
Now we are going to listen for a letter at the end of some words. 
Listen carefully to the following words and tell me the letter that 
makes the last sound. 't'ail, wall, call. Yes, all of these words 
end with 1. Who can think of another word that ends with 1? 
Teacher calls on child and puts the word on the board. 
Now I am going to say some more words to you. Listen carefully, 
and see if you can hear the final letter of these words. Many of 
these words end with ..!_, others do not. Write the last letter of 
the word that does not end in 1 in the following: Teacher says: 
pail, sail, nail, lemon, until, moss, tall. 
Listen to these words: fill, tunnel, bill. Tell me the letter that 
makes the final sound. Yes, each word ends with 1. I am going 
to say some more words. Many of them end with [ but some do 
not. Listen carefully and stand when the last letter of the word 
does not end with 1. Teacher says: peel, heel, fuss, fill, wall, 
manner, mail. 
When did you stand? S and r are correct. Manner ends with r 
and fuss ends with s. All the others end with 1. Say these words 
again after me and make me hear the final sound every time. 
Teacher says: peel, heel, fill, wall, manner, mail. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION (final 1 ) 
Teacher writes a list of words on the board that have a final sound 
of "1''. Then she flashes on cards same words. She holds the 
flash cards up for about five seconds and then turns the word down. 
The teacher calls on a child to find the same word on the board 
like the one she flashed by framing it with his hands. She then 
calls on another child to frame the final letter. Teacher flashes 
words: barrel, call, still, wall, mail, heel. 
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I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (medial 1) 
1. Where do you hear the sound of " 1" in these words? melon, follow, 
balloon. 
Yes, we hear the sound of "l" in the middle of the words . Listen 
carefully and write the middle letter of each of the following words 
that does not have an 1 in it. 
----
I 
Teacher says: yellow, holy, later, melon, money, sailor, follow . 
What letters did you write? T and n are correct. Later has a middle 
sound of t and money has a middle sound of n. 
Listen carefully and write the middle letter of each of the following 
words that does not have an l in it. 
Teacher says: tailor, dollar, mus i c, hollow , pillow, baby. 
\-lhat letters did you write? B and s are correct. Music has a 
middle sound of s. Baby has a middle sound of b . 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Teacher writes melon on the board and erases it . Teacher says: 
"I am going to write a word on the board and then erase it. You are 
to find that same word on your papers and then circle it . Ready?" 
Teacher writes word . Children circle the right word . 
melon Row 5. forget now some melon 
lily Row 6. luck fall lily baby 
hollow Row 7. hollow low before barrel 
follow Row 8. sat merry follow kitten 
balloon Row 9. carrot bubble merry balloon 
silly Row 10. letter silly make table 
miller Row 11. fill mirror smoke miller 
willow Row 12. wil low music lemon barn 
sailor Rmv 13. cattle sailor settle best 
:eillow Row 14. pain pillow fame look 
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Name School 
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET - NO. 12 
(To Accompany 12th Lesson) 
Circle the word your teacher wrote on the board. 
Row 1. long tell finger 
Row 2. basket luck swim 
Rmv 3. tonic baby free 
Row 4. music orange light 
Row 5. forget now some 
Row 6. luck fall lily 
Row 7. hollow low before 
Row 8. sat merry follow 
Row 9. carrot bubble merry 
Row 10. letter silly make 
Row 11. fill mirror smoke 
Row 12. willow music lemon 
Row 13. cattle sailor settle 
Row 14. pain pillow fame 
-~ 
I 
I 
summer 
offer 
large 
bro-vm 
melon 
baby 
barrel 
kitten 
balloon 
table 
miller 
barn 
best 
look 
II 
THIRTEENTH LESSON 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (initial c) 
"Listen to these words": cat, cane, camel. Tell me the letter 
that makes the first sound . Yes , each word begins \vith £· Now, I 
am going to say some more \vords. They all begin with £· Listen 
carefully. Teacher says: catch, cane, cot, cover, carriage. 
~lhat s ound did you hear at the beg inning of every word? All the 
words begin with£· Listen and repeat after me: catch, cane, cot, 
cover, carriage . 
Listen to these words: cowboy, cave, candy. Tell me the letter 
that makes the first sound. Yes, each word begins with £· Now, I 
am going to say some more words. Many of them begin with£, but some 1 
do not. Listen carefully and clap your hands when the first letter 
of the word does not begin with£· cocoa, cook, banner, corridor, I 
camp, lake, can . 
How many times did you c lap your hands? Hhy? 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Teacher places the words given below on the blackboard . They are 
wri tten low enough for the children to see them and reach them. 
candy camp calendar 
coach cabin cmvard 
---
can come cable 
When the children are ready, the teacher has the same words on 
flash cards. She holds up one flash card at a time for about five 
seconds, then turns it down and calls on some children to find the 
same word on the blackboard . The child may frame the word by 
putting his hands around it , or he may point to it. After all the 
words have been held up, teacher mi xes cards up again and flashes 
them to the class. All '"ords are not flashed so the child must 
distinguish between the similar ones. 
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I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (final c) 
Listen to these words: public, music, picnic. Tell me the letter 
that makes the last sound. Yes, each word ends with c . I am going 
to say some more words. Many of them end with£, but some do not. 
Listen carefully and raise your hands when the last letter of the 
word does not end with£· m~m~c, tonic, basic, brass , magic, 
elastic, mother. When did you raise your hand? For what letters? 
Sand rare corr ect . Brass ends with s and mother ends with r. 
Listen to all these words and repeat them after me: Teacher says: 
tonic, elastic, basic, magic, mimic. I 
I 
Listen to these words: terrific, panic, mimic. Tell me the letter 
that makes the last sound. Yes, £ is correct. I am going to say 
some more words. Listen carefully and write the last letter of the 
word that does not end with c. attic, topic , snap, magic, 
forget, picnic. 
What letters did you write? P and t are correct. Snap ends with 
p and forget ends with t. All the others end with c. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Teacher places the words given below on the blackboard . They are 
written low enough for the children to see and reach them. 
panic picnic traffic attic 
topic music tropic mimic 
---
public comic critic tonic 
---
The teacher holds up flash cards with the same 'qords that are 
written on the board. She holds up one flash card at a time for 
about five seconds, then turns it down and calls on some child to 
find the same word on the blackboard. The child may frame the word 
by putting his hands around it, or he may point to it. After all 
the words have been hel~ up, teacher mixes cards up again and flashes 
them to the class. All words are not flashed, so the child must 
distinguish between the similar ones. 
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I. AUDITORY IDENTIF ICATION (medial c) 
Where do you hear the sound of ~ in these words? Teacher says: 
because, circus, bacon. Yes, we hear the sound of c in the 
middle of these words. L i sten carefully and write th;;- middle 
letter of each of the following words that does not have ~ in it: 
become, bacon, letter, raccoon, barrel, because, circus. 
What letters did you write? T and r are correct. 
middle letter of t. Barrel has a middle letter of r. 
Letter has a 
All the 
others have c in the middle. Listen and say these words after me, 
become, raccoon, bacon, because, circus. 
Listen carefully and write the middle letter of each of the followin g 
words that does not have c in it: bacon , become, smaller, 
because, circus, depart. 
What letters did you write? P and 1 are correct . Smaller has 
a middle letter of 1 and depart has a middle letter of p. All 
the others have c in the middle. Listen to these words again and 
raise your hand when you do not hear ~ in the middle. Teacher 
says: bacon, become, smaller, because, circus, depart. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Teacher writes picnic on the board. Erases it. (Children circle 
it on worksheets.) Words to be used by teacher on board: 
picnic, because, become, bacon, raccoon. 
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School 
PUPIL 1S WORKSHEET - NO. 13 
(To Accompany 13th Lesson) II 
I 
the word your teacher wrote on the board. 
picnic matter surmner music I 
coat because mother make I 
become topic tomato train 
camel buy bacon sand 
kite table mimic raccoon 
FOURTEENTH LESSON 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (initial g) 
(Each child has a pack of small alphabet cards at his desk.) 
Today, I am going to say some words to you that begin with a new 
letter. Listen carefully and say these words after me. gain, gone, 
gather. Tell me the letter that makes the first sound in these 
words. Yes, all these begin with g. Does anyone i n this class 
have a name that begins with g? Let us think of a word that begins 
with g. 
Listen to these words: gun, get, some, goat, give, game, home. 
Many of t hem begin with g. Show me the first letter in every word 
that does not begin with g. Here are the words again. Ready? 
Listen: gun, get , come, goat, give, game, home. 
What letters did you hold up? 
with hand come begins with c. 
C and hare correct. Home begins 
All the other words begin with g. 
Listen to these words: gate, garden, gold. Tell me the letter 
that makes the first sound. Yes, each word begins with g. 
(Teacher writes it on board.) Did you hear the gat the beginning 
of each word? Listen again to these words and say them after me: 
gate, garden, gold. 
Now I am going to say some more words. Many of them begin with g, 
but some do not. Listen carefully, and show me the first letter 
that does not begin with g. gas, garage , time, goodby, sea, 
goes, good. 
What letters did you hold up? S and t are correct. Time begins 
with t and sea begins with s. All the others begin with g. Listen 
to all the words again. Teacher repeats the seven words above. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has a pack of small word cards at his desk.) 
Teacher says, "I am going to put a list of words on the board, and 
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have the same words on flash cards. These cards match the words on 
your de s k. When I flash a word I want you to matc h the same words 
with the ones on your desk, that is like the one I s how you. Please 
show it to me so I can see the word . 
Watch carefully and show me only the word that you see. Then the 
teacher calls on one child to match the same word with a word on 
the board. (Teacher writes the words on the board low, so the 
children can reach them. Eac h card should be held up before the 
children for about five seconds, then turn it down.) 
(Teacher uses: game, garden , gate, gun, ~.) 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (final g) 
Now I am going to say some more words to you that end with a new 
letter. Listen carefully and say these words after me: log, tag, 
bag. What letter makes the last sound in these words? Yes, all 
the \vords end with g_. Who can think of another word that ends with 
g_? Listen again to these words. (Teacher repeats the words.) 
log, tag, bag. 
Listen to these words. Show me the last letter that does not end 
with g_: bug, big, gun, fig, bluff, bag . 
What letters did you hold up? 
n and bluff ends with f. All 
words again. Teacher says: 
F and n are correct . 
the others end with g_. 
bug, big, gun, fig, 
Gun ends with 
Listen to the 
bluff, gun. 
Listen to these words: hug, tug , bag. What letter makes the end 
sound in these words? Yes, all these words end with g_. Listen to 
them again: hug, tug, bag. 
Nm-1 listen to these words. Show me the last letter that does no t 
end with g_: rug, f all en, fog, drug, hug, great , log, mug. 
What letters did you hold up ? N and t are correct. Fallen ends with 
n and great ends with t. All the others end with g_. Listen t o them 
again. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has a pack of small word cards at his desk.) 
_--;;::;=..._ 
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" I am going to show you a card with a word that matches the words 
on your desk. I want you to find the word on your desk that is 
like the one I show you. Please show it to me so I can see the 
word . " 
Watch carefully and hold up only the word that you see. (Each card 
should be held up before the children for about five seconds, then 
turn card down.) 
Words to be flashed: hug, bag, log, rug, tag. 
I . AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (medial g) 
Listen to these words: Peggy, bigger, foggy. Where do you hear 
the sound of g in these words? Yes, al l of these words have g in 
the middle. Did you hear g in the middle of these words? Who can 
tell me another word that has g in the middle? Listen to these 
words again. 
Now I am going to say some more words. Listen carefully and write 
the middle letter of each word when it is not g. Teacher says: 
dagger, lettuce, baggage, luggage, bigger, bubbles, again. 
What letters did you write? T and b are correct. Lettuce has t in 
the middle and bubbles has b in the middle. All the others have g 
in the middle. 
Listen to these words and repeat them after me. Teacher says: 
dagger, baggage, luggage, bigger, again. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
TeacHer writes these words on the board: bigger, music, bigger, 
forget. \.Jhich word is the same in this row? Circle the two words 
t hat are the same on your worksheets. 
Row 1. Peggy before Peggy family 
Row 2. digging and digging tree 
Row 3. bigger farm bigger bird 
Row 4. foggy fall moon foggy 
Row 5. among again sand again 
Row 6. dagger giant dagger before 
- - -= 
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two words that are the same in each 
Peggy before Peggy 
row . 
digging and digging 
bigger farm bigger 
foggy fall moon 
among again sand 
dagger giant dagger 
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family 
tree 
bird 
foggy 
again 
before 
F I F THT'EENTH LESSON 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (initial d ) 
Listen to these words: dog, dark, dance. Tell me the letter that 
makes the first sound? Yes, each word beg ins with d. Now, I 
am going to say some words. Many of them begin with d, but 
some do not. Listen carefully and write the first letter-;;£ each 
word that does not begin with d: dinner, daytime, deer, ton, 
doorway, daisy, barn. 
What letters did you write? B and t are correct . Ton begins with 
t and barn begins with b. All the others begin with d. Listen to 
all these words again and~ay them after me. dinner,-daytime, 
deer, doorway, daisy. 
Listen to these words: dish, doctor, deaf. Tell me the letter that 
makes the first sound. Yes , each word begin s wi th ~· Now, I am 
going to say some more words; many of them begin with d, but 
some do not. Listen carefully and raise your hand when the first 
letter of the word does not begin with d: doll, dime, dot, found, 
dairy, dim, bed. 
When did you raise your hand. For what letters ? F and b are 
correct. Bed be g ins with b and found be gins with f. All the 
others begin with ~· Listen to all the words a gain. (Teacher 
repeats the seven words). 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Teacher writes on the board and erases it. Children circle it on 
the worksheets . Which word did you circle? With what letter does 
it begin ? 
Row 1. farm door basket good 
Row 2. donkey save tape money 
Row 3. few basket dish wash 
Row 4. carrot daughter live send 
Row 5. basin street did couch 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (final d) 
II. 
Listen to these words: bad, said, Ted. 
makes the last sound. Yes, each word ends 
at the end of each word? Who can think of 
with d ? Teacher puts it on the board. 
Tell me the letter that 
with d. Did you hear i 
another word that ends 
Now, I am going to say some more words. Many of them end with i, 
but some do not. Listen carefully and write the last letter of 
each word that does not end with i: seed, mud, road, fat, led, 
muff, fed. 
What letters did you write? T and f are correct. Muff ends with 
f and fat ends with t. All the others end with d. 
Listen to these words and repeat them after me . Teacher says: 
seed, mud, road, led, fed. 
Listen to these words: 
makes the last sound. 
it on the board. 
wood, mad, read. Te l l me the letter that 
Yes, each word ends with d. Teacher puts 
Now, I am going to say some more words . Many of them end >-lith d, 
but some do not. Listen carefully and write the last letter of-
each word that does ~ end with £: record, red, fun, lid, sad, 
need, dig. 
What letters did you write? N and g are correct. Fun ends with n 
and dig ends with g. All the others end with d. Listen to these 
words again and raise your hands if you do not hear d at the end: 
record, red, fun, lid, sad, need, dig. 
VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Teacher writes head on the board. Erases it. Children c ire le it 
on worksheets . 
Row 6. head dress parrot solo 
Row 7. rabbit read barn auto 
Row 8. topic \-lent sad log 
177 
Row 9. wood fever goat f ell 
Row 10. hair mad down music 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIF ICATION (medial d) 
Where do you hear the sound of 1 1~ 11 in these words? Listen care-
fully: model, pedal, radio. Yes, we hear the sound of 11 d 11 in the 
middle of these words. Listen again and write the middleletter 
of the following words that does not have a d in it: puddle, radio, 
radish, refund, ladder, bubble, medal. 
What letters did you write ? B and f are correct. Bubble has a 
middle sound of 11li11 and refund has a middle sound of f. All the 
others have d in the middle. 
Listen carefully and raise your hand when you do not hear d in the' 
middle of the following words: waddle, middle~cuddle, salad, 
pedal, saddle, matter. 
When did you raise your hands ? For what letters? L and t are 
correct. Matter has a middle letter of t, and salad has a middle 
letter of 1. All the other words have d in the middle . Listen to 
them again. Teacher says: waddle, middle, cuddle, salad, pedal, 
saftdle, matter. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION (medial d) 
Teacher places the words given below on the blackboard. They 
are written low enough for the children to see them. 
Draw lines to the words that have same 11d 11 sound in the middle 
of the words: 
Sample 11 
(Se e worksheets) 
pedal radio 
letter 
mirror 
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PUPIL'S WORKSHEET - NO . 15 
(To Accompany 15th Lesson) 
Circle the word your teacher wrote on the board. 
Row 1. farm door basket good 
Row 2. donkey save tape money 
Row 3 . few basket dish wash 
Row 4 . carrot daughter live send 
Row 5 . basin street did couch 
Rov1 6. head dress parrot solo 
Row 7. rabbit read barn auto 
Rm<J 8 . topic went sad log 
Row 9. wood fever goat fell 
Rm<J 10. hair mad down music 
Draw lines to the words that have the same d sound in the middle of 
the words. 
radio 
' 
medal 
puddle 
later 
before 
favor 
smal l er 
pedal 
saddle 
tide 
motor 
letter 
ladder 
doll 
make 
wide 
II 
'I 
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I 
'I 
'I 
i 
I, 
I 
SIXTEENTH LESSON 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (initial u) 
Teacher says, 11 I am going to say some new words. I will pause 
after each one so you can say i t after me. until, understand, 
umbrella. Tell me the letter that makes the f irst sound in these 
words." Yes, each word begins with~ · In the following words 
write on your papers the first letter of each word that does not 
begin with u. upset, untrue, unable, radio, under, soft, 
umbrella. 
What letters did you write? S and r are corr ect. Radio begins 
with r and soft begins with s. Listen carefully to the words 
again. 
Say the following words after me: upstairs, us, upper. Tell me 
the letter that makes the first sound in these words. Yes, each 
word begins with u. Can you tell me any other words that start 
with u? 
Now, I am going to say some more words. Many of them begin with ~. 
but some do not. Listen carefully. We are going to play a 
listening game. · Raise two hands high, if the >vord does not begin 
with u; keep both hands on your desk if the word begins wi t h u. 
Let's-try these: unhappy, upon, upper, uncle, upset, mot her , 
up, open. 
When did you raise your hands? For what letters ? M and o are 
correct. Open begins with o and mother beg i ns with m. All the 
others begin with ~· Listen a gain to these words and say them 
after me: unhappy, upon, upper, uncle, upset. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
On Worksheets. 
Read each word carefully, and circle the words in each row that 
start with the same letter as the word I write on the board. 
Teacher writes word on board and erases it; children have to find 
a word or words in the row which have the same beginnings . 
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I. 
Teacher's words Children ' s words 
us Row 1. sleep box winter us 
unable Row 2. barrel visit unable listen 
upper Rm\1 3. upper cost map said 
~ Row 4. farm up matter victory 
under Row 5. desk \\I arm book under 
AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION (medial u) 
Teacher says, "I am going to say some new words. I will pause after 
each one so you can say it after me: but, gum, mud. Where do you 
hear the sound of "u" in these vmrds? fun, but, muff. Yes, we 
hear the sound of "u" in the middle of the words. Listen carefully 
are write on your papers the middle letter of each of the following 
words that does not have u in it : but, sun, tube, pin, bug, 
hat , gun. 
What letters did you write? I and ' a are correct. I is in the 
middle of the word pin, and a is in the middle of the word hat. 
Now, I am going to say some more words. Many of them have a middle 
letter of u in them, but some do not. Please stand up when the 
middle letter of each of the following words does not have~ in it: 
Listen to these words: bug, fun, tin , sat, gum, mud. 
For what letters did you stand? A and i are correct. I is the middle 
letter in the word tin, and a is the middle letter in the word sat. 
Listen again to these words and say them after me: bug, bun, fun, 
gum, mud. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Teacher writes sun on the board. Erases it. (Child circles it 
on vmrksheet.) 
Row 6. sun until barrel top sail 
Which word did you circle? The first word is correct . 
Teacher writes mud on the board and erases it. (Child circles it 
on worksheet.) 
Row 7. uncle you mud pan meet 
Which word did you circle? The third word is correct. 
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(To Accompany 16th Lesson) 
Circle the tvord which has t he same beg i nning as the word your teacher 
wrote on the board. 
Row 1. sleep box winter us 
Row 2. barrel visit unable listen 
Rov.1 3. upper cost map said 
Row 4. farm up matter victory 
Row 5 . desk warm book under 
Circle the tvord your t eacher wrote on the board . 
Row 6. sun until barrel top sail 
Row 7. uncle you mud pan meet 
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LESSON 16 
REVIEW b, 1, c, g , d, u 
There are rows of letters on your papers. I am going to say a 
word that begins with one of the letters in the row. Circle the 
letter with which the word I say begins. 
Row l. barn f n v b 
Row 2 . cabin n k c b 
Row 3. large 1 g b a 
Row 4. baby v f b a 
Row 5. gone k c g n 
Row 6. up y u s . 0 
Circle the letter with which the words I say end. 
Row 7 . read d k f b 
Row 8 . tub b t p v 
Row 9. picnic b m p c 
Row 10. fog g b h f 
Row l l. tunnel t 1 b n 
Row 12. music b n m c 
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Listen for the word and circle the S<Hmd you hear in the middle. 
Row 13. bubble f b 1 e 
Row 14. but u h t 0 
Row 1E. ladder d r 1 t 
Row 16. bacon d c 0 g 
Row 17. forget f t g p 
: R.o:w 18. label 1 a t b.: 
SEVENTEENTH LESSON 
Similar Sounds at the Beginning of Words J 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. Raise your hand when you know what letter makes the sound at the 
beginning of these words: jump, joy, jam . Yes, the words begin 
with j. (Write the letter j on the board.) Now I am going to say 
some more words. If you hear one that does not begin with j, raise 
your hand. 
jack, jail, jar, mother, jaw, jig, brother 
Hands should go up with mother and brother. Write m and b on the 
board. (Repeat words.) 
B. Raise your hand when you know what letter makes the sound · .at the 
beginning of these words: jelly, jingle, job. Yes, the words 
begin with j. (Show the letter j on the board.) Listen and raise 
your hand if you hear a word that does not begin with j. 
jelly, joke, sit, judge, jug, flower, jungle 
Hands should go up with sit and flower. Write s and f on the 
board. (Repeat words.) 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
A. Use worksheets and circle the two words in row one that are the same. 
Row 1. jury jug 
Which word did you circle? 
board.) 
jump jug 
Jug is correct. (Write jug on the 
B. Again use worksheets and circle the two words in row two that are 
the same. 
Rmv 2. just just 
Which word did you circle? 
board.) 
jump jack 
Just is correct. (Write just on the 
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Similar Sounds in the Middle of Words J 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. Raise your hand when you know what letter makes the sound in the 
middle of these words: injure, inject, major. Yes, the sound in 
the middle of these words is j. (Again bring attention to the letter 
j on the board.) Raise your hand if you hear a word that does not 
have a j sound in the middle of it. 
enjoy, reject, hammer, rejoice, sofa 
Hands should go up with hammer and sofa. Write m and f on the 
board. (Repeat words.) 
B. injury, subject, offer, ajar, bigger 
Hands should go up with offer and bigger. Write f and g on the 
board. (Repeat words.) 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
A. Use worksheets and circle the two words in row three that are the 
same. 
Row 3. enjoy inject 
Which word did you circle? 
board.) 
insect enjoy 
Enjoy is correct. (Write enjoy on the 
B. Again use worksheets and circle the two words in row four that are 
the same. 
Row 4 major minor 
Which word did you circle? 
the board.) 
major rejoice 
Major is correct. (Write major on 
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EIGHTEENTH LESSON 
Similar Sounds at the Beginning o f Words V 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. Listen very care fully and tell me the name of the letter that makes 
the first ne\-.7 sound for us. Remember only one word has a new 
sound, all the other words have review sounds. The words are: 
baby, look, vase, milk . Yes, the letter that makes the new sound 
i s v. (Write von the board.) 
Today let's stand if we hear a word that does not begin with v. 
very, kite, visit, good, view 
Children should stand with words kite and good. Ask children what 
letters should be put on the board. (k and g) 
B. Listen carefully again and tell me the name of the letter that 
makes the first sound in vision, vine, and village . Yes, v is 
correct. Who can find v on the board? 
We will stand if we hear a word that does not begin with v. 
because, victory, noon, value, valley 
Children should stand with words because and noon. Ask children 
what letter s should be up on the board. (b and n) 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
A. Use worksheets. The children ar e to fill in the mi ssing letters 
a f ter the teacher writes the word on the board . Teacher quickly 
erases word and then asks childr en t he name of the missing letter. 
Row 5. value 
What is the missing letter ? v is correct. Who can find v on the 
board? 
B. Row 6. vacation 
What is the missing letter? v is correct. Hho can find v on the 
board? 
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Similar Sounds in the Middle of Words v 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. Listen very carefully and tell me the word that does not have the 
sound of v in the middle of it. Invest, invite, before. Before is 
correct. It has the sound of f in the middle of it. 
Let's stand again if we do not hear the sound of v in the middle 
of a word. 
convey, confess, invite, butter 
Children should stand with words confess and butter. Ask the 
children what letter makes the middle sound in these words, 
{write f and t on the board) 
B. Children will stand again if they hear a word that does not have the 
sound of v in the middle of it. 
convince, cavity, paper, sitting 
Children should stand with words paper and sitting. Ask the 
children what letter makes the middle sound in these words. 
{Write p and t on the board. ) 
II. VISUAL IDENTIF ICATION 
A. Use worksheets (the children are to fill in the missing letters after 
the teacher writes the word on the board.) Teacher quickly erases 
word and then asks children the name of the missing letter. 
Row 7. invest 
What is the missing letter? Vis correct. Who can find v on the 
board? 
Row 8 . cover 
What is the missing letter? V is correct. Who can find v on the 
board ? 
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NINTEENTH LESSON 
Similar Sounds at the Beginning of Words W 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. Listen very carefully and tell me the name of the letter that makes 
the first new sound for us. Remember only one word has a new 
sound, all the other words have review sounds. The words are; 
book, lady, mother, wind. Yes, the letter that makes the new 
sound is w. (Write w on the board) 
Today let's stand if we hear a word that does not begin with w. 
very, will, girl, wood 
The children should stand with the words very and girl. Ask the 
children what letters should be put on the board for very and girl. 
V and g are correct. 
B. Listen carefully again and tell me the name of the letter that makes 
the first sound in well , women and work. Yes, w is correct. 
Who can find the letter w on the board ? (One child will go to the 
board and find the letter w. ) 
We will stand if we hear a . word that does not begin with w. 
jump, willow, wolf, view 
The children should stand with the words jump and view. Ask the 
children what letters make the first sound in those words. Write 
the letters on the board (j and v). 
II. VISUAL IDENTIF ICATION 
A. Use worksheets. The children are to fill in the missing letters 
after the teacher writes the word on the board. The teacher 
quickly erases word and then asks the children the name of the 
missing letter. 
. ' 
--~ 
9 0 
Row 9. wade 
What is the missing letter? W is correct. Who can find w on the 
board? 
B. Row 10 want 
What is the missing letter? W is correct. Who can find the letter 
w on the board? (One child will ·go to the board and find the letter 
w .) 
Similar Sounds in the Middle of Words W 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. Listen very carefully and tell me the word that does not have the 
sound of w in the middle of it: pow-wow, cobweb, beside. 
Beside is correct. It has the sound of s in the middle of it. 
Today we will stand again if we hear a word that does not have the 
sound of w in the middle of t he word. 
onward, awoke, kitten, follow 
The children should stand with the words kitten and follow. Ask 
the children what letter makes the middle sound in these words. 
(Wr ite t and 1 on the board .) 
B. The children will listen very carefully again and stand when they 
do not hear the sound of w in the following words: 
cover, sewer, forward, enjoy 
The children should stand with the words sewer and enjoy. Ask the 
children what letter makes the middle sound in these words. 
(Write the letters v and j on the board.) 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
A. Use worksheets (the children are to f ill in the missing letters after 
the teacher writes the word on the board.) Teacher quickly erases 
word and then asks the children the name of the missing letter. 
Row l l. bewitch 
What is the missing letter? W is correct. Who can find the letter 
w on the hoard ? (One child will go to the board and find the letter. ) 
B . Row 12. tower 
What is the missing letter ? 
w on the board? (Again one 
letter w . ) 
W is correct. Who can find the letter 
child will g o to the board and find the 
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TWENTIETH LESSON 
Similar Sounds at the Be g inning of Word K 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIF ICATION 
A. Raise your hand when you know what lette.r makes the sound at the 
beginning of these words; keep, kick, key. Yes, the words begin 
with k. (\4rite the letter k on the board.) Now, I am going to say 
some more words, if you hear one that does not begin with k, raise 
your han d. 1: 
kerchief, wind, kettle, kind, jig , kite 
Hands should go up with w ind and jig . Write w and j on the 
board. (Repeat words.) 
B. Raise your hand when you know what letter makes the sound at the 
beginning of these words ; king, kid, keg . Yes, the words beg in 
with k. Who can f~d the letter k on the board? · (One child will 
g o to the board and f ind the letter k.) Listen and raise your hand 
if you hear a word that does not begin with k. 
r u st, keyboard, kit, kitchen, vase, kept 
Hands should go up with rust and vase. Write r and v on the 
board. (Repeat words.) 
C. The letter k is silent when the letter n follows it. Here are some 
words that begin with k but we hear the sound of the second letter 
n ; knock , knife, know, knee and knot. (Teacher writes the words 
on the board) What letter do you see after k? What does this 
letter do to the k ? 
II. VISUAL IDENTIF ICATION 
A. Use worksheets and circle the two words in thirteen that are the 
same. 
Row 13. king kin~ kill king 
Which word did you circle ? King is correct. (Write king on the 
board.) 
I 
I 
B. Again use worksheets, circle the two words in row 14 that are the 
same. 
Row 14. keep kick kick kept 
Which word did you circle ? Kick is correct. (Write kick on the 
board.) 
'Similar Sounds at the End of Words K 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIF ICATION 
A. Raise your hand when you know what letter makes the sound at the 
e n d of these words ; ark, walk, ask. Yes, the letter is k. Who 
can find the letter k on the board ? (One child will go to the board 
and find the letter k . ) Listen and raise your hand if you hear a 
word that does not end with the sound of k. 
dark, chalk, just, bark, do g . 
Hands should go up with just and dog . Ask the children the name 
of the letters that make the last sounds in these words. Write t 
and g on the board. (Repeat words) 
B. Raise your hand when you know what letter makes the sound at the 
end of these words ; talk, hawk, fork. Yes, the letter is k . 
Listen carefully and again raise your hand if you hear a word that 
does not end with k. 
park, milk, kepp, hand, silk 
Hands should go up with keep and hand. Ask the children the name 
of the letters that make the last sounds in these words. Write p 
and d on the board. (Repeat words) 
II. VISUAL IDENTIF ICATION 
A. Use worksheets and circle the two words in row 1.5 that are the 
same. 
Row 15. ask ark ask arc 
Which word did you circle ? Ask is correct. (Write ask on the 
board.) 
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B . Ar;t,fl i n use wor lcs heets a nd ci r c l e t he t ·wo v.;ords in row 1 6 the. t a re t he 
s Rme . 
l\ow 16. da r k park ba rk ba rk 
'fl h i ch word di d you circle? Bark i s correct . (Wr i te ba rk on the 
boDrd.) 
Simila r Sounds in t he k iddl e of ' ords K 
I. IJDITCRY IDENTIFICATION 
A. Ra ise your hand whe n you know wha t l ette r makes the s ound in the 
middle of these vvords; Eskimo, nicke l, ankle . Ye s, the sound 
i n the middle of the se words is k . ~ fuo can find the l etter k on 
the board ? (One child wi ll go t o t he b oa rd a nd find the l etter k . ) 
Ra ise your ha nd if you hear a word tha t doe s not ha ve a k sound 
in the mindl e of it . 
bucket , be·witch , canker, offe r 
Ha.nd s shou ld go up with bevri tch and offer . Ask the children the 
name of the letter s thBt ma.ke the middle sounds i n those wo rds. 
Write wand f on the boa rd . ( Repe a t the words . ) 
B. r a ise your hands aga in if you hea r a word tha t does no t have a k 
sound in the middle of it . 
a s ki ng , b a sket , kett l e , rubber 
Hands should go up with kettle a nd rubber . As k t he children the 
name of the l etters that make the midd l e s ounds in th o se words . 
Write t a nd b on the board. ( Repeat the words . ) 
II . VISuAL ID ~NTIFICATION 
Us e -,vo:c lcsbeets a nd c ircle the two c.vords in row 17 that a.re the 
s ame . 
Row 17. b a s ke t basket 
Which word d i d you circle? 
the boar d . ) 
bucket racket 
Ba s ket is cor r ect . (Write baske t on 
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B. Again use worksheets, circle the two words in row 18 that are the 
same . 
Row 18 . ankle 
Which word did you circle? 
the board.) 
askew angry ankle 
Ankle is correct . (Write ankle on 
96 
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. PUPIL'S WORKSHEET - NO. 20 
I 
Worksheet for letters j, w, v, k. I 
Row 1. jury jug jump jug 
Row 2. just just jump jack 
Row 3. enjoy inject insect enjoy 
Row 4. major minor major rejoice 
Row 5. alue 
Row 6. acation 
Row 7. in est 
I 
I 
Row 8 . co-er 
Row 9. a de 
Row 10. ant 
Row 11. be itch 
Row 12. to er 
Row 13. king kind kill king 
Row 14. keep kick kick kept 
Row 15. ask ark ask arc 
Row 16. dark park bark bark 
Row 17. basket basket bucket racket 
Row 18 . ankle askew angry ankle 
TwENTY-FIRST LESSON 
Similar Sounds at the Beginning of Words e 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. Listen very carefully to the sound o f e in the f ollowing words: 
egg, elf, echo. Now I am going to say some more words. If you 
hear one that does not begin with e, raise your hand. 
elephant, eskimo, excite, apple, in 
Hands should go up with apple and in. Ask the children what 
letter makes the first sound in these words. (Write a and i on 
the board.) 
B. Again we will raise our hands if we hear a word that does not begin 
with e. 
elbow, elevator, ice, empty, animal 
Hands should go up with ice and animal. Ask a child to f ind the 
letters on the board that make the f irst sound in these words. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
A. The teacher will write a word on the board and the children are to 
circle the same word on their \17orksheets. (Teacher quickly erases 
the word.) 
Row 1. egg elm echo elf 
Which word did you circle? Egg is correct. (Write egg on the 
board.) 
B. Again use worksheets and circle the word the teacher writes on the 
board. (Teacher quickly erases it.) 
Rmv 2. eskimo elephant elevator 
Which word did you circle? Elephant is correct. 
on the board.) 
escape 
(Write elephant 
C. Again use worksheets and circle the word the teacher writes on 
the board. (Teacher quickly erases it.) 
Row 3. except 
Which word did you circle? 
board.) 
excite escape extra 
Extra is correct. (Write extra on the 
Similar Sounds in the Middle of Words e 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. Listen very carefully so that you can tell me where you hear e in 
these words ; wet, ten, sell. Yes, we hear the e in the middle 
of the words. Now I am going to say some more words and raise 
your hand if you do not hear an e in the middle of the word. 
fed, sat, men, run, well 
Han.ds should go up with sat and run. Ask the children what 
letter makes the middle sound in these words. (Have one child 
fin d the letter a on the board and write the letter u on the board.) 
B. Listen again to these words and tell me how many have e in the 
middle. The words are; red, fell, pet. Yes, all three of the 
words have e in the middle. Now raise your hand if you hear a 
word that does not have an e in the middle. 
wag, gum, den, fresh, jet. 
Hands should go up with wag and gum. Ask the children what 
letter makes the middle sound in these words. (Have one child go 
to the board and find the letters a and u. ) 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
A. The teacher will write a word on the board and the children are to 
circle the same word on their work sheet. (Teacher quickly erases 
the word.) 
Row 4. met men net man 
Which word did you circle? Men is correct. (Write men on the 
board.) 
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B. Again use worksheets and circle the word the teacher writes on the 
board. (Teacher quickly erases it.) 
Row 5. let get jet beg 
Which word did you circle? Get is correct. (Write get on the 
board.) 
C. Again use worksheets and circle the word the teacher writes on 
the board. (Teacher quickly erases it.) 
Row 6. fresh flesh flash 
Which word did you circle? Flesh is correct. 
board.) 
flame 
(Write flesh on the 
II 
I 
I 
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Row l. 
Row 2. 
Row 3. 
Row 4. 
Row 5. 
Row 6. 
WORKSHEET FOR E 
egg elm 
eskimo elephant 
except excite 
met men 
let get 
fresh flesh 
soston Unlvef'Sttv 
cnool of Edl cat100 
.~ Ubr~ ~ 
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echo elf 
elevator escape 
escape extra 
net man 
jet beg 
flash flame 
TWENTY-SECOND LESSON 
Similar Sounds at the End of Words x 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. The sound of x at the end of a word has a ks sound. 
Some of these words are: relax, fix, mix . 
B. Listen again to the sound of x in these words: fox, flax , ax. 
Who can make the letter x on the board? (One child will go to the 
board and write the letter x.) Who can write the different sounds 
that the letter x can make? (One child will go to the board and 
write the letters ks.) 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
A. Use worksheets. The children are to fill in the missing letters 
after the teacher writes the word on the board. The teacher 
quickly erases word and then asks the children the name o f the 
missing letter. 
Row 1. box 
What is the missing letter? X is correct. Who can find the letter 
x on the board? (One child will go to the board and find the 
letter x .) What does the letter x say in this word? Ks is correct. 
Who can find the letters ks on the board? (One child will go to the 
board and find the letters ks.) 
B. Row 2. mix 
What is the missing letter? X is correct. Who can find the letter 
x on the board? (One child will go to the board and find the letter 
x .) What does the letter x say in this word? Ks is correct. 
Who can find the letters ks on the board? (One child will go to 
the board and find the letters ks.) 
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TWENTY-THIRD LESSON 
Similar Soimas at the Beginning of Words Y 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. Raise your hand when you know what letter makes the sound at the 
beginning of these words; yes, yellow, year. Yes, the words 
begin with y . (\dr ite the letter y on the board). Now I am going 
to say some more words, if you hear one that does not begin with 
y, raise your hand. 
yesterday, wind, you, yolk, visit 
Hands should go up with wind and visit. Who can tell me the letters. 
that make the first sound in those words? Yes, w and v are 
correct. (Write the letters w and v on the board.) Repeat. 
B. Listen again carefully and raise your hand when you hear a word 
that does not begin with y. 
youn.gster, yell, yet, jacket, family 
Hands should go up with jacket and family. Who can tell me the 
letters that make the first sound in those words? Yes, j and f 
are correct. (Write the letters j and f on the board.) Repeat. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
A. Use worksheets and circle the two words in row three that are the 
same. 
Row 3. yard yard goat 
Which word did you circle? Yard is correct. 
board.) 
year 
(Write yard on the 'I 
B. Again use worksheets, circle the two words in row 4 that are the 
same. 
Row 4. yes yet yew yes 
Which word did you circle ? Yes, is correct. (Write yes on the 
board.) 
1_03 
Similar Sounds in the Middle of Words y 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. When we have y in the middle of a word, it has the sound of short i. 
Listen to these words: everybody, everyone, everything. 
B. Sometimes y is silent in the middle of a word and we hear only the 
vowel before it. Listen care fully to these words: mayor, maybe, 
crayon. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
A. Use worksheets and circle the two words in row 5 that are the same. 
Row 5. canyon 
Which word did you circle? 
the board.) 
crayon canyon maybe 
Canyon is correct. (Write canyon on 
B. Again use worksheets and circle the two words in row 6 that are the 
same. 
Row 6 . dillydally anybody 
Dillydally is 
everybody dillydally ' 
Which word did you cir cle? 
on the board.) 
correct. (Write dillydally 
II 
TWENTY-FOURTH LESSON 
Similar Sounds at the Beginning of Words Z 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. Listen very carefully and tell me the name of the letter that makes 
the iirst new sound for us. Remember only one word has a new 
sound, all the other words have review sounds. The words are ; 
use, kitchen, zero, will. Yes, the letter that makes the new 
sound is z. (Write z on the board.) 
Today we will stand if we hear a word that does not begin with z. 
zigzag, zipper, paste, zoom, rubber 
Children should stand with the words paste and rubber. Ask 
children what letters make the first sound of these words and 
write p and r on the board. 
B . Listen carefully again and stand when a word does not begin with 
z. 
zebra, zoo, zinc, you, here 
Children should stand with the words you and here. Ask the 
children what letters make the first sound of these words and write 
y and h on the board. 
II . VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
A. Use worksheets. The children are to fill in the missing letters 
after the teacher writes the word on the board. Teacher quickly 
erases word and then asks children the name of the missing letter. 
Row 7 . ~ip 
What is the missing letter ? Z is correct. Who can find the letter 
z on the board ? (On e child goes to the board and finds the letter 
z.) 
B . Same direction s 
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Row 8 . zero-
What is t h e missi~g letter? Z is correct. Who can find the letter 
z on the board ? (One child goes to the board and finds the letter 
z.) 
Similar Sounds at the End of Words 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIF ICATION 
A. We do not have many words that end with the letter z, however, 
one word we know is quiz. 
B. There are a few words that end with double letter z like buzz 
and whizz. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION is omitted. 
Similar Sounds in the Middle of Words Z 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. Listen very carefully and tell me the word that does not have the 
sound of z in the middle of it. The words are: dozen, kettle, 
crazy. Kettle is correct. Who can tell me the middle sound in 
kettle? T is correct. (Write the letter t on the board.) 
Remember to stand if you hear a word that does not have a z 
sound in the middle. 
ajar, muzzle, invite, drizzle 
The children should stand with the words ajar and invite. Ask 
the children what letter makes the middle sound in those words ? 
(Write j and v on the board.) 
B. Listen carefully again and stand if you hear a word that does not 
have the sound of z in the middle of it. 
daddy, pretty, razor, puzzle 
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The children should stand with the words daddy and pretty. Ask 
the children what letter makes the middle sound in those words. 
( Write d and t on the board.) 
II. VISUAL IDENTIF ICATION 
A. Use worksheets. The children are to fill in the missing letters 
after the teacher writes the word on the board. Teacher quickly 
erases word and then asks children the name of the missing letter. 
Row 9. cozy 
What is the missing letter? Z is correct. Who can find the letter 
z on the board ? (One child goes to the board and f inds the letter z.) 
B. Same directions 
Row l 0. 
What is the missing letter? Z is correct. Who can find the letter 
z on the board? (One child goes to the board and finds the letter 
z.) 
1.07 
1_08 
Work Sheet Letters x, y, z 
Row 1. bo 
Row 2. mi 
Row 3. yard yard goat year 
Row 4. yes yet yew yes 
Row 5. c anyon crayon canyon maybe 
Row 6. dillydally anybody everybody dillydally 
Row 7. _ip 
Row 8 . ero 
Row 9. co_y 
Row 10. do en 
TWENTY-FIFTH LESSON 
Similar Sounds at the Beginning of Words o 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. Listen very carefully to the sound of o in the following words; 
odd, on, orange. Now I am going to say some more words, if 
you hear one that does not begin with o, raise your hand. 
of, olive, and, ox, echo 
Hands should go up with and and echo. Ask the children what 
letter makes the first sound in these words. (Write a and e on 
the board.) 
B. Again we will raise our hands if we hear a word that does not 
begin with o. 
octopus, operate, opposite, umbrella, intereS: 
Hands should go up with umbrella and interest. Ask the children 
what letter makes the first sound in these words. (Write u and i 
on the board. ) 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
A. The teacher will write a word on the board and the children are to 
circle the same word on their work:'sheets. (Teacher quickly 
erases the word.) 
Row 1. · of ox on odd 
Which word did you circle? 
the board.) 
On is correct. (Write on again on 
B. Again use worksheets and circle the word the teacher writes on 
the board. (Teacher quickly erases the word.) 
Row 2. object olive occupy 
Which word did you circle ? Olive is correct. 
board.) 
onward 
(Write olive on the 
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II 
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C. Again use worksheets and circle the word the teacher writes on 
the board. 
Row 3 . octopus 
Which word did you circle? 
on the board. ) 
operate . .?pposite operata 
Opposite is correct . (Write opposite 
Similar Sounds in the Middle of Words o. 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIF ICATION 
A. Listen very carefully so that you can tell me where you hear o in 1 
these words ; mop, for, rob . Yes, we hear the o in the middle o fl 
the words. Now I am going to say some more words and raise 
your hand if you do not hear an o in the middle of the word. 
fat, fox, log , run, lot 
l 
Hands should go up with fat and run. Ask the children what letter 1 
makes the middle sound in these words. (Have one child find the I 
letters a and u on the board.) 
B. Listen again to these words and tell me how many have o in the 
middle. The words are ; hot, top, cod. Yes, all three of the 
11 words have o in the m iddle. Now raise your hand if you hear a 
word that does not have an o in the middle . 
I' 
H 
il 
bag , pot, mob , box, hen. 
Hands should go up with bag and hen. Ask the children what lette 
makes the middle sound in these words. (Have one child to to the 
board and find the letters a and e. ) 
II. VISUAL IDENTIF ICATION 
A. The teacher will write a word on the board and the ch ildre n are to 
circle the same word on their worksheets. (Teacher 'q'Uickly 
erases the word.) 
Row 4. log fog f rog dog 
Which word did you circle? Fog is correct. (Write f og on the 
board.) 
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B. Again use worksheets and circle the word the teacher writes on the 
board. (Teacher quickly erases the word.) 
c. 
Row 5. dot l ot 
Which word did you circle'? 
board.) 
rot tot 
Tot is correct. (Write tot on the 
Again use worksheets and circle the word the teacher writes on the 
board. (Teacher quickly erases the word.) 
Row 6. clock knock flock block 
Which word did you circle? Clock is correct. , (Write clock on 
the board.) 
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II WORKSHEET F OR 0 
I 
Row 1. of ox on odd 
Row 2. object olive occupy onward 
Row 3. octopus operate opposite operator 
II Row 4. log fog frog dog 
II 
Row 5. d:"ot lot :rrot tot 
I! 
Row 6. clock knock flock block 
I 
I 
I 
TWENTY-SIXTH LESSON 
Initial Blend: bl 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. Today we are going to listen carefully for the first two sounds we 
hear in the following words: blue, black, blow. Who can tell 
me the two letters that make the first sound? Yes, bl is correct. 
(Write bl on the board.) Listen for the same sound in these words: 
blame, blind, block, blood. 
B. Each time I say a word that begins with bl raise your hand. 
1. black, blank, doll, blaze, blink, eat 
I 
I 
'I 
Hands remain down on words doll and eat. (Repeat words quickly.) 
1 
II 
2. blower, blossom, book, blubber, by 
Hands remain down on words book and by. (Repeat words quickly.) 
3. blond, blotter, plate, blouse, blur, 
Hands remain down on words plate and boat. 
quickly.) 
boat 
(Repeat words 
4. place, blast, bald, blizzard, bliss, blush 
Hands remain down on words place and bald. (Repeat words 
quickly.) 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
I 
A. Use worksheets and children are to draw a line to the two words 11 
that have the same first two letters. 
1. blm11 bug 
bag blew 
B. Same directions. 
1_ j_ 3 
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2. black brew 
battle barn 
bend blind 
c. Same directions. 
3. breeze blast 
buck bee 
bloom bake 
II 
TWENTY -SEVENTH LESSON 
Initial Blend: cl 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. Today we are going to listen carefully for the first two sounds we 
hear in the following words: clash, class, clear. Who can tell 
me the two letters that make the first sound? Yes, cl is correct. 
(Write cl on the board . ) Listen for the same sound in these words: 
c 1 ew , c 1 imb , c 1 i p . 
B. Each time I say a word that begins with cl raise your hand . 
1. c loud, day, nail, clown, cloth, clay 
Hands remain down on words day and nail. 
2. close, clock, clinker, cook, climate, 
Hands remain down on words cook and ran. 
3. cliff, keep, clam, blm.-, clack, cle>v 
Hands remain down on words keep and blow. 
(Repeat words quickly.) 
ran 
(Repeat words quickly.) 
(Repeat words quickly.) 
4. coin, clutch, cobbler, cluck, clumsy, clip 
Hands remain down on words coin and cobbler. (Repeat words 
quickly.) 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
A. Use worksheets and children are to draw a line to the two words 
that have the same first two letters. 
4. coat clip 
close chew 
1_j_5 
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B. Same directions. 
5. cloud come 
cut clack 
cent cell 
c. Same directions. 
6. chalk clean 
cock cash 
clew crawl 
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TWENTY-EIGHTH LESSON 
Initial Blend: fl 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. Today we are going to listen carefully for the first two sounds 
we hear in the following words: flag, flash, flat. Who can tell 
me the two letters that make the first sound? Yes, fl is correct. 
(Write fl on the board . ) Listen for the same sound in these words: 
flavor, flea, flatter. 
B. Each time I say a word that begins with fl raise your hand. 
1. flake, clock, flax , flock, block, floor 
Hands remain dmvn on words clock and block. (Repeat words quickly) 
2. f light, foot, fl i es, float, cloth, fleet 
Hands remain down on words foot and cloth. (Repeat words quickly.) 
3. face, flood, flesh, feet, flame, flip 
Hands remain down on words face and feet. (Repeat words quickly.) 
4. flea, flirt, follo~, fly, fish, flute 
Hands remain dotVJn on words follow and fish. (Repeat words 
quickly.) 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
A. Use worksheets and children are to draw a line to the two words that 
have the same first two letters. 
7. flow blow 
back flop 
B. Same directions. 
8. flutter butter 
blot floor 
face for 
C. Same directions 
9. first 
f ancy 
flower 
feet 
flame 
from 
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TwENTY-NINTH LESSON 
Initial Blend: gl 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. Today we are going to listen carefully for the 
hear in the follm-Hng words: glass, glance, 
me the two letters that make the first sound? 
(Write gl on the board.) Listen for the same 
glaze, glow, glue . 
first two sounds we 
globe. Who can tell 
Yes , gl is correct. 
sound in these words: 
B. Each time I say a word that begins with gl raise your hand. 
1. glory, glare, glad , clew, flo>v, glide 
Hands remain down on words clew and flow. (Repeat \vords quickly.) 
2. good, glint, glee, glide, blade, 
Hands remain down on good and blade. 
glass 
(Repeat words quickly.) 
3. glance, glamour , glove, gold, glorious, give 
Hands remain down on gold and give. (Repeat words quickly.) 
4 . glossy, grm.;r, gloom, glisten, gaze, glimpse 
Hands remain down on grow and gaze. (Repeat words quickly.) 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
A. Use the worksheets and children are to draw a line to t he two words 
that have the same first two letters. 
10. glad glee 
gold game 
B. Same directions. 
11. g i ve globe 
glide good 
gave great 
1_1_9 
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C. Same di,rections. 
12 . grey goat 
gul f gl ue 
glo ry gang 
• 
THIRTIETH LESSON 
Initial Blend: pl 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
A. Today we are going to listen carefully for the first t wo sounds we 
hear in the following words: place, plastic, plane. vlho can 
t ell me the t \170 letters that make the first sound? Yes, pl is 
correct . (~-/r ite pl on the board.) Listen for the same sound in 
these words: play, plow, pleasure. 
B. Each t ime I say a word that beg ins with pl raise your hand . 
1. plenty, plug , put, plume, glass 
Hands remain down on words put and glass. (Repeat words qu i ckly .) 
2. plus, plum, plumber, port, please, press 
Hands remain down on words port and press. (Repeat words quickly.) 
3 . post, plaster, plant, person, plaid, plank 
Hands remain down on words post and person. (Repeat words 
quickly.) 
4. plumbing, pleasure , pleasing , putting, platform, parrot 
Hands remain down on wo rds putting and parrot. (Repeat words 
quickly.) 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
A. Use 'tl7orksheets and children are to drml7 a line to the two ~mrds 
that have the same first t\170 letters. 
13. put pay 
place plow 
B. Same directions. 
14. pardon play 
please pilot 
perfect poem 
c. Same directions . 
15. polite 
pull 
pl ant 
pl enty 
pr ay 
pirate 
1_22 
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WORKSHEET FOR INITIAL BLENDS 
bl, cl, fl , gl, pl 
1. blow bug face for 
bag blew 9. first f eet 
2. black brew fancy flame 
battle barn flower from 
bend blind 10. glad glee 
3 . breeze blast g old g ame 
buck bee 11. g ive globe 
bloom bake glide good 
4. coat clip gave g reat 
close chew 12. grey goat 
5. cloud come gulf g lue 
cut clack glory g ang 
cent cell 13. put pay 
6. chalk clean place plow 
cock cash 14. pardon play 
clew crawl please pilot 
7. flow blow perf e c t poem 
back flop 15. polite plenty 
8 . flutter butter pull pray 
blot floor plant pirate 
_ _1 
It 
I 
I. 
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THIRTY-FIRST LESSON 
~NITIAL BLEND: sl 
1, I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
I 
II 
11 
li 
II 
(Each child has paper and pencil) 
l. "Listen carefully to these words: slide, slept, slant. What was 
the beginning sound in these words? Did you hear one sound or 
two sounds? What were they? Do you know what letters made 
these sounds? S and l are right. (Teacher indicates on the 
blackboard) Write s and l on your papers. Now listen and write 
the first two letters in each of the following words that does not 
begin with~!_. ----
2. 
slip, slow, bloom, sleepy, class, slippers, sleigh. 
What letters did you write? Bl and cl are right. (Teacher writes 
bl and cl on the board.) Bloom begins with bl and class begins 
with cl. Listen to the words a gain. Raise your hand when you 
hear one that does not begin with~· 
Listen to these words: slide, slap, sled. With what two letters 
does each begin? Repeat the words after me. Be sure to make 
me hear the first two sounds. Were these words alike at the 
beginning? What did you hear at the beginning ? Yes, each one 
beg ins with sl. {Teacher writes s and 1 on the blackboard) Now 
write sand l on your papers. Listen and write the first two 
letters in each of the following words that does :not begin with sl. 
slam, slate, float, sleet, glass, sleeve, slick. 
What letters did you write? Fl and glare right. (Teacher 
writes them on the blackboard.) Float begins with £1, and glass 
begins with gl. Listen to the words again. Stand when you hear 
one that does not begin with~· 
Who can think of a word that begins with ''sl''? Tell me another 
one. (Teacher calls on different children in the class.) 
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Now who can remember any words that begin with "bl11 , 11 gl11 , or 
11 £1 11 ? (Call on individuals. ) 
1: II. VISUAL IDENTIF ICATION 
11 (Give out Pupil Worksheet No. 3 1) 
[_ 
II 
There is one word in each of the following rows that begins just like a 
word in the row beside it. Look at the first row. What are the first 
two letters in the word. sleep? What word in the row beside it begins 
with~? Draw line f rom sleep to slide. Draw lines between words 
that b egin alike. 
sleep ~ / . flame 
b lack ·"-...__~~ slide 
/ 
flower / blade 
plate ~:::. ~plant glass slow 
please 
sleigh 
'X slate 
_..--
..------ place 
clock • clean 
sleet block 
blame flood 
flash slave 
Check papers. Call on child for word that begins like sleep, etc. 
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PUPIL'S WORKSHEET NO. 31 
(To Accompany 31st Lesson) 
There is one word in each of the following rows that begins just like 
a word in the row beside it. Look at the first row. What are the 
first two letters in the word sleep ? What word in the row beside 
it begins with~? Draw a line from sleep to slide. Now draw lines 
between words that begin alike. The dots show you where to begin 
and end the line. 
sleep . flame please. . slate 
black . . slide sleigh . . place 
flower. . blade clock . . clean 
plate . slip sleet . block 
glass . . glove blame flood 
slow . plant flash slave 
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!!'HIRTY-SECOND LESSON 
I 
II 
INITIAL BLEND: br 
I I .. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
II 
II 
II 
(Each child has paper and pencil) 
l . "Today we are going to listen again for two sounds at the beginning 
o f a word. Listen very carefully to the followin g words: bread, 
brook, brother. What was the first sound in these words? What 
was the second sound? What do b and r sound like when they are 
together ? All say "br. " 
Repeat after me: Bricks, broken, bring. What letters make the 
first two sounds that you hear? {Teacher writes b and r on the 
blackboard. Children write b and r on their papers.) 
Listen to the followin g words and write the first two letters of 
each one that does not begin with br. 
branch, brand, brass, brave, class, brown, place. 
What did you write? Cl and pl are right. Glass begins with cl 
and place begins with pl. (Teacher writes cl and pl on the board.) 
Listen to the words again. Stand when you hear one that does~ 
begin with br. 
Can you think of any words that begin with "br"? Who can g ive 
me a word that begins with "cl''? Another one. (Call on 
individuals.) 
2 . Listen to the followin g words: bright, broom, brush. With what 
1 letters does each beg in? Each begins with br. Repeat the same 
1-, words a gain a fter me. M_ake me hear the first two sounds. 
1! What two sounds did you hear at the beginning ? What letters 
make those sounds? Write band ron your papers. Who can tell 
me a word that begins with "br"? 
I 
1_27 
Listen carefully to the following words and write the first two 
letters of each one that does not begin with br: 
broad, brought, breathe, slate, bring, broke, glove 
What did you write? Sl and gl are right. Slate begins with sl and 
glove begins with ~· (Teacher writes sl and gl on the board:) 
Listen to the words again. Clap your hands '"hen you hear one that 
does not begin with br. 
Who can think of any words that begin with "sl" or "gl"? (Call on 
individuals in the class.) 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Give out Pupil Worksheet No. 32) 
Teacher writes very legibly on the blackboard the word underlined in 
the first group below. Then erases it. Child circles that word on 
his paper. Same procedure for each group. 
1. chain class clear 9. father farm flame 
---
call clean flash flood 
2. slice shall spell 10. small soap slide 
sting sled sleep sleigh 
3. band brass bone 11. brown berry blow 
---bright bath bubble broke 
4. fairy floor flag 12. comb clam close 
flower fork color clap 
5. glow glue girl 13. gift glass great 
give glad game gloom 
6. pencil poor please 14. slave side small 
place played slate spring 
7. broom bring build 15. body book bread 
brush brown blade brain 
8. grade grow gave 16. flat flame flew 
glove gland four fruit 
Check: Teacher says, "1. class - the first word on the first line 
is right. 2. etc., etc." Children check own papers. 
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Name School 
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fUPIL 1 S WORKSHEET -NO. 32 
{To Accompany 32nd Lesson) 
Circle the word your teacher wrot e on the board. 
1. chain class clear 9. f ather farm flame 
call clean flash flood 
2 . slice shall spell 10. small soap slide 
sting sled sleep sleigh 
3. band brass bone 11. brown berry blow 
b right bath bupble broke 
4 . f airy floor flag 12. comb clam close 
flower fork color clap 
5 . glow glue g irl 13 . gift glass great 
give glad game gloom 
6. pencil poor please 14. slave side small 
place played slate spring 
I 7 . broom bring build 15. body book bread I 
II brush brown blade brain 
I 
8. g rade g row gave 16. flat flame flew 
glove gland f our fruit 
I 
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THIRTY-THIRD LE.SSON 
INITIAL BLEND: cr 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has paper and pencil) 
I 
l. "This morning we are going to listen to the first sounds in some 1 
2. 
words. I would l -ike you to see if you can hear the first two sounds .
1 
Listen very carefully: cream, crumb, crab. Who can tell me the I 
first two sounds they heard in these words? They all begin with 
''cr." The c and r together made that sound. (Indicate) Now all I 
say "cr". 
Say these words after me. Make me hear the first ~two sounds. 
Crow; crack, crawl, creep. What two sounds did you hear at the 
beginning? What letters make those sounds? (Teacher writes I 
c and r on the blackboard. Children write c and r on their papers. 
"Listen to the following words and write the first two letters of 
each one that does not begin with cr. 
crank, crash, brave, cracker, cradle, sleep, crayon. 
What did you write? Br and sl are right. Brave begins with br 
and sleep begins with~- Listen to the words again. Stand when 
you hear one that does not begin with cr. 
Can you think of any words that begin with "cr"? 
Who can give me a word that begins with "br" or "sl"? Think of 
more words. (Call on individuals.) 
Listen to the following words: cried, cross, crack. With what 
letters does each begin? Each begins with cr. Repeat the same 
words again after me. Make me hear the first two sounds. 
What two sounds did you hear at the beginning? What letters make 
those sounds? Write c and r on your papers. Who can tell me a 
word that begins with "cr"? 
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Listen carefully to the followin g words and write the first two 
lette rs of each one that does not begin with cr. 
cramp, crazy, cried, f righten, crown, g reen, crooked. 
What did you write? Fr and gr are right. Frighten begins 
with fr and green begins with gr. Listen to the words again. 
Clap your hands when you hear one that does not begin with 
cr. 
Give out alphabet cards: b p s c 1 r t . Have the children 
arrange on desk in fr ont of them. Go through two or three 
minute review. 
"Show me the letters that make the first two sounds in: 
break 
crack 
slap 
play 
broom 
blow 
brick 
II. VISUAL IDENTIF ICATION 
(Give out Pupil Worksheet No. 33) 
cream 
plow 
clock 
Try for carry over these 
which were not taught 
pray 
train 
Teacher writes the first word very leg ibly on the blackboard. She 
leaves the word on the board for a minute or two, and then erases it. 
Each child puts a circle around th.e first two letters of that word on 
his worksheet. Same procedure f or each of the sixteen words. 
1. black 6. glass 
2. clean 7. cream 
3. broom 8. slide 
4. please 9. crayon 
5. flower l 0 . brush 
I' 
II 
I 
I 
11. place 14 . flame 
12 . crash 15. cradle 
13. glove 16. block 
Check: 
Teacher says, "l . black - the first word begins with bl. You 
s hould have a circle around the letters bl. 2. etc. , etc~ 1 1 
Children check own papers. 
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PUPIL Is WORKSHEET NO. 3 3 
I (To Accompany 33rd Lesson) 
Put a circle around the first two letters that spell the word your 
teacher wrote on the board. 
1. c1 fl cr bl 9. tr br c .r fr 
2. sl £1 cl cr 10. bl br c1 cr 
3. br pr pl bl 11. pl pr br gl 
4. sl gl pl cl 12. £1 sl cl cr 
5. £1 bl c1 pl 13. gr gl pl fl 
6. cr c1 £1 gl 14 . bl c1 pl fl 
7. dr cr br f r 15. cr br dr f r 
8. pl sl gl bl 16. br bl c1 cr 
I' 
II 
THIRTY-FOURTH LESSON 
INITIAL BLEND: dr 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has paper and pencil) 
1 . Listen carefully to these words: dress, dream, drag. What was 
the beginning sound in these words? Did you hear one sound or two 
sounds? What were they? Do you know what letters make these 
sounds? D and r are right. The d and r together made that sound. 
Now all say "dr". 
Repeat these words after me. Be sure you make me hear the first 
two sounds. Drift, drain, drive, drink . Were these words alike 
at the beginning? What two sounds did you hear? What letters make 
those sounds ? (Teacher writes d and r on the blackboard. Children 
write d and r on their papers.) 
Listen to the following words and write the first two letters of 
each one that does not begin with dr . 
drain, creep, drill, drive, brush, drown, drawer 
What did you write? Cr and br are right. Creep begins with cr 
and brush begins with br. Li sten to the words again. Raise your 
hand when you hear one that does not begin with dr. 
Who can give me a word that begins wi th " dr"? Good. Now see if 
you can think of another one. (Call on individual children in the 
class.) 
2 . Now listen to these words: drop, drum, drill, dried . How are 
all these words alike? What sounds do you hear at the beginning? 
What letters make those sounds? Each begins with dr. Repeat the 
same words again after me. I want to hear the first two letters 
very clearly. 
What two sounds did you hear at the beginning? What letters make 
those sounds? Write d and ron your papers. Who can tell me a 
word that begins with "cr"? 
I 
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Listen carefully to the following words and write the first two 
letters of each one that does not begin with dr. 
drum, dream, drift, black, driv ing, dropped, place 
What did you write? Bl and pl are right. Black begins with 
bl and place begins with ~· Listen to the words again. 
Stand when you hear one that does not begin with dr. 
Let's play a game. If the words that I say sound alike at 
the beginning--clap your hands . If they do not sound alike--
don't do anything. Listen to the first two sounds. Close your 
eyes. Listen very carefully. 
Does dress sound like dream at the beginning? 
Listen: 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
drink - -
drop - - - -
slip - - - -
play 
drum 
crack -
blood -
class 
drill 
break -
(Give out Pupil Worksheet No. 34) 
- - - - draw 
- truck 
slow 
- plant 
- - blue 
- cream 
- - sled 
clap 
- plane 
- - broom 
There is one word in each of the following rows that begins just like 
a word in the row beside it. Look at the first row. What are the 
first two letters in the word drill? What word in the row beside it 
begins with dr? Draw line from drill to drum. Draw lines between 
words that begin alike. 
drill ;¢ brush 
sled drum 
brick · slate 
crayon 
flower 
please 
• place 
flash 
cream 
I 
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'l 
11 
black 
clock 
dream 
><
close 
blow 
~----· drive 
drift ><: brush 
glove dro\Vll 
broom glass 
Check papers. Call on different children for a word that begins like 
drill, etc. 
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PUPIL'S WORKSHEE.T NO. 34 
I. 
(To Accompany 34th Lesson) 
There i s one word in each of the f ollowing rows that begins just like 
a word. in the row beside it. Look at the first row. What are the 
fi rst t wo letters in the word drill? What word in the row beside it 
begins with dr? Draw a line fr om drill to drum. Now draw lines 
between words that begin alike. The dots show you where to begin 
and end the line. 
drill . brush crayon . . place 
sled . drum flower. . flash 
brick slate please. . cream 
black . close drift . . brush 
clock blow glove . . drown 
dream . drive broom. . glass 
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THIRTY- FIFTH LESSON 
1
1 INITIAL BLEND: fr 
II I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
I
I 
d 
I 
jl 
I 
I 
II 
I 
II 
(Each child has paper and pencil) 
l. ''Who can give me a word that begins with "dr"? Another one. 
(Call on individuals.) Now tell me a word that begins with "cr" - -
"br". 
Today we are going to listen a g a in for two sounds at the beg inn ing 
o f a word. Have sharp ears and listen carefully to these words: 
f rog, f rom. What was the first sound in these words? What was 
the second sound ? What do f and r sound like when they are to-
g ether ? All say " fr": 
Repeat these words after me. Be sure to make me hear th,e fi rst 
two sounds. F ront, f rame, fried, free. What two sounds did 
these words beg in with ? What letters make that sound. (Teacher 1 
writes f and r on the blackboard) Now write f and ron your papers. 
Listen to the f ollowing words and write the first two letters of 
each one that does not begin with..!..::. · 
frozen, f righten, dream, friend, crumb, fruit, fresh. 
What did you write ? Dr and cr are right. Dream beg ins with 
dr. and crumb begins with cr . Listen to the words a gain. Clap 
your hands when you hear one that does not begin with..!..::.· 
2. This time listen very carefully to these words: f rost, fresh, 
f ringe, fry. What sounds did you hear at the beginning of these 
words ? What two letters make those sounds ? All say "fr" with 
me. Lets repeat the same words together. I want to hear the 
first two letters very clearly. 
How are all these words alike? What two sounds did you hear at 
the beginning ? What letters make those sounds? Write f and r on 
your papers . . Who can think of a word that begins with "fr"? 
I 
1_:)8 
Listen carefully to the following words and write the f irst two 
letters of each one that does not begin with fr . 
f rown, brick, Friday, frost, frolic, sleigh, frisky 
What did you write? Br and ~are right. Brick begins with 
br and sleigh begins with sl. Listen to the words again. 
Close your eyes every time you hear one that does not begin 
with fr. 
Now let's play a new game. I'll divide the class in half 
forming two teams . Each member of a team will try to hit the 
target by giving a word beginning with the sound I am going to 
say. Score will be kept on the blackboard. Review fr, dr, cr, 
and br this way. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Give out Pupil Worksheet No. 35) 
Teacher writes very legibly on the blackboard the word underlined in 
the first group below. Then erases it. Child circles that word on 
his paper. Same procedure for each group. 
1. black bring brown 9. bottle blade blow 
brush brick body blue 
2. please place pencil 10. flame face frown 
played press flat file 
3. fruit face frost 11. flag front fresh 
fairy friend fold from 
4. dress down drive 12. glass give gland 
dance drum goat gray 
5. came clap chair 13. brother butter balloon 
class clean bread bright 
6. spell slide slice 14. cross. cradle cure 
soap slate crib count 
7. farm frown father 15. food fish frolic 
frighten frog frozen frame 
8. cute cream color 16 . drown drove duck 
crack crumb drill dream 
Check: Teacher says, 
i s right. 2. 
"1. bring - the first word on the first line 
etc. , etc." Children check own work. 
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PUPIL'S WORKSHEET -NO. 35 
(To Accompany 35th Lesson) 
Circle the word your teacher wrote on t he board. 
1. black bring brown 9. bottle blade blow 
brush brick body blue 
2. p lease place pencil 10. flame face frown 
played press flat file 
3 . fruit face frost 11. flag front fresh 
f airy friend fold from 
4 . dress down drive 12. glass give gland 
dance drum goat gray 
5. came clap chair 13. brother butter balloon 
class clean bread bright 
6 . spell slide slice 14 . cross cradle cure 
soap slate crib count 
7 . f arm frown father 15 . f ood f ish frolic 
frighten f rog frozen frame 
8. cute cream color 16. drown drove duck 
c r ack crumb drill dream 
r 
THIRTY-SIXTH LESSON 
INITIAL BLEND: gr 
1
1 I. AUDITORy IDENTIF ICATION 
(Each child has paper and pencil) 
l . "Today we are going to listen a gain to the first sounds in some 
words. I would like you to see i f you can hear the first two sounds .
1 Listen very carefully : grade, grass, g rand. Who can tell me the 
first two sounds they heard in these words ? They all beg in with "g " 
The g and r together made that sound. (Indicate) Now all say "gr. 
Say these words a f ter me. Make m e hear the first two sounds. 
Ground, gravy, green , grow. What two sounds did you hear at I 
the be ginning? What letters make those sounds ? (Teacher writes 1 
g and r on the blackboard. Children write g and r on their papers.) 
Listen to the following words and write the first two letters o f each ' 
one that does not be g in with gr. 
grow, grapes, f rien d, grapef ruit , grocery, dream, g reat. 
What did you write ? Fr and dr are right. F riend begins with~ 
and dream begin s with dr. Listen to the words a gain. Stand 
when you hear one that does not begin with gr. 
Can you think of any words that beg in with. ''gr"? 
Who can give me a word that begins with "cr" or " dr " ? Think of 
more words. (Call on different children . ) 
2. Listen to the followin g words: grew, grand, grease. With what 
letters does each be gin? Each be gins with gr. Repeat the same 
words a gain after m e . Make me hear the first two sounds. 
What two sounds did you hear at the be g inning? What letters 
make those sounds ? Write g and r on your papers. Who can tell 
me a wo.rd that begins with 11 gr " ? 
Listen carefully to the following words and write the first two 
letters of each one that does not begin with ~· 
grain, groan, grandmother, crack, grave, brush, gray 
What did you write? Cr and br are right. Crack begins 
with~ and brush begins with br. Listen to the words again. 
Clap your hands when you hear one that does not begin with 
~-
Game for Practice. 
(Write on the blackboard the following blends: br, cr, dr, 
fr, gr.) 
Let us play a game with these letters on the blackboard. 
We'll have two teams and take turns. When I say a word, 
the one whose turn it is must come and find the letters 
the word begins with and say the sound. If you get the 
right one, it counts a point. Be ready for your turn, 
and listen very carefully. 
frost 
grain 
brush 
fruit 
cream 
drum 
grass 
crumb 
dream 
grandfather 
broom 
frozen 
(Watch for any confusion between words beginning with dr 
and br.) 
II . VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Give out Pupil Worksheet No. 36) 
bread 
grew 
Teacher writes the first word very legibly on the blackboard. She 
leaves the word on the board for a minute or two, and then erases it. 
Each child puts a circle around the first two letters of that word on 
his worksheet. Same procedure for each o f the sixteen words. 
1. blue 4. clean 
2. ground 5. grade 
3. b12ush 6. dress 
142 
7. grass 12 . green 
8 . friend 13. fresh 
9. grain 14. cradle 
10. crayon 15. grapes 
11. plane 16. sleigh 
Check: Teacher says, " 1 , blue - the first word begins with bl. 
You should have a circle ·around the letters bl. 2 . etc., etZ 
Children check own papers. 
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PUPIL ' S WORK S HEET NO. 3 6 
(To Accompany 36th Lesson) 
Put a circle around the fi rst t w o lett ers that spell the word your teacher 
w rote on t h e b oard. 
l. £1 bl cr cl . 9 . gl gr b l b r 
2 . sl £1 g r cr 10. dr cr br f r 
3. pl bl pr br 11. pl pr br gl 
4 . c1 pl gl sl 12. £1 sl fr g r 
5. f r dr g r br 13 . g r br dr f r 
6 . cr g r dr b r 14. cl cr gl g r 
7 . g r f r dr cr 15 . c r dr g r hr 
8 . £1 f r cl cr 16. sl b1 cl pl 
r 
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THIRTY -SEVENTH LESSON 
INITIAL BLEND : pr 
I. A UDIT.OR Y IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has paper and pencil) 
1. "Listen carefully to these words: pretty, print, product. What 
was the beginning sound in these words? Did you hear one sound 
or two sounds? What were they? Do you know what letters make 
these sounds ? P and r are right. The p and r to gether made that 
sound. Now all say 11pr 11 • 
Repeat these words after me. Be sure you make me hear the first 
two sounds. Prayer, preach, praise, price. Were these words 
alike at the beginning? What two sounds did you hear ? What 
letters make those sounds? (Teacher writes p and ron the black-
board.) Now write p and r on your papers. 
Listen to the following words and write the first two letters of each 1 
one that does not begin with pr. 
press, slide, pray, present, please, prize, prove. 
What did you write ? Sl a n d pl are ri ght. Slide begins with sl and I 
please beg ins with pl. Listen to the words again . Raise your hand ' 
when you hear one that does not begin with pr. 1: 
Who can give me a word that begins 
see if you can think of another one. 
the class.) 
with "pr" ? Very good. Now 
(Call on different children in 
2 . Now listen to these words: prison, private, proof , promise. How 
are all these words alike? What sounds do you hear at the begin-
ning? What letters make those sounds ? Each begins with pr. 
Repeat the same words a gain after me . I want to hear the first 
two 1 etters very clear 1 y. 
What two sounds did you hear at the beginning ? What letters make 
those sounds? Write p and r again on your papers. Who can tell 
me a word that begins with 11 dr 11 , 11br 11 1 11f r 11 ? 
1_4.5 
II 
Listen carefully to the followin g words and write the first two 
letters of each one that does not begin with pr. 
proud, prince, primary, glove, praise, prune, flame. 
What did you write? Gl and fl are right. Glove begins 
with~ and flame begins with fl. Listen to the words 
a gain. Stand when you hear one that does not begin with 
pr. 
Give out alphabet cards: b d g p 1 r . Have the children 
arrange on desk in front of them . Go through two or three 
minute review. 
"Show me the letters that make the first two sounds in: 
broom · 
dre .ss 
grass 
press 
black 
plane 
grade 
II . VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Give out Pupil Worksheet No. 3 7) 
prove 
place 
drain 
bread 
price 
grain 
glass 
' 'There is one word in . each of the f ollowing rows that begins just 
like a word in the row be side it. Look at the first row. What 
are the first two letters in the word flash? What word in the row 
beside it be gins with _Q_? Draw line from flash to flame. Draw 
lines between words that begin alike. " 
flash pretty --- price 
<:\ prayer 
proud ' g rade 
ground • flame 
crash x· fruit 
f ront , cradle 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
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bright ~block prune ~played 
drove · drink sleep present 
blame · brother plant slide 
Check papers. Call on different children for a word that begins like 
flash, etc . 
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:fUPIL 1S WORKSHEET - NO. 37 
(,To Accompany 37th Lesson) 
There is one word in each of the following rows that begins ju.st like 
a word in the row be side it. Look at the first row. What are the 
first two letters in the word flash? What word in the row beside it 
begins with _Q? Draw a line from .flash to flame. Now draw lines 
between words that begin alike. The dots show you where to begin 
and end the line. 
flash prayer pretty. price 
proud grade crash fruit 
ground flame front cradle 
bright block prune . played 
drove drink sleep . pre sent 
blame . brother plant slide 
--~-=-
I 
'I 
I: 
I 
,, 
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THIRTY-EIGHTH LESSON 
INITIAL BLEND: tr 
II I. AUDITORy IDENTIFICATION 
'I 
il 
I 
I' 
I 
jl 
,, 
I 
II 
(Each child has paper and pencil) 
1. 
2. 
"Who can give me a word that begins with "pr "? Another one. 
(Call on different children.) Now tell me a word that begins with 
"gr", "fr'', "dr". Good. 
This morning we are going to listen again far two sounds at the 
beginning of a word. Sit up straight and listen very carefully to 
these words: train, trick, truck. What was the first sound in 
these words? What was the second sound? What do t and r 
sound like when they are together? Let's -all say "tr" after me. 
Repeat the words that I say. Be sure to make me hear the first 
two sounds. Tramp, tricycle, tractor, trunk. What two sounds 
did these words begin with? What letters make that sound? 
(Teacher writes t and r on the blackboard.) Now let me see you 
write t and ron your papers. 
Listen to the following words and write the first two letters of 
each one that does not begin with_!!· 
tree, trouble, blame, trust, climb, trolley, trail. 
What did you write? Bl and cl are right. Blame begins with 
bl and climb begins with cl. Listen to the words again. Clap 
your hands when you hear one that does not begin with ~· 
Now listen very carefully to these words: tried, trace, troop, 
trade. What sounds did you hear at the beginning of these words? 
What two letters make those sounds? All say "tr" with me. Let's 
repeat the same words together. I want to hear the first two 
letters very clearly. 
How are all these words alike? What two sounds did you hear at 
the beginning? What letters make those sounds? Write t and r 
I 
l 
on your papers. Who can think of a word that begins with "tr"? 
Good. Now give me another one. 
Listen carefully to the following words and write the first two 
letters of each one that does not begin with tr. 
true, brain, tractor, trip, tramp, drink, trunk. 
What did you write? Br and dr are right. Brain begins 
with brand drink begins with dr. Listen to the words a gain. 
Close y9ur eyes every time you hear one that does not begin 
with tr. ----
Game for Practice. 
(Write on the blackboard the following blends: tr, pr, gr, fr , 
dr.) 
Let ' s play a game with words that begin with these letters. 
You may all stand . We will begin with "tr. 11 The first 
pers·on must give a word that begins with 11 tr, 11 the next 
person one that begins with 11pr'', and the next, one that 
begins with "gr 11 , etc. If you miss, you must sit down. 
Remember the words must begin with just these letters 
which I have written on the blackboard. You all know w ords 
beginn ing with these letters. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIF ICATION 
(Give out Pupil Worksheet No. 3 8 ) 
Teacher writes very legibly on the blackboard the word underlined in 
the first group below. Then erases it. Child circles that word on his 
paper. Same procedure for each group . 
1. pretty print proud 4. grade grow green 
prayer prince ground great 
2. drew dress drift 5 . crumb crab cream 
drink drive crazy cradle 
3. true tractor trip 6. flame fla g flew 
tramp trunk flower flash 
~t50 
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II 
II 
II 
II 
I' 
I 
4 
I! 
7. tramp tried tree 10. trace trade truck 
troop trip trap train 
8 . f riend f ree front 11 . place please played 
f ruit frost plan .t plow 
9. slate sleep slide 12. glove glue glass 
--
slipper slow gland . glow 
Check: Teacher says, 11 1 . pretty - the first word is right. 
2 . dress - the second word is right. 11 Children check 
o.wn work. 
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~To 
Circle the word your 
1. pretty 
2. drew 
3. true 
4. grade 
5. crumb 
6. flame 
7. tramp 
8. friend 
9. slate 
10. trace 
11. place 
12. glove 
• 
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WORKSHEET NO. 3 8 
Accompany 38th Lesson) 
teacher wrote on the blackboard. 
print proud prayer prince 
dress drift drink drive 
tractor trip tramp trunk 
grow green ground great 
crab cream crazy cradle 
flag flew flower flash 
tried tree troop trip 
free front fruit frost 
sleep slide slipper slow 
trade truck trap train 
please played plant plow 
glue glass gland glow 
II 
I 
THIRTY-NINTH LESSON 
INITIAL BLEND : sw 
II I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
II I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·II 
I 
I 
I 
(Each child has paper and pencil) 
l. "This morning we are going to listen to the first sounds in some 
words. I would like you to see if you can hear the first two sounds. 
Listen very carefully: swim, swing, switch. Who can tell me the I 
first two sounds they heard in these words? They all begin with 
"aw". The s and w together made that sound. 
Say these words after me. .Make me hear the first two sounds. 
Swallow, swam, sweep, swamp. What two sounds did you hear 
at the beginning? What letters make those sounds? (Teacher 
writes s and w on the blackboard.) Now show me that you can 
write s and w on your papers. 
Listen to the following words and write the first two letters of each 
one that does not begin with sw. 
sweater, sweeten, front, swift, swimming, grade, switch. 
What did you write? Fr and gr are right. Front begins with fr 
and grade begins with gr. Listen to the words a gain. Stand when 
you hear one that does not begin with sw. 
Can you think of any words that begin with "sw"? 
Who can give me a word that begins with "tr" or "pr"? Think 
of more words. (Call on different children.) 
2. Listen to the following words: sweet, swan, swell, swept. With 
what letters does each begin? Each begins with sw. Repeat the 
same words again after me. Make me hear the first two sounds. 
What two sounds did you hear at the beginning? What letters make 
those sounds ? Write s and won your papers. · Who can tell me a 
word that begins with "sw"? 
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Listen carefully to the following words and write the first two 
letters of each one that does not begin with sw. 
swollen, sweet, swing, present, swallow, trick, sweep. 
What did you write? Pr and tr are right. Present begins 
with pr and trick begins with tr. Listen to the words 
again-:- Clap your hands when you hear one that does not 
begin with sw. 
Let's play a game. If the words that I say sound alike 
at the beginning -- clap your hands. If they do not sound 
alike -:-- don 1Ldo anything. Listen to the first two sounds. 
Close your eyes. Listen very carefully. 
Does crack sound like cream at the beginning? 
Listen: swing - - - -
swim 
place 
sleep 
black 
green 
block 
train 
sweet 
dress 
sweep 
truck 
play 
slide 
swift 
grass 
glove 
tree 
pretty 
dream 
1 II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
I, 
I 
1 (Give out Pupil Worksheet No. 39) 
Teacher writes the first word very legibly on the blackboard. She 
leaves the word on the board for a minute or two, and then erases it. 
Each child puts a circle around the first two letters of that word on 
his worksheet. Same procedure for each of the silfteen words. 
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l. train 9. swallow 
2. swing 10. cradle 
3. brook 11. class 
4. dream 12. sweater 
5. sweet 13. sleigh 
6. g rade 14. pretty 
7 . glove 15. plane 
8 . flash 16. swollen 
Check: Teacher says, "1. train - the first word begins with tr. 
You should have a circle around the letters tr. 2. etc., etc.,-
Children check own papers. 
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;pUPIL'S W lO RKSHE.E T NO. 39 
(To Accompany 39th Lesson) II 
Put a circle around the first two letters that spell the word your 
II 
teacher wrote on the board . 
1. tr cr br dr 9. s1 sw bl cl 
II 
2 . s1 sw cl bl 10. f r dr cr br I 
3. cr f r dr br 1 1. sl pi g1 cl 
4 . dr br g r pr 12 . g r pr t r sw 
5. sw sl gl g r 13. b l sl cl fl 
6. tr pr gr f r 14. pr p1 gl g r II 
7 . cr cl g r gl 15. bl g1 pl fl 
8 . £1 f r bl b r 16. sw:. s1 cl b l 
FORTIETH LESSON 
INITIAL BLEND: spr 
I . AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has paper and pencil) 
1. "Today we are going to listen to the first sounds in some words. 
Prick up your ears because I would like you to see if you can hear 
the first three sounds this time. Listen very carefully to these 
words: spring, spread, sprinkle. Did you hear three sounds? 
What were they? Do you know what letters make these sounds? 
S, p, and r are right. The s, p, and r together made that sound. 
Now all say "spr " . 
Repeat these words after me. Be sure you make me hear the first 
three sounds . Sprung, sprout, spry. Were these words alike at 
the beginning ? What three sounds did you hear? What letters make 
those sounds? (Teacher writes s, p, and ron the blackboard.) 
Now show me how you write s, p, and ron your papers . 
Listen to the following words and write the first three letters of 
each one that does not begin with ~· 
spray, sprig, shrub, spruce, sprinkle, string, spread 
What did you write? Shr and str are right. Shrub begins with shr 
and string begins with str. Listen to the words again. Raise your 
hand \vhen you hear one that does not begin with ~-
2. Now listen to the first three sounds in these words: sprain, 
sprang, spread. How are all these words alike? What three sounds 
do you hear at the beginning? What letters make those sounds? 
Each begins with~· Repeat the same words again after me. I want 
to hear the first t hree letters very c learly. 
What three sounds did you hear at the beginning? What letters make 
t hose sounds ? \\Trite ~ again on your papers. Who can give me a 
word that begins •.vi th "spr"? Now see if you can t h ink of another 
one. (Call on individuals . ) 
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Listen carefully to the following words and write the first three 
letters of each one that does not begin with ~· 
sprawl, spring, sprinkle, screen, sprout, sprain, three 
What did you write? Scr and thr are 
with scr and three begins with thr. 
again . Stand when you hear one that 
right. Screen begins 
Listen to the words 
does not begin with ~· 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Give ,out Pupil Worksheet No. 40) 
Teacher writes very 1egibly on the blackboard the word underlined in 
the f irst group below. Then erases it. Child circles that word on his 
paper. Same procedure for each gr oup. 
1. swing slide soap 9. co l or class crash 
slice slate crumb coun t 
2. t win train tree 10. soup sleigh slow 
tramp tent slave small 
3. spread slate side 11. spell shame ser ay 
str i ng sering slept smell 
4. price place eretty 12. bring boat brick 
proud present balloon black 
5. good gr ass green 13. potato prince plate 
glass grade played pencil 
6. f ace frown front 14. glove garden grand 
---flame farm glass great 
7. swim sera in street 15. spruce seven snow 
slave sleep street seread 
8. down dove dress 16. frame flash fr i end 
drink drill flag fresh 
Check: Teacher says, "1. swing - the f irst word on the first line is 
right. 2. etc., etc. " Children check own work. 
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fUPIL 1 S WORKSHEET NO. 40 
(tfo Accompany 40th Lesson) 
Circle the word your teacher wrote on the board. 
l. swing slide soap 9. color class crash 
slice slate crumb count 
2. twin train tree 10. soup sleigh slow 
tramp tent slave small 
3. spread slate side 11. spell shame spray 
string spring slept smell 
4. price place pretty 12. bring boat brick 
proud present balloon black 
5. good grass green 13. potato prince plate 
glass grade played pencil 
6. f ace frown front 1 4 ';~ . glove garden grand 
flame farm glass great 
7. swim sprain street 15. spruce seven snow 
slave sleep street spread 
8 . down dove dress 16. f rame flash friend 
drink drill flag fresh 
FORTY-FIRST LESSON 
INITIAL BLEND: str 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
{Each child has paper and pencil) 
l. ''This morning we are goirig to listen again for three sounds at 
the beginning of a word. Sit up straight and listen very carefully 
to these words: etl:'aw, street, strange. What was the first 
sound in these words? What was the second sound? Did you hear 
the third sound? What do s, t, and r sound like when they are to-
gether? Let• s all say "str" after me. 
Repeat the words that I say, Be sure to make me hE!ar the first 
three sounds. String, stream, strawberry, straight. What three 
sounds did these words begin with? What letters make that sound? 
{Teacher writes s, t, and r on the board.) Now let me see you . 
write s, t, and ron your papers. 
Listen to the following words and write the first three letters of 
each one that does not begin with str. 
stripe, strong, spring, struck, splash, struggle, strange. 
What did you write? Spr and spl are right. Spring begins with 
spr and splash begins with spl. Listen to the words again. Clap 
your hands when you hear one that~. not begin with str. 
2. Now listen very carefully to these words: strain, stretch, strike, 
strip, What sounds did you hear at the beginning c:rfc. these words? 
What three letters make those sounds? All say "str" with me. 
Let's repeat the same words together. I want to hear the first 
three letters very clearly. 
How are all these words alike? What three sounds did you hear 
at the beginning? What letters make those so'Wlds? Write s, t,, 
and ron your papers. Who can think of a word that begins with 
"str"? Very good. Now give me another one. 
Listen carefully t o the following words and write the first three 
I 
I 
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letters of each one that does not begin with str. 
stray, scrape, stream, street, straight, shrink, stranger. 
What did you write? Scr and shr are right. Scrape begins 
with scr and shrink begins with shr. Listen to the words 
again. Close your eyes every time you hear one that does 
not begin with str. 
Now let• s play a new game. I'll divide the class in half 
forming two teams. Each member of a team will try to 
hit the target by giving a word beginning with the sound I 
am going to say. Score will be kept on the blackboard. 
(Review spr and str in this way. ) 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Give out Pupil Worksheet No. 41) 
"There is one word in each of the foll()wing rows that begins just like 
a word in the row beside it. Look at the first row. What are the first 
two letters in the word swing? What word in the row beside it begins 
with sw? Draw line from swing to sweet. Draw lines between words 
that begin alike. 
cream X brush 
broom / string 
stream cradle 
grain ~ . j ' dress 
front y~ grape 
dream / ~friend 
spring 
black 
place 
spread 
·x plant 
• block 
Check papers. Call on differ:ent children for a word that begins like 
swing, etc. 
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PUPIL'S WORKSHEET -NO. 41 
(To Accompany 41st Lesson) 
There is one word in each of the following rows that begins just like 
a word in the row beside it. Look at the first row. What are the 
first two letters in the word swing? What \110rd in the row beside it 
begins with sw? Draw a line from swing to sweet. Now draw lines 
bet\11een words that begin alike. The dots show you where to begin 
and end the line. 
swing prune grain dress 
train tree front grape 
pretty . sweet dream friend 
cream brush spring spread 
broom string black plant 
stream • cradle place block 
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]fORTY -SECOND LESSON 
INITIAL AND FINAL BLEND: st 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has paper and pencil) 
1. 11Now we are going to listen again to the first sounds in some words. 
I would like you to see: if you can hear the first two sounds. Listen 
very carefully: stable, stick, stone. Who can tell me the first 
two sounds they heard in these words ? They all begin with 11 st. 11 
The sand t together made that sound. (Indicate) Now all say ttst. tt 
Say these words after me. Make me hear the first two sounds. 
Stand, stamp, stay, steal. What two sounds did you hear at the 
beginning ? What letters make those sounds? (Teacher writes 
s and ton the blackboard) Now show me how you can write 
s and t on your papers. 
Listen to the following words and write the first two letters of each 
one that does not begin with~ 
study, steam, bread, sting, stump, crayon, storm. 
What did you write? Br and cr are right. Bread begins with br: 
and crayon begins with~. Listen to the words again. Stand 
when you hear one that does not begin with st. 
Now be wide awake because I have a surprise for you. We are 
going to listen for the last two sounds in some words. I would 
like you to see if you can hear the last two S.ounds in the words 
that I am going to say. Listen very carefully:; nest, best, rest. 
Who can tell me the last two sounds they heard in these words? 
They all end with ttst. It The sand t together made that sound. 
(Indicate) Now all say "st. It 
Repeat these words after me. Make me hear the last two sounds. 
Past, test, first, post. What letters make the last two. sounds? 
What sounds do you hear? Where did you hear the sound? (Teacher 
writes s and t again on the blackboard and points out that this 
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time these are the last two sounds. ) Now write s and t on your 
papers. 
Listen to the following words: last, most, nest. With what two 
letters does each end? Write the last two letters in each of the 
followi~g wbrds that does not end with st. 
past, west, roast, belt, trust, help, fast. 
What did you write? (Call on some child.) Lt and lp are right. 
Belt ends with lt and help ends with lp. Listen to the words 
again. Clap yo.m:-hands when you hea-;-one that does not end with 
st. 
2. Listen to the following words: stem, still, stocking, story. With 
what letters does each begin? Each begins with st. Repeat the 
same words again after me. · Make me hear the first two sounds. 
What two sounds did you hear at the beginning? What letters make 
those sounds? Write sand ton your papers. Who can tell me a 
word that begins with "st"? Good. Now another one. 
Listen carefully to the following words and write the first two 
letters of each one that does !lot begin with~ 
stood, stove, drove, step, stick, front, store. 
What did you write? Dr and fr are right. Drove begins with dr 
and frontbegin.s with fr. Listen to the words again. Raise your 
hand when you hear one that does not begin with~· 
This time we are going to listen again for the last two sounds in 
some words. I would like you to see if you can hear the last two 
sounds in the words that I am going to say. Listen very carefully: 
cost, best, east, rest. Who can tell me the last two sounds they 
heard in these words? They all end with "st. 1 1 The s and t to-
gether made that sound. Now all say "st. 11 Show me how you can 
write it on your papers. 
Listen to the following words: toast, first, past. With what two 
letters does each end? They end with st. Write the last two 
letters in each of the following words that does not end with st. 
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r-
chest, rust, most, beach, dust, cart, last. 
What did you write? Chand rt are right. Beach ends with ch and 
cart . ends with rt. -Listen to the words again . Stand when you hear 
one that does not end with s.t. 
Game for Practice. 
Let• s play a game only with words that begin with st and words 
that end with st. lf I say a word that begins with il;i 11 , someone 
in the class must say a word that ends with "st. 11 If I say a word 
that ends with 11 st", you must say one that begins with "st. 11 For 
example, if I said stamp, you might say post. E .ach time you give 
the correct answer we will count it one. Let• s see who can get 
the highest score. All ready. Stone. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Give out Pupil Worksheet No. 42) 
Teacher writes the first word very legibly on the blackboard. She 
leaves the 'Word on the board for a minute or two, and then erases it. 
Each child puts a circle around the first two letters of that word on 
his worksheet. Same procedure for each of the sixteen words. 
1. drop 9. clock 
2. steal 10. store 
3. tramp 11. flower 
4. gray 12. stone 
5. stop 13. plane 
6. brother 14. cream 
7. story 15. stand 
8. frozen 16. swing 
Check: Teacher says, "1. drop - the first word begins with dr. You 
should :have a circle around the letters dr. 2. etc. Children 
check own papers. 
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PUPIL 1 S WORKSHEET NO. 42 
~To Accompany 42nd Lesson) 
Put a circle around the first two letters that spell the word your teacher 
wrote on the board. 
l. b l br dr pl 9. sl pl gl cl 
2 . sl st sw cl 10. sl s t bl fl 
3. tr dr br g r 11. fl cl sl pl 
4. pl pr gl gr 12. st pl cr pr 
5. sl cl fl st 13. pl pr gl gr 
6 . pr dr br f r 14 . f r dr cr tr 
7 . fl pl cl st 15. bl cl fl st 
8 . f r fl cr cl 16. st sw sl gl 
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F ORTY-THIRD LESSON 
·INITIAL AND FINAL BLEND: sp 
I. AUDITOR Y IDENTIF ICATION 
(Each child has .paper and pencil) 
1. "Who can give me a word that begins with "st" ? Another on e, 
(Call on different children.) Now see if you can tell. m ~ a word 
that ends with "st. 11 Good: . Another one. 
Today we are going to listen again for two sounds at th ~ beginning 
of a word. Sit up straight and listen very carefully to·.1:hese words: 
sparrow, speak, spark What was the first sound in these words? 
What was the second sound? What do s and p sound like when 
they are together ? Let's all say "sp " after me. 
Repeat the words that I say. Be sure to make me heaj the first 
two sounds. Spank, space, spend, spoon . What two sJunds did 
these words beg in with ? What letters make that sound? (Teacher 
writes s and p on the blackboard.) Now let me see you write 
s andp on your papers. 
Listen to the following words and write the f irst two le .ter s of each 
one that does not be gin with sp: 
speed, spelling, grape, spent, spill, pretty, spinach. 
What did yo:u write ? Gr and pr are right. Grape beghts with gr 
and pretty begins with pr. Listen to the words again. Clap your 
hands when you hear one that does not begin with sp. 
Now prick up your ears and listen very carefully. We are going 
to listen for the last two sounds in some words the sa1ne as we 
did yesterday. I woUI<f1ike you to see if you can hear the last 
two sounds in the words that I am going to say. Listen very 
carefully: clasp, grasp, wasp. Who can tell me the last two 
sounds they heard in these words? They all end with 1 ' sp." The 
s a n d p together made that sound. (Indicate.) Now all say "sp. 11 
:167. 
Repeat these words after me. Make me hear the last two sounds. 
Gasp, lisp, wisp. What letters make the last two sounds? What 
sounds do you hear? Where did you hear the sound? (Teacher 
writes a and p again on the blackboard. She points out that this 
time these are the last two sounds.) Now write s and p on your 
papers. 
Listen to the f ollowing words: wasp, grasp, lisp. With what two 
letters does each end? Write the last two letters in each of the 
----followin g words that does not end with sp. 
crisp, hasp, clasp, land, grasp, sing, wasp. 
What did you write? (ca..ll on some child.) Nd and ng are right. 
Land ends w ith nd and sing ends with n 'g. Listen to the words 
a gain. Stand when you hear one that does not end with sp. 
2. Now listen very carefully to these words : spell, spice, sport, 
spool. What sounds did you hear at the beginning of these words ? 
What two letters make those sounds ? All say 11 sp 11 with me. Let's 
repeat the same words together. I want to hear the first two 
letters very clearly. 
How are all these words alike ? What two sounds did you hear at 
the beginning ? What letters make those sounds? Write s and p 
on your papers. Who can think of a word that begins with 11 sp 11 ? 
Good. Now give me another one. 
Listen carefully to the following words and write the first two 
letters of each one that does not begin with sp. 
spoil, trick, sport, spin, spider, sweet, speck. 
What did you write ? Tr and sw are right. Trick begins with tr 
and sweet begins with sw. Listen to the words again . Close your 
eyes every time you hear one that does not begin with sp. 
Now we are going to listen again for the last two sounds in some 
words. I would like you to see if you can hear the last two sounds 
in the words that I am going to say . Listen very carefully: clasp, 
g rasp, wasp. Who can tell me the last two sounds they heard in 
these words ? They all end with 11 sp. 11 The sand p together made 
that sound,_· Now all say "sp. 11 Show me how you can write s and 
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p on your papers. 
Listen to the following words and write the last two letters of each 
one that does not end with sp. ----
gasp, lisp, wisp, bent, wasp, bump, clasp. 
What did you write? Nt and mp are right. Bent ends with nt and 
bump ends with mp. Listen to the words again. Raise your hand 
when you hear one that does not end with sp. 
Game for Practice. 
Let us play a game with words that begin or end with 1 1 sp. rr Pll 
start, and if my word be gins with 11 sp 11 , your word must end with 
tt 
rr sp. rr For example, if I say spill, you could say wasp. Whoever 
g ives the first word may be 1 1it 11 and give the next word. Remember, 
your word must end t lie:: way mine begins . Spoon. 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Give out Pupil Worksheet No. 43) 
Teacher writes very legibly on the blackboard the word underlined in 
the first group below. Then erases it. Child circles that word on his 
paper. Same procedure for each group. 
l . dress drill drive 7. clasp gasp wasp 
drop dream crisp grasp 
2. train tramp trick 8 . clay clean clear 
tricycle truck close clock 
3. speed spell spent 9. stand stick stone 
spinach spill stamp story 
4. grape grow gray 10. fla g flow floor 
grocery great flower flying 
5. brake breakfast bridge 1 1. spoil sport spin 
bright brother spider speak 
6 . frog from fruit 12. nest best rest 
f ront f rozen past first 
-
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13. plane please plate 15 . spank space spark 
plant playing spoon seend 
14. swim sweep swing 16. proud erince press 
sweet swept present prune 
Check: Teacher says, "1. drill - the first word on the first line is 
right. 2. etc., etc." Children check own work . 
-""--------
I 
I 
I 
II 
Name School 
-------------------------------- ------------------------------
PUPIL 1 S WORKSHEET NO. 43 
r 
(To Accompany 43rd Lesson) 
'I 
Circle the word your teacher wrote on the board. 
1. dress drill drive 9. stand stick stone 
drop dream stamp story 
2. train tramp trick 10. flag flow floor 
tricycle truck flower flying 
3 . speed spell spent 11. spoil sport spin 
spinach spill spider speak 
4. g rape grow gray 12. nest best rest 
grocery great past first 
5. brake breakfast bridge 13. plane please plate 
bright brother plant playing 
6. f rog from fruit 14. swim sweep swing 
f ront f rozen sweet swept 
7. clasp gasp wasp 15. spank space spark 
crisp grasp spoon spend 
8. clay clean clear 16. proud prince press 
close clock present prune 
FORTY-FOURTH LESSON 
FINAL BLEND: pt 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIF ICATION 
(Each child has paper and pencil) 
1. "This morning we are going to listen again to the last sounds in 
some words. I would like you to see if you can hear the last two 
sounds. Listen very carefully: wept, adopt, kept. Who can tell 
me the last two sounds they heard in these words ? They all end 
with "pt. 11 The p and t together made that sound. (Indicate) 
Now all say 11pt. 11 
Say these words after me. Make me hear the last two sounds. 
Swept, except, crept. What two sounds did you hear at the end? 
What letters make those sounds? (Teacher writes p and ton the 
blackboard.) Now show me how you can write p and ton your 
papers. 
Listen to the following words and write the last two letters of each 
one that does not end with pt. 
wept, attempt, first, adopt, except, wasp, kept. 
What did you write? St and sp are right. First en ds with st and 
wasp ends with sp. Listen to the words again. •;Raise your hand 
when you hear o~ that does not end with pt. 
2. Repeat these words after me. Make me hear the last two sounds. 
Accept, slept, wept . What letters make the last two sounds? 
What sounds do you hear? Where did you hear the sound? 
(Teacher writes p and t on the board a gain. She reminds the 
children that these are the last two sounds . ) Now write p and t 
on your papers. 
Listen to the followin g words: wept, adopt, kept. With what two 
letters does each end? Write the last two letters in each of the 
following words that does not end with pt. 
swept, script, accept, touch, tempt, hard, crept. 
--~---
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What did you write? (Call on some child.) Ch and rd are right. 
Touch ends with ch and hard ends with rd. Listen to the words 
again. 
pt. 
Close your eyes when you hear one that does not end with 
Give out alphabet cards: s t p r 1. Have the children ara::ange 
on desk in front of them. Go through two or three minute 
review. 
"Show me the letters that make the f irst two sounds m: 
stamp slate 
spell track 
press pretty 
slide store 
trick spend 
Show me the letters that make the last two sounds in : 
first 
gasp 
wept 
II. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Give out Pupil Worksheet No. 44) 
wasp 
kept 
nest 
"There is one word in each of the following rows that begins just like 
a word in the row beside it. Look at the first row. What are the first 
two letters in the word spi ll? What word in the row beside it begins 
with sp ? Draw line f rom spill to spin. Draw lin es between words 
that beg in alike. 
spill 5< sOO~e g rade >< proud stamp pretty · SWlng grape 
sweet spin trick train 
:173 
black 
clean 
flower 
''\\.L fla rre 
~::::: 
drive 
bright 
fruit 
front 
dress 
brother 
Check papers. Call on differ:ant children for a word that begins like 
spill, etc. 
II 
------·--- - - _-:-__ -'---
Name School 
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET - NO. 44 
(To Accompany 44th Lesson) 
There is one vJord in each of the foll owing rows that begins just like 
a word in the row beside it. Look at t he first row. What are the 
first t wo letters in the word sp i ll? What word in the row beside it 
begins with ~? Draw a line from spill to spin. Nm.;> draw lines 
between words that begin alike. The dots show you where to begin 
and end the line. 
spill stone grade . proud 
stamp swing pretty grape 
sweet spin trick train 
black flame drive front 
clean clear bright . dress 
flower . block fruit brother 
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FORTY- FIFTH LESSON 
FINAL' BLEND: ft 
I. AUDITORY IDENTlFICATION 
(Each child has paper and pencil) 
1. 11Who can give me a word that ends with 11 pt''? Another one. (Call 
on different children.) Now see if you can tell me some words 
that end with 11 sp 11 or 11st 11 • Very good. Think of as many words 
as you can. 
Now we are going to listen again for two sounds at the end of a 
word. Be very still and listen carefully to these words: g ift, raft, 
lift. Who can tell me the last two sounds they heard in these 
words ? They all end with "ft~' The f and t together made that 
sound. (Indicate) Now all say 11ft. ' 1 
Repeat these words a f ter me. Make me hear the last two sounds. 
Left , soft, swift. What letters make the last two sounds? What 
sounds do you hear? Where did you hear the sound? (Teacher 
writes f and t on the blackboard.) Now show me how you can 
write f and t on your papers. 
Listen to the following words: draft, swift, raft. With what two 
letters does each end? Write the last two letters in each of the 
following words that does not end with ft. 
shift, rift, sift, toast, drift, wept, left. 
What did you write? (Call on some child.) St and pt are right. 
Toast ends with~ and wept ends with pt. Listen to the words 
again. Stand when you hear one that does not end with~ 
2. This time we are going to listen again for the last two sounds in 
some words. I would like you to see if you can hear the last two 
sounds in the words that I am going to say. Listen carefully: 
Loft, thrift, craft. Who can tell me the last two sounds they 
h e ard in these words ? What letters make the last two sounds? 
What sounds do you hear ? Where did you hear the sound? They 
all end with 11ft. rr The f and t together made that sound. Now all 
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say ' 'ft. 1 1 Show me a gain how you can write f and ton your papers. 
Listen to the f ollowing words and write the last two letters of 
each one that does not end with :fft. 
draft, swift, gasp, theft, gift, bath, raft. 
What did you write? Sp and th are r i ght. Gasp ends with 
sp and bath ends with th. Listen to the words a gain. Clap 
when you hear one that does not end with ft. 
Game for Practice. 
Let's play a game. If the words that I say sound alike at the 
end--clap your han ds . If they do not sound alike--don't do 
anything. Remember to listen to the last t w o sounds. Close 
your eyes. Listen very carefully . 
Does gift sound like lift at the end? 
Listen: nest rest 
best bath 
clasp gasp 
slept wept 
went west 
gift sof t 
wasp grasp 
first trust 
swift swing 
crept swept 
II. VISUAL IDENTIF ICATION 
(Give out Pupil Worksheet No. 45) 
Teacher writes very legibly on the blackboard the word underlined in 
the first g roup below. Then erases it. Child circles that word on his 
paper. Same procedure for each group. 
1_77. 
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l. stand stamp stone 7. swift raft left 
---
stick story craft gift 
2. best rest nest 8. straw street strange 
trust cost strong string 
3. gift raft lift 9. s2ring spread spray 
soft left sprain sprout 
4 . speak spill spool 10. drift rift shift 
speed spell left sift 
5. gasp clasp lisp 11. swing swim sweet 
grasp was2 sweep swell 
6. wept sleEt kept 12. trick trade train 
swept crept tree truck 
Check: Teacher says, 11 1. stand - the first word is right. 
2. nest -the third word is right. 11 Children check own work. 
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Name School 
----------------------------------- -----------------------------
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET NO. 45 
(To Accompany 45th Lesson) 
Circle the word your teacher wrote on the blackboard . 
1. stan d stamp stone stick story 
2. best rest nest truck cost 
3. gift raf t lift soft lef t 
4. speak spill spool speed spell 
5. gasp clasp lisp g rasp wasp 
6. wept slept kept swept crept 
7. swif t raft lef t craft gift 
8 . straw street strange stron g string 
9. spring spread spray sprain sprout 
10 . drift rift shift left sift 
11. swing swim sweet sweep swell 
12 . trick trade train tree truck 
FORTY -SIXTH LESSON 
Final Consonant Blend - nt 
1. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has pencil and paper) 
Listen to these words: want, cent, count. What were the last 
two sounds that you heard? What two letters make those sounds? 
Write the two letters nt. 
Yes, each word ends with nt. Now, listen to these words · I am 
going to say. Write the last two letters of the words that do not 
end with nt. 
want, spent, tent, nest, pleasant, clasp, hunt. 
What letters did you write? 
st, sp. Yes, that is right. Nest ends with st, clasp ends with 
sp. 
Let us try again. We will write the last two letters of the words 
that do not end with nt. Listen! 
pint, gasp, bent, silent, rest, print, rent. 
What letters did you write this time? 
sp, st. Yes, you are right. Gasp ends with sp, rest ends with 
st. 
Would you like to do ~t over once more? 
Listen again: 
meant, dent, help, mint, aunt, raft, mount. 
What letters did you write? 
lp, ft. Good! You are right. 
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help ends with lp, raft ends with ft. 
2. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
1. Worksheet for Lessons 46 - 47 
I am going to write a word on the board and erase it. (Erase 
from left to right.) Teacher writes went on board and then 
erases it . Make a ring arormd that word. 
Sample Row l . went little only nest 
Which word did you circle? 
The first word, v.ent, is right. Went ends with nt. 
Sample Row 2. drink, best cent cold 
Teacher writes cent on board. Erases it. 
Which word did you circle? 
The third word, cent, is right. Cent ends with nt. 
Sample Row 3 . desk card find spent 
Teacher writes spent on board. Erases it. 
Which word did you circle? 
The last word, spent, is right. Spent ends with nt. 
Teacher continues writing one word for each of six rows on 
worksheets. 
1. armt 2. tint 3. mount 
4. tent 5. pleasant 6. sent 
'· 
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FORTY-SEVENTH LESSON 
Final Consonant Blend: nd 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has pencil and paper) 
Listen to these words: and , hand , send. What were the last 
two sounds in every word? What two letters make the last two 
sounds? l\frite the two letters nd . 
Yes, each word ends with nd. Now, listen to these words I am 
going to say. Write the last t\•10 letters of the words that 
do not end with nd. 
sound, pound, pint, mind, ground, swept, bend 
What letters did you write? 
nt, pt. Yes, that is right. Pint ends with nt and swept ends 
with E.!_. 
Let us try again. We will write the last two letters of the words 
that do not end with nd. Listen! 
wind, sift, pond, land, behind, band, went 
What letters did you write this time? 
Yes, you are right. Sift ends with f t and went ends with nt. 
~\fould you like to do it once more? Listen again: 
mend, round, find, nest, stand, bond, swept 
What letters did you write? st , pt. Good ! You are right. 
Nest ends with st, swept ends with E.!_. 
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2. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Worksheet for Lesson 47) 
I am going to write a word on the board and erase it. (Erase 
from left to right.) Teacher writes ( 1) sand on board and then 
erases it. Make a ring around that word. 
Pronounce following words: 
1. sand 2. grind 3. and 
4. pond 5. found 6. behind 
:l83 
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Name School 
---------·---------
-------------------
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET 
(To Accompany 46th and 47th Lessons) 
Sample Row l. went little only nest 
Sample Row 2. drink best cent cold 
Sample Row 3. desk card find spent 
LESSON 46 
l. aunt what wait take 
2. tall told tint with 
3. such mount next room 
4. tent kitten made p~ancil 
5. sick pleasant six quick 
6. house grow hard sent 
LESSON 47 
l. sand silent pail snow 
2. dinner red grind sister 
3. skip away told and 
4. baby pond yellow rain 
5. street brave found chase 
6. behind gray house apple 
FORTY - ElGH TH LESSON 
Final Consonant Blend 
mp 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has pencil and paper) 
Listen to these words: j)limp, lump, camp. What were the last 
two sounds you heard in every word? What two letters make 
those two sounds? Write the two letters mp. 
Yes, each word ends with mp. Now, listen to these words I am 
going to say. Write the last two letters of the words that do not 
end with mp. 
lamp, stamp, jump, end, blimp, bump, point 
What letters did you write? nd, nt. Yes, that is right. End 
ends with nd , point ends with nt. 
Let us try again . We will write the last two letters of the words 
that do not end with mp. Listen! 
plump, west, limp, pump, crisp, ramp, imp 
What letters did you write this time? st, sp. Yes,. you are right. 
West ends with ~· crisp ends with sp. 
Would you like to do it once more? Listen again: 
damp, stump, paint, clamp, tramp, roast, romp 
What letters did you write? nt, st. Good! You are right. 
Paint ends with nt, roast ends with st. 
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2. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Worksheet for Lesson 4 8 ) 
I am going to write a word on the hoard and erase it. (Erase 
fro·m left to right.) Teacher writes jump on board and then 
erases it. Make a ring around that word. 
Pronounce following words: 
l. jump 2. camp 3. bump · 
4. lamp 5. tramp 6. limp 
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LESSON 48 
1. drink jump track born 
2. skip drum snug camp 
3. bump ring belt pond 
4. flag smell lamp corn 
5. bless rock swing tramp 
6. small limp play glad 
LESSON 49 
Consonant Digraph ch - initial and final 
I. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
(Each child has pack of cards 2 x 2-3/4 with consonant digraphs, 
ch-sh-th-wh, to be used in Lessons 49, 50, 51, & 52.) 
Listen to these words: chum, chop, chase. What sound did you 
hear at the beginning of those words ? What two letters make 
that sound? Yes, ch makes the sound you hear. 
Look at your pack of cards and show me the letters that say ch. 
Teacher checks each card held by child. 
Cards down I Mix up your cards. 
Listen again: chill, child, children. 
With what two letters do those words begin? 
Yes, ch. Show me the letters again. 
Yes, (Teacher checks again.) 
Mix up your cards again. 
Now listen again. Show me the letters that make the first 
sound in chair, choke, choose . 
Listen to these words: much, rich, touch. What sound did you 
hear at the end of those words? Yes, ch was the sound at the 
end of those words. Show me the right letters. 
Yes, Cards down. Mix them up. 
Listen: show me the letters that make the last sound in rich, 
lunch, bunch, such. What letters are you showing me? Yes, 
ch . All these words end with the letters ch. 
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Cards down. 
Let's try it once again. 
Listen: bench, teach, wrench, ranch, touch. Show me the 
letters that make the last sound in those words. Yes, ch is 
right. Those words end with ch. 
II VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
(Worksheet No. 49) 
Now I am going to give you a paper with some W<?rds on it. 
Listen carefully so you will know what to do. GQive pap-ers and 
pencils.) 
Write your name. 
Look at Row 1. 
In each block there are two words. Put a ring around the word 
I say. 
Pronouce the following words: 
1. chop, chill, chum, teach. 
2. chin, much, ranch, child. 
3. chick, each, children, chair. 
Collect papers. 
Save for Lesson 50. 
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PUPIL'S WORKSHEET NO. 49 
,, 
chop will jump teeth 
shop chill chum teach 
thin much ranch why 
chin mud ran child 
chick each should chair 
Dick team children rain 
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET NO. 50 
what bed shop shell 
shut shed hop well 
dish whip mine shoe 
miss ship shine those 
\ \I ish shore fig shake 
catch home fish make 
• 
FIFTIETH LESSON 
Consonant Digraph sh - Initial and Final 
A. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
Listen to these words: shoe, ship, shell. What sound do you hear at 
the beginning of those words? 
Yes, each word begins with sh . Look at your pack of cards and show me 
the letters that say sh. 
Teacher checks each card held by child. 
Cards down! Mix up your cards. Listen again: shut, shadow, she. 
With what two letters do these words begin? Yes, sh. Show me the 
letters again. Yes. (Teacher checks again.) Mix~p your cards again. 
Now listen again. Show me the letters that make the first sound in: 
shave, shall, shape, shock, shore 
What letters are you showing me? Sh is right. 
Listen to these words: cash, dish, fish. What sound did you hear at 
the end of those words? Yes, sh was the sound at the end of those 
word~ Show me the right letters. Yes. 
Cards down. Mix them up. Listen: if you hear a word that does not 
end with sh, show me the letters. 
mash, brush, wish, much, hush, rush, rich 
What letters are you showing me? Yes--ch. 
Listen again: if you hear a word that does not end with sh, show me 
the letters. 
sash, dish, such, fish, touch, wash, ash 
Yes, you are showing me ch; such and touch end with ch. 
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B. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Teacher gives Worksheet No. 50 and pencils. 
Proceed with second half. 
Pronounce the following words: 
1. shut, shed, shop, shell 
2. dish, ship, shine, shoe 
3. wish, shore, fiah, shake 
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FIFTY - FIRST LESSON 
Consonant Digraph th - Initial and Final 
A. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
Listen to these words: thimble, thank, thick. With what two letters 
does each word begin? Yes, each word begins with th. Look at your 
pack of cards and show me the letters that say th. 
Teacher checks each card held by child . 
Cards down! Mix up your cards. Listen again: this, them, these. 
With what two letters do those words begin? Yes, th . Show me the 
letters again. · Yes. (Teacher checks again . ) 
Mix up your cards again . Now listen again. · If you hear a word that 
does ~begin with th, show me those letters. 
think, third, thumb, shield, three, shirt, thing 
What letters are you showing me? sh is right; shield and shirt begin 
with sh. 
Listen again: If you hear a word that does ~ begin with th, show 
me the letters you hear. 
the, then, chimney, this, chicken, those, that 
I am looking at your letters. Yes, you held up chJ chimney and 
chicken begin with ch. 
Listen to these words : bath, width, tenth. What sound did you hear 
at the end of those words? Yes, th was the sound at the end of those 
words. Show me the right letters. Yes. 
Cards down! Mix them up. Listen: if you hear a word that does not 
end with th, show me the letters. 
north, dish, with, both, sixth, fish, south 
What letters are you showing me? Yes, sh. Dish and ~end with sh. 
Listen again: if you hear a word that does not end with th, show me 
the letters . 
teeth, wealth, mouth, bunch, cloth, lunch, moth 
Yes, you are showing me ch. Bunch and lunch end with ch. 
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B. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Give out Worksheet No. 51. 
In each block draw a line from the word on the left to the one on the 
right that begins with th. 
:t94 
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PUPIL ' S WORKSHEET NO. 51 
this thimble them mash 
chop shall hose those 
watch the ship chip 
three chop think thing 
thin shine they throw 
Dick thick match chick 
PUPIL's ~vORKSHEET NO. 52 
here where when tvhy 
v-1hite with she then 
while wheat club block 
sheep chirp \vhip whale 
wheel heel chicken whisper 
chill which what shed 
FIFTY - SECOND LESSON 
Initial Consonant Digraph wh 
A. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
Listen to these words: where, when, whistle. With what two letters 
does each word begin? Yes, each word begins with wh. Look at your 
pack of cards and show me the letters that say wh. 
Teacher checks each card held by child. 
Cards down! Mix up your cards. Listen again: wheat, why, which. 
With what two letters do those words begin? Yes, wh. Show me the 
letters again. Yes. (Teacher checks again.) 
Now listen again. If you hear a word that does ~begin with wh, 
show me those letters. 
whale, white, ship, shake, what, shadow, wheel 
What letters are you showing me? sh is right. Shake and shadow begin 
with sh. 
Listen again: if you hear a word that does ~begin with wh, show me 
the letters you hear. 
wharf, while, throne, whisper, whine, whiff, thrive 
I am looking at your letters. Yes, you held up th. Throne and thrive 
begin with th . 
B. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Second half of Worksheet No. 52, drawing lines connecting words that 
begin with wh. May also be used for oral drill and circling word 
beginning with wh. 
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REVIEW WORKSHEET FOR LESSONS 49, 50, 51, 52 
Directions: 1. Circle the right word. 
2 . Write it in the space. 
1 . Which is the right ? 
-------
2. A cart has four 
3. give us wool. 
------
4. Bread is made from 
5. Our dog likes to the cat . 
-------
6. Please put the book on the 
7. Be sure the ice is 
8 . Do not eat too 
-------- candy. 
9. I have on a clean 
path 
that 
those 
works 
heels 
wheels 
cheap 
sheep 
deep 
went 
what 
wheat 
chase 
have 
share 
shell 
shelf 
help 
than 
thick 
with 
much 
such 
chat 
them 
chick 
shirt 
:197 
10. The king sat on the 
11. Baby broke the 
12. Mice like to eat 
13. 1 my baby to walk. 
where 
here 
throne 
which 
shed 
dish 
choose 
cheese 
should 
church 
teach 
these 
:t98 
FIFTY - THIRD LESSON 
er - ir - ur - ar - or 
A. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
Teacher says, "The letter r talks together with each vowel; !E._, ir, 
and ur all sound the same." 
In these words the sound is spelled !E._: 
her fern clerk nerve 
river winter flower never 
Children repeat each word after teacher, saying ! ~· 
In these words the sound is spelled ir. (Teacher and children 
follow same procedure as before.) 
bird girl skirt first dirt 
third chirp shirt birthday whirl 
thirty thirsty squirrel stir circle 
The sound in these next words is spelled ur. 
fur hurt burn curl turn 
church blur hurl nurse churn 
burst purple turtle nursery curve 
Ar says !!..· 
Children repeat ar after teacher pronounces each of the following 
words: 
car card cart far jar star 
hard bark dark yard mark park 
arm farm barn darn tart part 
party start sharp large sharp 
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Or says ~· 
for 
fork 
north 
nor 
stork 
short 
cord 
born 
morning 
B. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Worksheet No. 53 
1. Frame each sound. 
2. Write letters in word . 
3. Write word. 
4. Complete sentences. 
cork 
corn 
corner 
horse 
horn 
torch 
storm 
thorn 
200 
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PUPIL'S WORKSHEET FOR LESSON NO. 53 
1. Put a frame around the letters in each row. 
er ir ur ar or 
person bird curl star horse 
flower girl turn bark fork 
clerk birthday church party born 
her first burn large north 
fern skirt nurse mark thorn 
ever chirp hurt hard short 
mother third purple arm storm 
2. Complete word by putting in right letters. 
3. Write word on the same line . 
h se b k n se 
1 
-- ge sk t sh t 
h t th d m 
b d moth st m 
ev b __ thday p 
-- ty 
4. Put the right word in the sentence. The words are under the stories. 
1. Today is 
2. The stem has 
3. Did you your 
----
4. The sang, "Chirp 
5. My has a 
6. All the children had a 
her 
flower 
party 
arm horn birthday 
third chirp 
thorns. 
? 
1 n 
at the 
sharp 
purple 
bird 
skirt 
hurt 
mother 
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FIFTY - FOURTH LESSON 
Endings--s - es 
AUDITORY AND VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
A. Teacher says, "Here is one pencil." She writes word pencil on black-
board, then says, "If I want to make that word say pencils, what letter 
shall I put on the end?" "Yes, s." 
adding s - pencils. 
Teacher writes word again, 
"Let us do that with some more words." 
boy boys dall dolls 
dog dogs tree trees 
girl girls flag flags 
egg eggs ball balls 
book books pencil pencils 
rabbit rabbits train trains 
Teacher may choose her own list of words. 
B. Teacher says, "I have a box." She writes word "box'' on board, 
? starting a new column. ''Now, what do you say if I have two 
-----
Yes, boxes. Watch how I change this word. What did I have to add? 
Yes, es. Here are some more words that have es to make them say more 
than one." 
dress 
potato 
tomato 
fox 
tax 
dresses 
potatoes 
tomatoes 
foxes 
taxes 
six 
ax 
church 
watch 
dish 
sixes 
axes 
churches 
watches 
dishes 
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C. Teacher says, "Here is a picture of a baby. What do you say if there 
are two? Babies - yes. That is right." 
Teacher starts a third column saying, '~atch how I write babies. 
What did I do? I changed the~ to~ and added~· Let's try another 
word." (Teacher writes penny and develops similar response from 
children.) Continue with the following words: 
pony ponies daisy daisies 
lady ladies puppy puppies 
cherry cherries pansy pansies 
kitty kitties copy copies 
cooky cookies candy candies 
Worksheet No. 54 
1. Add s to words. 
2. Add es to words. 
3. Change ~to ~and add es. 
2 0 4 
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET NO. 54 
1. Add s to these words. 
bird night 
farm stone 
game street 
home train 
kitten window 
Put three of the words you wrote in a sentence. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
2. Add es to these words. 
potato 
church 
dress 
fox 
Make three sentences using your words. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
watch 
six 
dish 
tomato 
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3. In 
Use 
1. 
2. 
3. 
these words 
fairy 
baby 
kitty 
three words 
change I. to i and 
in a sentence. 
add es. 
pony 
penny 
candy 
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FIFTY - FIFTH LESSON 
Endings--ed-ing 
AUDITORY AND VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Some words can be made longer by adding ed or ing to them. 
Teacher has words in Rows 1 and 3 on the board. 
Row 1 Row 2 (adding ~ Row 
--
3 Row 4 (adding in g) 
ask asked ask asking 
play played play playing 
look looked look looking 
burn burned burn burning 
jump jumped jump jumping 
march marched march marching 
snow snow~d snow snowing 
rain rained rain raining 
laugh laughed laugh laughing 
walk walked walk walking 
Teacher writes word in Row 2 adding ed. 
Teacher may get response from children by saying, 
"Every day I ~ you. " 
"Yesterday I asked you." 
Continue Rows 3 and 4 in the same manner. 
"Now I ask youa a question." 
"i am asking you." 
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Worksheet No. 55 
1. Complete sentences choosing right word. 
2. List ed words in Column 1. 
3. List ing words in Column 2. 
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET NO. 55 
1. Complete the sentence using the word with the right ending. 
1. The cow over the moon. 
2. The little dog to see such sport. 
3. We are a new game. 
4. It hard yesterday. 
5. It was this morning. 
6. Baby MOther for a cookie. 
7. I am for my ball. 
8. We have fun to school. 
9. We all the leaves in the yard. 
10. My big brother is in the parade. 
11 . Spring is the season for 
------ rope. 
12. The old barn down. 
jumped 
jumping 
laughing 
laughed 
play 
playing 
snows 
snowed 
raining 
rained 
asking 
asked 
look 
looking 
walked 
walking 
rakes 
raked 
marched 
marching 
jumped 
jumping 
burned 
burning 
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2. List words that end with ed in Column 1 and those that end with ing 
in Column 2. 
Column 1 Column 2 
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FIFTY - SIXTH LESSON 
Endings--ly - est 
AUDITORY AND VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Some words can be made longer by adding ~ or ~ to them. 
Teacher has words in Row 1 and Row 3 on the board. 
Row 1 Row 2 Row 3 Row 4 
--
safe safely small smallest 
glad gladly large largest 
slow slowly warm warmest 
soft softly hard hardest 
sad sadly long longest 
light lightly soft softest 
loud loudly funny funniest 
nice nicely fast fastest 
part ,_ partly great greatest 
hard hardly late latest 
friend friendly old oldest 
polite politely cold coldest 
Teacher gives examples: 
The yard is a safe place to play . 
Cross the street safely. 
I am glad I had no mistakes. 
I will help you gladly . 
2i1_ 
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You are a funny boy. 
He was the funniest clown at the circus. 
Mary is a small girl. 
Her baby is the smallest one in the family. 
·\ 
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET NO • 56 
1. Here are two lists of words. Copy each word twice, adding ~to the 
second word in Row 1 and est to the second word in Row 2. Say the 
words to yourself after you write them. 
Row 1 Row 2 
sad slow 
----
hard old 
slow new 
late poor 
soft dark 
bad cold 
great small 
love hard 
most soft 
sick tall 
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2. Choose the right word. Circle it and write it in the space . 
She could run . 
hard hardly 
He is the reader. 
slow slowest 
She looks ini: her new coat. 
love lovely 
Winter is t he season. 
cold coldest 
The children stand in front. 
small smallest 
I can see the blackboard. 
hard hardly 
The baby walks very 
slow slowly 
This is my dress. 
new newest 
FIFTY - SEVENTH LESSON 
ai - ay 
A. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
I am going to say many words. Listen. (Teacher pronounces the 
fo llmving words.) 
( sail pail mail tail snail 
ai ( rain train chain brain 
( paid wait paint saint 
( may say hay way lay day 
ay ( play gray pray clay 
( stay away jay gay 
Teacher says, 11Many times when you hear the sound of long ~' the word 
has two vowels--the first one says its name and the second one is 
silent. You must try to remember the silent letter. Now I am going 
to say them again. 11 After each word children repeat ai or ~-
1 B. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Worksheet No. 57 
1. Children frame the ai - ~in each word. 
2. Children complete word. 
3. Children write whole word. 
'I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
II 
II 
,, 
II 
~-'-------'=-'----"======--==-- - - - -
I 2 1-7 --~~-
li 
A. 
FIFTY - EIGHTH LESSON 
ea - ee 
AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
I am going to say many words . Listen. (Teacher pronounces the 
following words.) 
( each beach reach peach lead read leaf 
ea ( speak steam dream lean mean cheap ear 
( meal year please eat heat treat leave 
( see bee free tree deed feed need 
ee ( seed weed green week queen deep street 
( greet cheer feet sweet sleep keep sheet 
Teacher says, ·~ny times when you hear the sound of long e, the word 
has two vowels~-the first one says its name and the second-one is 
silent . You must try to remember the silent letter. Now I am going 
to say them again." After each word children repeat ~ or ~· 
B. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Worksheet No. 58 
1. Frame the letters . 
2 . Complete the words. 
3. Write each word. 
II 
I 
il 
I 
II 
I 
lj 
j 
,, 
I 
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I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I 
FIFTY - NINTH LESSON 
A. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
I am going to say many words . Listen . (Teacher pronounces the 
following words.) 
coat boat float goat oats 
oak soak coal goal soap 
roast toast coast road loaf 
Teacher says, ·~any times when you hear the sound of long ~. the word 
has two vowels--the first one says its name and the second one is 
silent. You must try to remember the silent letter. Now I am going 
to say them agai n." After each word children repeat 2!.· 
B. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Worksheet No. 59 
1 . Frame the letters. 
2. Complete the words . 
3 . Write each word three times. 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
2 1_9 
--
I 
j: 
II 
I 
'I 
- ~ 
jl 
--
1. 
2. 
3. 
• 
- ---------
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET NO . 59 
Frame the letters that make the sound of long 2.· 
boat soak loaf boast 
coat soap goal roast 
goat oats coast roar 
float oak toast board 
Complete these words. 
oa oa 
b t oa 
c t oa 
s __ p oa 
c st ·.~ oa 
t st oa 
1 f oa 
Write each word three times. 
--
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I· 
I 
li 
I 
II 
I 
II 
I [ 
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REVIEW WORKSHEET FOR LESSONS 57, 58, 59 
1. Study these words. 
2 . Put the right word in the sentences. 
3. Use each word only once. 
tree please play 
soap rain weed 
away coast paint 
beach street loaf 
hay each tail 
1. We like to on our sleds . 
2 . A nest is in the 
3. There is a book for child. 
4. I must the garden. 
5. come and help me. 
6. Use the to wash your hands. 
7. Do you go in the summer? 
II 
8. We are going to the 
9. I bought a of bread . 
·I 10. Mother wants me to with the baby. I 
11. Do you live on this ? 
12. The garden needs 
13. I am going to my cart red. 
14. Horses and cows like 
15. The elephant has a small 
I' 
II 
II 
II 
I' 
I 
II 
I 
II 
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SIXTIETH LESSON 
oo - Long and Short 
A. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
Teacher says, "Double ~ (showing phonic card ~ has two different 
sounds.) Listen to these words--see if you can tell me the sound 
you hear in each word." 
moo moon cool fool noon poor food stool 
shoot broom stoop spoon 
"Yes, you heard~ (as in moo) . Now listen again. The same letters 
are in these words .but they don't sound just the same as the other 
words." 
look book took shook cook hook good wool 
stood hood wood foot 
"Yes, in those words the sound was~ (as in book). Now I am going 
to say some letters. When I stop you may tell me which sound you 
think it should be . " 
m n 
sp __ n 
g 
f 
d b k 
1 t k 
Children say right sound, then say word. 
Teacher may use other words . 
B. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Worksheet No. 60 
f t 1 
(oo - moon) 
1. Circle with red crayon words in which sound is as in ~· 
k 
2 . Circle with blue crayon words in which sound is as in look. 
3. Read these stories. Beside each story write the word that has oo 
in it . 
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II 
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET NO. 60 
Directions: 
1. Circle with red crayon words in which sound is as in~· 
2. Circle with blue crayon words in which sound is as in look. 
tool shook poor cook spoon 
cooky hood loop look crooked 
moon pool brook hoop scoop 
wood took goose shook smooth 
a boose soon room stoop stood 
roof boot wool foot tooth 
3. Read these stories. Beside each srory write the word that has oo 
in it. 
It is a cool morning. 
"Moo, moo," said the cow. 
The hook is on the fish line. 
Mother will cook the fish soon. 
Baby can hold her spoon. 
l like my new book. 
We eat dinner at noon, too. 
Will the moon shine tonight? 
My cart ia made of wood. 
Good food makes us strong. 
My new boots keep my feet dry. 
Last night my tooth began to ache. 
II 
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SIXTY - FIRST LESSON 
ou - ow 
A. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
I am going to say some words. Listen. (Teacher pronounces the 
following words . ) 
( our out found pound 
( ground flour count cloud 
ou 
( sour house mouse shout 
( mouth blouse south pout 
( cow now how owl 
ow ( down town brown towel 
( plow shower crowd flower 
Teacher says, '~hat sound did you hear in each of the words I said? 
II 
' 
Yes, you heard .the sound of~· I will say the words again and you 1 
may say the letters of the ~ sound after each word. Ready. 11 11 
(Teacher repeats words, stopping between each. Children may say 
ou - ~.) 
B. VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
1. Complete words, write them on same line, and say them. 
2. Complete sentences . 
l 
~I 
I 
I 
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PUPIL'S WORKSHEET NO. 61 
1. Fill in the letters ou and ow and write the word on the 
same line. 
ou ow 
h se c 
m se "h 
bl se t n 
r d n 
t br n 
f nd fl er 
2. Complete the following sentences: 
The dog my ball. 
did the get of the barn? 
The got a\.,ray from the cat. 
is a good color for the 
Mother fixed my torn 
What a pretty 
We like to slide the hill. 
The old woman went to 
Spot is dog. 
l 
I 
li 
I 
II 
11 
I 
I 
' 
II 
SIXTY - SECOND LESSON 
ew 
AUDITORY AND VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
1. I am going to make a list of words. As I write each one I will 
$ay it for you. Listen and watch! 
Teacher puts these words on blackboard, pronouncing each one as 
she writes: 
This word says - new 
This word says - few 
Same procedure for these five words: 
mew few chew new stew 
Teacher says, ''Who could tell me this word?" 
word out of original order) ·~ow who would 
word on this list and put it in a sentence?" 
(This gives opportunity for many children.) 
2. Worksheet No. 62 
1. Word matching. 
2. Draw line to right word. 
3. Write each word three times. 
(pointing to each 
like to choose any 
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II 
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PUPIL'S WORKSHEET NO. 62 
1. Look at the word in the list at the left. Find the word in the 
sentence that matches. Put a ring around it. 
chew 
new 
Be sure to chew your food well. 
I wore my new coat on Sunday. 
stew 
mew 
We are going to have stew today. 
Did you hear my kitten mew? 
I brought a few flowers to my teacher. 
2. Dra\v a line to the right word. 
what a kitten says 
\vhat we should do to our food 
not very many 
if it is not old 
something good to eat 
3. Write each word three times. 
stew 
few 
chew 
new 
mew 
~27 
II 
' 
SIXTY - THIRD LESSON 
oi - oy 
A. AUDITORY IDENTIFICATION 
B. 
I am going to say some words. Listen. (Teacher pronounces the 
following words.) 
( oil toil soil boil 
oi ( coin join point noise 
( moist noisy spoil broil 
( boy toy Roy joy 
oy 
( enjoy oyster joyful boyhood 
Teacher says, "Did you hear the sound of oi? Say the letters after 
each word. Now would you like to play a game? I will say a sentence 
leaving out a word. If you know the word, you may say the story for 
us. Here's the first one." 
Wait for the tea kettle to boil 
I know a boy named Roy 
Sh! Don't make any noise 
A rattle is a for a baby. toy 
Her new baby is a boy 
We have in the stove. oil 
Every day we to the sounds. point 
VISUAL IDENTIFICATION 
Worksheet No. 63 
1. Draw a line to the right word. 
2. Complete the story. 
3 . Copy the sentences. 
22R 
I' 
I 
II 
PUPIL'S WORKSHEET NO. 63 
1. Draw a line to the right word. 
2. Complete the story. 
I know a boy named 
A rattle is a 
Every day we 
Sh! Don't make any 
Wait for the kettle 
We have 
Her new baby is a 
Will you 
to 
for a baby. 
to words. 
in the stove. 
the Boy Scouts? 
? Do you like 
Milk will 
-----
in the sun. 
3. Copy as many stories as you have time for. 
noise 
Roy 
toy 
boy 
point 
boil 
oil 
spoil 
join 
oysters 
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